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Expansion joints are one of the main causes for high maintenance costs in bridges.
The search for ideal expansion joints has proven fruitless. That is why it has been said
that “the best joint is no joint”. A seamless bridge system is envisioned that results in
bridges with long service lives by eliminating the joints over the entire length of the
bridge, approach slab and a segment of the roadway called transition. All bridge thermal
movements are dissipated to zero in the transition. The system is similar to a system
developed in Australia but modifications had to be made to extend it for the U.S. practice
in which jointed or flexible pavements are commonly used. While the remainder of
paving within a roadway is jointed or flexible, a segment of roadway containing the
bridge and the transition is similar to continuously reinforced concrete paving. The
proposed transition system consists of a transition slab connected via “small piles” to a
“secondary slab”, embedded in the base soil. The advantages of the new system include
low maintenance costs, long service life, and enhanced seismic performance. The system
is beneficial in the case of skewed and/or curved bridges. Parametric studies using
SAP2000 have then been utilized to comprehend the system behavior and to develop an
experimental program in which a segment from the transition system is simulated. The
experiment elucidated the effectiveness of the transition system, the behavior of
geomaterial, and the behavior of pile-slab connection.

A small pile-concrete slab

connection detail with a simple construction technique is proposed. Detailed FE model
of the as-built connection was developed using ABAQUS to study the connection
behavior and calibrate the models. SAP2000 models of the experimental sample were
also developed. A special reinforcement reduction detail for the transition slab and
cracked section analysis are explained to achieve a controlled cracking. Recommended
design methods for the new components of the seamless system are explained. Life cycle
cost analysis has been carried out.
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Chapter 1.
Background and Problem Statement
1.1. Scope
The number one issue causing high maintenance costs of bridges is having expansion
joints in bridge structures.

No matter where expansion joints are located, whether at the

abutment or at the end of the approach slab, problems continue to exist. The number one
problem causing the deterioration of the expansion joints are a combination of heavy
truck traffic, thermal movements and de-icing salts. Heavy truck traffics pounds on the
expansion joints’ armors daily, and pushes debris into the joints, causing damage,
including the rupture of glens, such as is present in strip seal or compression seal joint
types or fatigue of steel armor elements used in expansion joints. No matter where
expansion joints are located, at the abutment or at end of the approach slab (semi-integral
or integral systems), problems continue to exist. Heavy truck traffic, climatic changes and
de-icing salts are factors there to stay. The only solution is to design better expansion
joints. The search for ideal expansion joints by industry, agencies and research
organizations has proven to be fruitless, and expansion joints continue to be a major
maintenance issue. That is why it has been said that “the best joint is no joint”.
In current U.S. practice, the roadway’s pavement (mostly Jointed Plain Concrete
Pavement) is terminated at bridge approach slabs. The seamless bridge and roadway
concept is a bridge deck enhancement that eliminates transverse joints through the entire
bridge and a transition zone beyond the bridge limits.
The seamless pavement concept, developed by Russell Bridge et al. in Australia
(2000) is a bridge deck enhancement that eliminates transverse joints through the entire
bridge length and a transition zone beyond the bridge limits. The transition zone beyond
the bridge is a specially detailed reinforced concrete pavement that results in extended
bridge life, improved ride quality for highway users, and reduced maintenance costs.
The system was originally developed for use with continuously reinforced concrete
pavement (CRCP), and modifications must be made to incorporate it into standard U.S.
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practice, which typically uses jointed concrete pavement (JCP).

Specifically,

longitudinal movement, due to thermal effects, at the end of the transition region must be
limited. If the system is developed for the U.S., the envisioned seamless bridge system
should result in bridges with very long service lives.
This research project includes two major phases; analytical phase and experimental
phase.
In the analytical work finite element methods were used to comprehend the behavior
of the new system, identify the important parameters, and develop a preliminary road
map for designing the system.

Parametric study was carried out to develop the

configuration of the transition zone and its components. Theoretical methods were also
utilized to develop the design methods.
In the experimental work, a segment of the newly developed system was constructed
and tested in the structures lab.

1.2. Introduction
As mentioned, the number one issue causing high maintenance costs of bridges is
having expansion joints in bridge structures.

Henry Derthick, former engineer of

structures at the Tennessee Department of Transportation, once stated, “The only good
joint is no joint.”
Figure 1-1 shows the seamless pavement concept, developed by Russell Bridge et al.
in Australia (2000) is a bridge deck enhancement that eliminates transverse joints through
the entire bridge length and a transition zone beyond the bridge limits.
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a continuous longitudinal reinforcement.

In other words, the bridge deck will be

continued at an approach length plus a so called transition length in which all movements
induced by the bridge will be dissipated to zero.

Road pavement

Bridge

Transition

Transition

Transition Zone

Road pavement

Transition Zone
Approach Zone

Transition

Approach Zone

Road pavement

Approach Zone

Figure 1-3- The seamless bridge concept for U.S. practice to be used with JCP

The key factor in this development is establishing an effective longitudinal force
transfer mechanism from the transition zone to the base soil in a reasonably short length
of the transition slab. The goal is achieving limited end movements, predictable and
controlled crack pattern, and controlled axial forces in the system. The transition zone’s
tensile behavior is an important factor in the behavior of the seamless bridge system since
the crack pattern plays a major role in the design life and maintenance costs.
Preliminary calculations and finite element studies revealed that friction between the
transition slab and the base soil will not supply sufficient resistance against thermal
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movements. A promising force transfer mechanisms for the seamless bridge has been
recommended in this research study. This new force transfer mechanism between the
transition slab and the base soil has been depicted in Figure 1-4. As can be seen in this
figure, the transition slab will be connected to a secondary slab buried at some depth of
the base soil via a number of small piles.

Figure 1-4- Schematic of the recommended seamless bridge system accommodated for the U.S.
practice with a not moving joint at the bridge-roadway interface

The advantages of the seamless bridge systems include the very low maintenance
costs, longer service life, preventing leakage of moisture to bridge elements below deck,
improved ride quality, easier inspection, ideal for bridges with skew and curvature or
located in high seismic areas, improved seismic performance, and reduced lateral loads
on the bridge abutment resulting in no or lesser piles for the bridge abutments.
Finite element analyses were carried out to predict the movements and force
development in the system as a result of temperature change. A method of cracked
section analysis is utilized to design the system for the tensile loads and control the
cracking in a desired pattern.
Generally, the analysis and design of a seamless bridge and roadway system includes
the assessment of the in-plane behavior of the system (effects of temperature change,
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creep, and shrinkage) and the out of plane behavior of the system (effects of settlement,
traffic loads, rotations exerted to the approach zone from the bridge ends). (Bridge et al.
2000)

1.3. General configuration of the proposed system
The general configuration of the proposed seamless bridge system to be used with
jointed roadway pavements in the U.S. is shown in Figure 1-4. As can be seen in this
figure, the bridge deck, approach slab, and a so called transition slab form an integral slab
system that does not have any joints over the entire length. The interface of the transition
slab and the roadway is called the “end joint”. If the end joint movements are reduced to
small values over the length of the transition slab, no joint system will be required at that
end joint and only dowel bars will be sufficient to achieve a smooth transition between
the transition slab and the roadway. No grade beam will be required either. In order to
achieve the required small end joint movements, small piles are used to connect the
transition slab to a so called “Secondary Slab” embedded in the base soil.
The use of the secondary slab was due to concerns about the long-term performance
of the systems with small piles and without the transition slab. A system with small piles
but without the transition slab might lose its effectiveness after multiple cycles of
movement in the piles. That is, the soil surrounding the small piles gets compacted due
to the pile movements, and after some cycles, the piles will not be in contact with the soil.
With using the secondary slab, even in the case the soil surrounding the small piles get
compacted and does not apply any resistance against the small piles’ movements, the
secondary slab will still be in effect. The secondary slab also increases the stiffness of
the transition region which results in shorter transition and less small piles.
For the case of temperature reduction that results in bridge contraction, tensile forces
will be developed in the system and the transition zone should be designed to control the
crack width and spacing as well as transferring the forces.

Figure 1-5 shows an

innovative transition that has drawn particular interest for bridge applications (Jung et al.
2006). The reinforcement detail helps the designer maintain the desirable crack pattern.
In this system, the amount of reinforcement is reduced over the length of the transition
regions, as the force in the transition is reduced.
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Figure 1-5- Gradua
al Transition Continuously
C
Reinforced
R
too Jointed Paveement (Jung ett al 2006).
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The idea was implemented in Sydney, Australia and the research findings were
presented by Bridge et al. (2000) and Griffiths et al. in two publications (2000). In their
practice, the CRCP reinforcement was directly connected to the bridge deck
reinforcement forming a continuous approach slab and bridge deck. Plus, the link slabs
were also used over the internal piers to form a seamless paving surface through the
entire bridge length.
Modeling methods are proposed by Bridge et al. (2000) that help investigate the
effects of environmental loading and longitudinal stiffness variations of the bridge into
account.
Based on the Austroads Design Guide (Austroad 1992) a coefficient of friction
varying from 0.5 to 1.5 can be considered for the base and sub base interface. This
coefficient of friction has a critical role in the performance of the seamless bridge (Bridge
et al. 2000).

Thus, tests were carried out in order to measure and confirm the

abovementioned values for the coefficients of friction.
The tensile behavior of the transition zone is also of a great importance since the
crack width and spacing plays a major role in the design life and maintenance costs of the
pavement.

The crack width and spacing will be controlled by the concrete tensile

strength, amount of reinforcement, and the friction between the pavement and the base.
Due to the innovative nature of the concept, the seamless bridges built in Australia
were monitored for six month in order to ensure their satisfactory behavior over time and
under real life condition. The monitoring revealed a satisfactory correlation between the
field results and the theoretical predictions.
Another document used for this study is “BEST PRACTICES OF CONCRETE
PAVEMENT TRANSITION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION” sponsored by the
Texas Department of Transportation Research and Technology Implementation office
(Jung et al. 2007.) This report explains most types of transitions that consist of a variety
of joint combinations and slab configurations.

Districts regularly designing and

constructing concrete pavements have developed standards and practices for some
transitions and have learned from experience what the best practices are. However, these
practices are not yet established for districts interested in building more concrete
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pavements. One of the most frequently constructed types of concrete pavement transition
from a CRCP to JPCP or to a bridge is introduced. The idea of reducing the amount of
reinforcement over the length of the transition slab as the force is reduced was taken from
this report. This reinforcement reduction as will be explained will help the designer
achieve a uniform crack pattern on the transition slab.
ACI report 224.2R-92 (Reapproved 1997) , Cracking of Concrete Members in Direct
Tension, has also been used for the tension control provisions. This report is concerned
with cracking in reinforced concrete caused primarily by direct tension rather than
bending.

Equations for predicting crack spacing and crack width are presented.

Methods for estimating post-cracking axial stiffness are discussed.

1.6. Organization of the dissertation
This dissertation consists of six chapters.
Chapter 1. Background and Problem Statement, introduces the reader a background
to the “Seamless Bridge Systems”, their development in Australia for continuous rigid
pavements, and the development of the idea for the U.S. practice in which most
pavements are either flexible or jointed rigid.
Chapter 2. Development of the system and parametric study, provides a description
of the bridge system and the results of parametric study carried out on two prototype
bridges.
Chapter 3. Experimental program, addresses the development of the experimental
program, the construction and instrumentation of the test sample, the test, and the
experiment results.
Chapter 4. Finite Element Analyses, starts with some explanation of the material
models for steel and concrete and development of the model parameters for the materials
used in the experiment, and then it continues with the finite element study of the test
sample.
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Chapter 5.presents the design methods for the newly developed seamless bridge
system for the U.S. practice in which most pavements are either jointed rigid or flexible.
An example is also provided at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 6. provides the life-cycle-cost-analysis (LCCA) carried out to investigate the
economic feasibility of using the proposed seamless system.
Chapter 7. Development of Design Provisions; Seamless Bridge System with CRC
Roadway Pavement, presents the design methods and an example for the original
seamless bridge system as developed in Australia.
Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendations, provides the summary and
conclusions.
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Chapter 2.
Development of the system and parametric
study
2.1. Scope
Finite element and theoretical methods have been utilized to achieve a better
understanding of the newly developed seamless bridge system behavior.
Parametric studies have been carried out to examine the behavior and effectiveness
of the seamless bridge concept with various transition region configurations.

2.2. Theoretical study of the seamless bridge system used
with continuous roadway (CRCP)
Closed form equations are developed to determine the required length for the
transition slab of a seamless bridge system as developed in Australia (CRCP roadway
approaches a bridge, Figure 1-1.) The results of this theoretical analysis are compared
against SAP2000 computer software results to spot-check the correctness.

2.2.1. Development of closed-form equation
A uniform temperature increase is applied to the bridge, approach slab and the
transition zone. There are no joints between the bridge deck, approach slab, the transition
zone, and the Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement (CRCP) roadway.
By definition, the transition zone is defined as the region between the approach slab
and a section on the CRCP roadway that all bridge movements are dissipated through the
friction between the road slab and the base soil. In other words, the end of the transition
zone is a section on the road slab that will not move due to the balance of forces from
both sides. While longitudinal movements can take place at any section within the
approach slab and transition slab, there can be no movement of the section at the interface
between the end of the transition slab and the CRCP roadway at the end of the transition
zone. The movement along the length of the transition zone is δ. The equations are
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developed for a generalized case of a straight and symmetric bridge, approach slab, and
transition slab. Figure 2-1 shows the simplified free body diagram of the bridge system.
In this figure FB is the thermal horizontal in-plane force in the bridge (constant), FA
is the thermal horizontal in-plane force in the approach slab, and F0 is the force at the end
of the transition zone, exerted from the CRCP roadway. f is the friction force between
the pavement and the base per unit length of the transition zone. t is the thickness of the
pavement.

Figure 2-1- Free body diagram of the bridge, approach slab, and the transition zone

If (EA)T is the axial stiffness of the transition zone (pavement), (EA)B is the axial
stiffness of the Bridge (considering the bridge deck and girders) , (EA)A is the axial
stiffness of the approach slab and the behavior of the system is assumed to be
linear-elastic region, then the required length for the transfer region, LT, can be calculated
as follows.
Note that width of the pavement section shown in the figure is unit.
The force in the transition zone is F0 + f.x
Since there is no friction between the approach slab and the base soil, the force in the
approach slab and the bridge can be assumed uniform and equal to F0 + f.LT
In which LT is the length of the transition zone.
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ΔLEnd = δ = ΔLB + ΔLA + ΔLT

Eq. 2-1

Where ΔLB, ΔLB, and ΔLB are the deformations of half of the bridge length, the
approach slab length, and the transition zone length, respectively.
The terms in the above equation can be written as follows;

ΔLB = α B L B ΔT -

FB L B
(EA)B

Eq. 2-2

ΔL A = α A L A ΔT -

FA L A
(EA) A

Eq. 2-3

ΔLT = α T L T ΔT -

F0 L T 1 fL2T
(EA)T 2 (EA)T

Eq. 2-4

The term f can be determined as follows;

f = μ.N = μ.(γ c × AT ) ⇒

μ.(γ c × AT )L2T μ.γ c L2T
fL2T
=
=
(EA)T
(EA)T
ET

Eq. 2-5

Therefore the Eq. 7-5 above can be written as;

ΔLT = α T L T ΔT -

F0 L T 1 μ.γ c L2T
(EA)T 2 E T

Eq. 2-6

The in-plane horizontal force in the bridge and approach slab can be written as;
=

=

+ .

Eq. 2-7

Plugging Eq. 2-2, Eq. 2-3, Eq. 2-5, Eq. 2-6 and Eq. 2-7 into Eq. 2-1, a quadratic
equation in terms of LT is developed. In other words, LT (length of the transition slab) is
the un-known of the quadratic equation and can be determined using the closed form
solution.

In order to find the location of the end of the transition zone,

ΔLEnd = δ = ΔLB + ΔLA + ΔLT = 0 .
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Eq. 2-11

Where

f = friction force between the pavement and the base per unit length of the
pavement
For a case with no force at the end of the transition zone, F0 is zero. Otherwise, the
value of F0 shall be assumed (to maintain the desired crack pattern or to satisfy other
design requirements) and the equation can be solved for LT.
It should be noted that the abovementioned calculations are based on an increase in
the temperature which causes compression in the transition zone. In the case of the
temperature reduction that would cause tension in the system, all above-mentioned
equations are still valid as long as the slab does not crack. After cracking, the simplest
method for solving the problem will be reducing the slabs axial stiffness for a cracked
member. In other words, all (EA) terms that are related to the axial stiffness of the slabs,
will be substituted with the reduced effective axial stiffness of the sections (EA)eff.
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2.2.2. Pa
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F0 = 12847 kips, the compressive stress of 1900 psi will be developed that is in the
tolerable range for the compressive strength of the concrete.
Figure 2-3 is a MS Excel spreadsheet developed to determine the required length of
the transition zone to achieve zero movement at the end of the transition.
The abovementioned calculations were repeated for various value of F0 (force at the
end of the transition slab) and the required length of the transition zone to achieve zero
movement at the end of the transition slab was determined.
COF, μ
Transition Length (ft)
Temperature Increase (°F)

1.5

f'c (psi)

400

γc (pcf)

145

100

Ec (ksi)

4074.281

Es (ksi)

29000

Mass per
Unit Volume

4.503

n=

7

α (/°F)

5.5E-06

Bridge Length (ft)
Approach Length (ft)

120
16

Bridge Width (ft)
Bridge Deck Thickness (in)
Approach Slab Thickness (in)
Transition Slab Thickness (in)

46.875
8.5
18
12

Bridge Girder Material
Area of each bridge girder (sq.in.)
No. of Bridge Girders

Steel
62.00
5

Equivalent Stiffness of Bridge (EA/L)B
Equivalent Stiffness of Approach (EA/L)A
Equivalent Stiffness of Transition (EA/L)T

19668
214855
5729

Force in Transition at the End = F0 (kips)
Force in Transition at Approach (kips)
Force in Bridge (kips)

12847
16926
16926

δ at the end of the transition slab (in)
f
A
B
C

5000

kips/in
kips/in
kips/in

0.00000
0.849609375 kips/ft
-1.8536E-07
3.56909E-05
0.015381231

Figure 2-3- MS Excel spreadsheet developed to determine the required length of the transition zone
to achieve zero movement at the end of the transition zone

Figure 2-4 shows the results of a parametric study carried out on the bridge. This
figure also contains the SAP2000 comparison at 6 points. A 100 °F temperature increase
has been applied to this bridge system.
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T Figure 2-4
2 below co
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(
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Figure 2-4- Resultts of the para
ametric study
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mple bridge using the devveloped closeed-form
equatio
on in the two cases in whicch the end join
nt is free to m
move and in w
which the end joint is
restraiined against horizontal
h
mo
ovements. T he results haave also been spot-checked
d using
SAP20
000 at 6 pointss
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If it is desired to achieve a state of no movement and no force at the end joint, that is,
the length of the transition slab is sufficient for friction forces to completely dissipate the
thermally induced movements throughout the length of the transition slab, the excel
spreadsheet shown in Figure 2-3 can be used. The required length for the transition slab
will be about 2854 feet (0.54 miles). This system now can be used with the U.S. most
common road pavement practice which is either flexible or jointed pavement. The design
procedure for this system has been explained in Appendix A.

2.3. Development of the seamless bridge system used with
jointed or flexible pavements (U.S. Practice)
The most common pavement types used in the United States are either flexible
pavements or rigid jointed pavements (JPCP). As the result, there has to be a joint at the
roadway-bridge interface. If this end joint has limited movements, there will be no
mechanical joint or just a sealant type of joint required at the location of this end joint.
This will result in very great ride quality and also infinite or long joint life. Only the use
of dowel bars will be sufficient to transfer the out-of-plane forces through the end joint to
avoid faulting. No grade beams will be required. This system will also be a very great
system to be used with curved and skewed bridges because of its greater redundancy,
integrity and because of the greatly reduced demand on the bridge abutments. Only
shallow foundations may be required for the bridge abutments to transfer the gravitational
forces to the ground. A large portion of the horizontal forces will be transferred to the
transition slab.
As it was explained in section 2.2.2, the required lengths for the transition slab to
effectively transfer all the thermal forces to the base soil via friction and reach a point of
zero force and zero displacement is very long. Therefore, there is a need for a more
effective way to transfer the forces to the base soil in a more reasonable transition slab
length.
One method to increase the resistance between the base soil and the transition
pavement is the use of either soil nails or micro piles which are driven into the base soil,
leaving their tops to be cast into the concrete slab creating a mechanical connection.
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This idea can be combined with the detail explained in section 1.3 (Figure 1-5) to
achieve a desired transition system (that effectively dissipates the bridge thermal
movements over its length and also develops a desired and uniform crack pattern through
its length).
A schematic showing a combination of the two details (transition zone reinforcement
reduction and soil nails) is shown in Figure 2-5.
Approach Zone
200 %

Bridge

120 %

100 %

60 %

30 % Reinforcement Road pavement

Transition zone
Soil Nails

Figure 2-5- Schematic combination of the transition zone, reinforcement reduction, and the soil nail
(for the 100% reinforcement being a baseline amount of reinforcement)

Study of this system needs an understanding of the soil-structure interaction between
the small piles and the base soil.

2.3.1. Soil-structure interaction
The interaction between the soil and the soil nails can be modeled using springs
which represent the stiffness of the soil. Some representative values for the effective
spring stiffness per unit length of the pile, kh, are given in Table 2-1. These values have
been developed for HP10×42 piles.
Since the small piles are intended to be driven relatively shallow in the base soil, the
same stiffness will be used for the springs over the depth of the soil nails. On the other
hand, the transition zone of a bridge is to be constructed on a compacted soil (stiff). Plus,
the transition slab’s weight applies confinement on the base soil.

Therefore, for a

preliminary study, the stiffness values for stiff soils can be used to determine the stiffness
of the springs.
72x = 72 × 3 ft = 216 kips/sq.ft.
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216 (kips/sq.ft) × 6.94 = 1500 lb/sq.in.
If the springs are spaced at 6 in on the length of the small piles, the effective spring
stiffness can be determined as follows.
1500 lb/sq.in. × 6 in. = 9000 lb/in.
Therefore, a stiffness value of 9000 lb/in will be used in the finite element models to
model the soil pile interaction.
Table 2-1- Values of kh for clay and sand, Soil properties for an HP 10×42 pile in clay and sand
soils (Iowa DOT Report HR 273)

Clay

Soft

Stiff

Very Stiff

Blow count, N

3

15

40

Effective unit
weight, y(pcf)

50

60

65

Undrained
cohesion, cu (psf)

400

1,600

5,000

Pu (kif)
(use lesser value)

3.0or
1.0 + 0.24x

kh (ksf)
(use lesser value)

72or
24 + 5.8x

580or
190 + 41x

2,200or
750 + 610x

Loose

Medium

Dense

Blow count, N

5

15

30

Effective unit
weight, y(pcf)

55

60

65

ao•

35°

40°

0.070x2 + 0.12x
for x ,;; 20

0.15x2 + 0.17x
forx s 18

0.26x2 + 0.24x
forx s 22

1.5x forx
> 20

2.9x forx
> 18

5.9x forx
> 22

8.0x

27x

72x

Sand

Angle of friction, <1>
Pu (kif)

kh(ksf)

3.9

12or
+ 0.85x

37or
12.5 + 10.1x

SAP2000 was used to develop a finite element model for a 7 feet long small pile
driven in the base soil. The top end of the small pile was pushed and deformed shape
profile of the small pile in the soil was developed. Figure 2-6 shows the deformation
profiles of small pile versus the soil depth for various pile sections and soil stiffness of
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580 kips/sq.ft.

These defo
ormation pro
ofiles can bbe used to realize wheether the pille

behav
vior is a rigid
d body rotattion or bendiing.
Deformation (in.)
-0.05

0.00
0.0

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0..30

0.35

1.0

Depth (ft)

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

W14x99
Pipe2x0.2
W12x65
Pipe4x0.25
Pipe3x0.25
Rod1.5"
Rod1.0"

7.0

Figure 2-6- Deform
mation profile of various pille sections in depth of the ssoil for a soil stiffness of 5880
kips/sq
q.ft

As
A can be seen
s
in Figu
ure 2-6, for shallow deppths of smaall piles, all of the Widde
Flang
ge small pilee sections deeveloped a riigid body rottation in the base soil which is not aan
accep
ptable behav
vior for the proposed systtem.
It
I is generallly said thatt deformatio
on behavior of a pile inn soil can bbe assumed a
cantillever deform
mation behav
vior when the deformatioon profile off the pile in tthe soil deptth
reach
hes a zero diisplacement twice. Witth this assum
mption, the P
Pipe 4×0.255 and also thhe
Pipe 3×0.25 profi
files are not good
g
candidates to be ussed in the neewly proposeed system.
Another
A
problem encou
untered was that a rod pprofile will not most liikely develoop
sufficcient mechan
nical ties bettween the traansition slabb and the basse soil.
Moreover,
M
th
he main goaal for develo
oping this syystem is to achieve lonng bridge life
fe.
The soil
s around the
t small piiles may com
mpact due too the cycles of bridge expansion annd
contrraction. Thiss soil compaaction around the small ppiles may leead to the sm
mall piles losse
their effectivenesss in tying th
he transition slab and topp slabs.
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2.3.2. Development of the proposed system with secondary slab
As mentioned in the previous section, one concern about the long-term performance
of the systems discussed so far is the system may lose its effectiveness after multiple
cycles of movement in the small piles even in the case the piles are driven deep enough to
achieve a cantilever deformation. That is, the soil surrounding the piles gets compacted
due to the pile movement, and after some cycles, the piles will not be in contact with soil.
Figure 2-7 shows the new force transfer concept proposed to mitigate this problem.
Figure 2-8 shows the possible construction sequence for the proposed system. In this
system a secondary slab will be constructed in a couple of feet depth of the base soil and
the small piles’ ends will be connected to this slab. This way, even in the case the soil
surrounding the small piles get compacted and does not apply any resistance against the
pile movement, the secondary slab will still be in effect.

The soil underneath the

transition slab might settle over time. In this case there might be a need for very shallow
underfilling in the soil right beneath the transition slab.

Figure 2-7- A 3-D representation of the proposed seamless bridge system with secondary slab and
small piles
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Bridge
Approach Zone

Road pavement

Transition
Transition Zone

(a)

Soil-nails
Embeded
Slab

Bridge

Excavation

Bridge

Soil-nails
Embeded
Slab

Bridge

Fill
Soil-nails

(b)

Embeded
Slab

Bridge
Approach Zone

Transition
Transition Zone

Soil-nails
Embeded
Slab

Bridge
Approach Zone

Transition

Road pavement

Transition Zone

Soil-nails
Embeded
Slab

Underfilling (Pressure grouting)

Bridge
Approach Zone

(c)

Transition

Road pavement

Transition Zone

Soil-nails
Embeded
Slab

Figure 2-8- (a) New force transfer concept (b) construction sequence (c) future underfilling
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2.4. SAP2000 analysis of prototype bridges and parametric
study
Two prototype bridges with the proposed seamless system were modeled and
studied. The finite element package SAP2000 (version C 9.1.0) was used to develop the
finite element models. This program is fairly easy to use especially when the general
behavior of a structure is being studied. The presentation of the results is easy to
understand and interpret. Because of the small running time for this program, parametric
study of the structure using this package is very cost effective. All elements were
modeled using shell elements.

70 feet long one span bridge
Figure 2-9 shows the dimensions of the first bridge structure modeled. The girders of
the bridge are the same as the calibration bridge used in Kathol et al. (1995). The bridge
consists of three steel girders and a 6 in. thick deck slab. An approach slab with 15 ft
length and 18 in thickness is also considered. The structure then is connected to a
transition zone with 12 in thickness. Two different lengths of 30 ft and 70 ft were studied
for the transition.
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26 ft

(a)

6 in.

Plates Thickness = 0.25 in.

10 ft

3 ft

10 ft

3 ft

26 ft

6 in.

(b)

Plates Thickness = 0.25 in.

3 ft

17' - 6"

10 ft

10 ft

35'

17' - 6"

3 ft

PL- 9 x 3/4

(c)

PL 54 x 3/8

PL 54 x 3/8

PL- 14 x 3/4

PL 54 x 3/8

PL- 14 x 1 1/4

PL- 14 x 3/4

70'
Figure 2-9- First bridge used in the Finite Element Modeling (Kathol et al. (1995))

Due to the symmetry of the structure about two axes, only half of the one girder is
modeled. Figure 2-10 shows the schematic model of the structure and the supports and
boundary conditions.
17' - 6"

17' - 6"

PL- 9 x 3/4
PL 54 x 3/8

PL 54 x 3/8

PL- 14 x 1 1/4

PL- 14 x 3/4

35'

Figure 2-10- Schematic of the bridge structure modeled with SAP2000. Longitudinal half-length
model and the supports and the boundary conditions
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The effect of 80 °F, 100 °F and 120 °F temperature increase is studied for the various
lengths of transition zones. The secondary slab is located in the 4 ft depth and the small
piles section is W10×49. Two small pile configurations were considered; 4ft spacing in
both longitudinal and transverse directions, and 4 ft longitudinal and 3 ft transverse
spacing. Figure 2-11 shows the SAP2000 model of the prototype bridge with 30 feet
long transition zone. The soil around the small piles was also modeled using springs
spaced at 6 inch on the small piles’ length.

Figure 2-11- SAP2000 three-girder model of the prototype bridge, secondary slab located at 4 ft
depth, small piles W10×49, 30 ft transition zone

The contours of horizontal movement resulted from a 100 °F temperature increase in
the bridges 30 feet long transition zone is shown in Figure 2-12.
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Figure 2-12- Horizontal displaceement contourrs for the proototype bridgee full model ((secondary slaab
d at 4 ft deptth, small piles W10×49, 300 ft transition
n zone, 100 °°F temperaturre
located
changee

Figure
F
2-13 through Fig
gure 2-15 sh
how the resuults of paraametric studyy on the first
proto
otype bridge. The figurres show thee end joint m
movements versus the length of thhe
transiition slab; Small
S
piles are
a spaced 4 ft longituddinally in alll cases. Thee temperaturre
increase is 80 °F,, 100 °F, and
d 120 °F, resspectively.

Figure 2-13- End joint movemen
nt of the brid
dge and transsition zone sysstem vs. lengtth of transitioon
slab; Small
S
piles spa
aced 4 ft longittudinally; 80 °°F temperaturre increase
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Figure 2-14- End joint movemen
nt of the brid
dge and transsition zone sysstem vs. lengtth of transitioon
slab; Small
S
piles spa
aced 4 ft longittudinally; 1000 °F temperatu
ure increase

Figure 2-15- End joint movemen
nt of the brid
dge and transsition zone sysstem vs. lengtth of transitioon
slab; Small
S
piles spa
aced 4 ft longittudinally; 1200 °F temperatu
ure increase
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Figures
F
Figu
ure 2-16 and
d Figure 2-1
17 show thee contours of maximum
m compressivve
stresss developed in the bridgee deck and 30
3 ft long traansition slabb length for 1100 °F and 550
°F tem
mperature in
ncrease, resp
pectively. In
n both casess the small ppiles are spaaced ed at 4 ft
in bo
oth directionss. As can be
b seen in th
hese figures,, the maximuum compresssive stress iin
the co
oncrete is weell below thee compressiv
ve strength oof concrete.

Figure 2-16- Conto
ours of maxim
mum compresssive stresses developed in
n the deck witth 30 feet lon
ng
transittion zone with the maximum
m, 100 °F temp
perature increease, Small piles at 4 ft

ours of maxim
mum compresssive stresses developed in
n the deck witth a 30 ft lon
ng
Figure 2-17- Conto
transittion zone, 50 °F
° temperaturre increase, Sm
mall piles at 4 ft
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Brid
dge with tw
wo spans of
o 120 feett
The
T SAP200
00 finite eleement modeel of a twoo-span steel bridge developed. Thhe
bridg
ge structure was
w taken frrom “LRFD Design Exaample for Steeel Girder S
Superstructurre
Bridg
ge”, FHWA//National Hiighway Instiitute (NHI) ((2003). Thiss bridge hass longer spanns
than the prototyp
pe bridge ex
xplained in the previouus sections. This will bbe helpful iin
determ
mining whetther or not th
he system is useful for loonger span bbridges.
Figure
F
2-18 shows the dimensions
d
of
o the structuure modeledd. The bridgge consists oof
five steel
s
girders and a 8.5 in
n. thick deck
k slab. An appproach slabb with 16 ft llength and 118
in thiickness is alsso considereed. The transsition slab thhickness is 12 in.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-182
Bridge used
u
for the Fiinite Element Modeling (FH
HWA/Nationaal Highway Insstitute (NHI), 2003)
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As mentioned, the finite element package SAP2000 (version C 9.1.0) was used to
develop the finite element model (Figure 2-19). Due to the symmetry of the structure
about two axes, only half of the bridge was modeled. The effect of 80 °F, 100 °F, and
120 °F temperature increase is studied.

Shell elements were used to develop the

SAP2000 models. The small pile configuration used for the transition zone of the bridge
consists of W10×49 steel pile sections spaced at 4 ft longitudinally (the same as what was
considered the most effective configuration for the prototype bridge.) The secondary slab
is located in the 4 ft depth.

Figure 2-19- SAP2000 model of the bridge (secondary slab located at 4 ft depth, small piles W10×49
spaced at 4 ft, 30 ft transition zone, 120 °F temperature change)

Figure 2-20 shows the horizontal displacement contours for the bridge full model
due to 120 °F temperature increase.

Figure 2-20- Horizontal displacement contours for the bridge model (secondary slab located at 4 ft
depth, small piles W10×49 spaced at 4 ft, 30 ft transition zone, 120 °F temp. change)
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Figures
F
Figu
ure 2-21 and
d Figure 2-2
22 show the compressivve stress conntours for thhe
bridg
ge due to 120
0 °F temperaature increase.

Figure 2-21- Comp
pressive stresss (psi) contours on the brid
dge model (seecondary slab
b located at 4 ft
depth, small piles W10×49
W
spacced at 4 ft, 3 0 ft transitioon zone, 120 °F temperatu
ure
changee)

Figure 2-22- Conto
ours of maxim
mum compresssive stresses d
developed in tthe bridge deeck with a 30 ft
long trransition zonee (secondary slab located att 4 ft depth, sm
mall piles W110×49 spaced aat
4 ft, 30
0 ft transition zone, 120 °F temperature
t
cchange) (Unitss psi)

Figure
F
2-23 shows the horizontal
h
diisplacement along the leength of thee bridge deckk,
appro
oach slab, an
nd the 30 ft long transitiion slab duee to 120 °F ttemperature increase. A
As
can be
b seen in th
his figure, th
he bridge en
nd movemennt without thhe new systtem would bbe
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aboutt 1.1 inch.

However, with the new
n
conceptt utilized, tthis movemeent has beeen

decreeased to abou
ut half of an inch.

Figure 2-23- Horizo
ontal displaceement along th
he length of th
he bridge deck
k, approach sslab, and the 330
ft long
g transition slab due to
o 120 °F tem
mperature in
ncrease for tthe small piile
configu
uration (secon
ndary slab located at 4 ft deepth, small pilles W10×49 sp
paced at 4 ft, 330
ft transition zone, 12
20 °F tempera
ature change)

Figure
F
2-24 shows the horizontal
h
diisplacement along the leength of thee bridge deckk,
appro
oach slab, an
nd the 60 ft long transitiion slab duee to 120 °F ttemperature increase. A
As
can be
b seen in th
his figure, by
y increasing the length oof the transiition zone too twice as thhe
first system,
s
the end
e movemeent has been reduced by only about 0.1 inch. Thhis is becausse
by in
ncreasing thee length of the system,, this lengthh increase allso results iin higher ennd
moveements (dem
mand) as welll.
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Figure 2-24- Horizo
ontal displaceement along th
he length of th
he bridge deck
k, approach sslab, and the 660
ft long
g transition slab
s
due to 120 °F temp
perature increease for variious small piile
configu
urations

The
T SAP200
00 model an
nalysis was executed
e
forr various traansition slab lengths of 66,
14, 22,
2 30, 34, 42,
4 50, and 60 feet as well as thee bridge witthout a transsition regionn.
Figurre 2-25 show
ws the moveement of end joint of thhe bridge annd transitionn zone system
m
versu
us the length
h of the tran
nsition slabs (for a case with the sm
mall piles arre spaced 4 ft
longiitudinally an
nd side by side;
s
120 °F temperaturre increase). As can bee seen in this
figuree, increasing
g the length of the transiition slab wiith a same nnumber of sm
mall piles peer
unit length
l
will not
n be effecttive in reducction of the bbridge system
m’s end joinnt movementts
after a point. The
T reductio
on of the movement
m
off end joint is initially rrapid but thhe
ovement of end joints will not bbe as signifficant after some poinnt.
reducction of mo
Decission about the
t effectivee transition slab length should be m
made based on end joinnt
moveement requirrements, sm
mall pile desiign, connecttion design aand also thee economy oof
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the project. Larg
ger end jointt movementss will increaase the demaand on smalll piles (largeer
o small pilees) and thereefore it increeases the dem
mand on the connection.
drift on

Figure 2-25- End movement off the bridge and transitioon zone system
m versus thee length of th
he
mall piles aree spaced 4 ft longitudinallly and side b
by side; 120 °°F
transittion slab ; Sm
temperrature increasse

Figure
F
2-26 shows the horizontal
h
dissplacement ccontours forr the bridge m
model and 330
ft tran
nsition slab due
d to 100 °F temperatu
ure increase.
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Figure 2-26- Horizontal displacement contours for the bridge model (secondary slab located at 4 ft
depth, small piles W10×49 spaced at 4 ft, 30 ft transition zone, 100 °F temperature
change)

The SAP2000 model analysis is executed for various transition slab lengths of 6, 14,
22, 30, 34, 42, 50, and 60 feet as well as the bridge without a transition region. Figure
2-27 and Figure 2-28 shows the parametric study results for the movement of end joint of
the bridge and transition zone system versus the length of the transition slabs (for a case
of 80 °F and 100 °F temperature increase, respectively). Again, as can be seen in this
figure, increasing the length of the transition slab with a same number of small piles per
unit length will not be effective in reduction of the bridge system’s end joint movements
after a point. The reduction of the movement of end joint is initially rapid but the
reduction of movement of end joints will not be as significant after some point.
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Figure 2-27- Movem
ment of end jo
oint of the briidge and transsition zone sysstem versus th
he length of th
he
transittion slab; Seco
ondary slab is at 4 feet depth
h; 80 °F temp
perature increase

Figure 2-28- Movem
ment of end jo
oint of the briidge and transsition zone sysstem versus th
he length of th
he
transittion slab; Seco
ondary slab is at 4 feet depth
h; 100 °F tem
mperature incrrease
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As
A can be seen
s
from th
he end jointt movementt graphs forr the two shhort and lonng
bridg
ges, the seam
mless bridge system is esspecially effi
ficient for lonnger bridgess in which thhe
horizzontal stiffneess of the bridge is smaller.
Figure
F
2-29 shows the horizontal
h
diisplacement along the leength of thee bridge deckk,
appro
oach slab, an
nd the 50 ft long transitiion slab duee to 100 °F ttemperature increase. A
As
can be
b seen in th
his figure, the bridge end
d joint moveement without the new ssystem woulld
be ab
bout 0.9 inch. Howeveer, with the new bridge system utillized, this m
movement haas
been decreased to
o about 0.4 inch.
i

Figure 2-29- Horizo
ontal displaceement along th
he length of th
he bridge deck
k, approach sslab, and the 550
ft long
g transition slab due to
o 100 °F tem
mperature in
ncrease for tthe small piile
configu
uration (secon
ndary slab loccated at 4 ft d
depth, small p
piles W10×499 spaced at 4 ft
both ways)
w

Figure
F
2-30 shows the horizontal
h
diisplacement along the leength of thee bridge deckk,
appro
oach slab, an
nd the 50 ft long
l
transition slab due to -100 °F ttemperature reduction foor
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the sm
mall pile co
onfiguration (secondary slab locatedd at 4 ft deppth, small ppiles W10×449
spaceed at 4 ft both
b
ways). In this casse, the systeem is in tennsion so craacked sectioon
analy
ysis has been
n carried outt for this analysis and ddevelopmentt of this curvve. For morre
detaill on this anaalysis refer to sections 5.7.7. Crackked section analysis andd 7.6. Desiggn
exam
mple. Figuree 2-31 show
ws the compaarison of thee horizontal displacemeents along thhe
length
h of the brid
dge deck, app
proach slab, and the 50 fft long transsition slab foor -100 °F annd
100 °F
° temperatu
ure changes.

Figure 2-30- Horizo
ontal displaceement along th
he length of th
he bridge deck
k, approach sslab, and the 550
ft long
g transition slab due to -100 °F tem
mperature reduction for the small piile
configu
uration (secon
ndary slab loccated at 4 ft d
depth, small p
piles W10×499 spaced at 4 ft
both ways)
w
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Figure 2-31- Comp
parison of th
he horizontal displacementts along the length of the bridge deck,
approa
ach slab, and the 50 ft long transition sslab for -100 °°F and 100 °F
F temperaturre
changees

As
A can be seeen in Figurre 2-31 the end
e joint moovement of the bridge ssystem in thhe
case of a temperrature reduction is signiificantly sm
maller than thhe case of a temperaturre
increase.
Figure
F
2-32 shows the co
omparison of
o the stressees along the llength of thee bridge deckk,
appro
oach slab, and
a the 50 ft
f long transsition slab ffor -100 °F and 100 °F
F temperaturre
chang
ges.
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Figure 2-32- Comp
parison of the stresses along
g the length o f the bridge d
deck, approacch slab, and th
he
50 ft lo
ong transition slab for -100 °F and 100 °F
F temperaturee changes
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Chapter 3.
Experimental program
3.1. Scope
This section summarizes the experimental program designed for studying the
behavior of the proposed seamless bridge system. As it has been described before, this
system is comprised of a transition slab that is connected to the bridge deck without any
joints. A series of small piles connect the transition slab to a secondary slab embedded in
the base soil. The test program will simulate the transition slab being subjected to
multiple cycles of in-plane loading. The effectiveness of the system in transferring the
in-plane axial loads from the pavement to the base soil will be studied as well as the
effectiveness of the connection of the concrete slab to the steel piles. The experimental
program also provides a good understanding of the effect of the presence of the
geomaterial around the small piles.
Geotechnical aspects of the fill material used around the small piles have been
researched and presented. The results of extensive geotechnical testing on the sand and
gravel mix used in the experimental program have been summarized. Recommendations
have been made on the use of geomaterial and its compaction requirements around the
small piles.
The experimental program consisted of four major phases. The first phase was
design and development of the new system for a prototype bridge. In this phase, a
parametric study was carried out in order to develop an effective configuration of the
seamless system configuration for the prototype bridge. In the second phase, the concept
of an experimental program was developed. This conceptual experimental program was
aimed at construction of a full-scale physical model of a segment from the transition zone
configuration developed in phase one. Phase three of the experimental program consisted
of the construction and instrumentation of the test sample in the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln Structures Lab.
constructed sample.

And phase four was performing the test on the
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The construction sequence of the transition system has been explained via the
detailed description of the construction of the test specimen.

3.2. Objectives of the experimental program
The main objective of this experimental program is to calibrate the finite element
model and to compare the results obtained from the finite element model against the
results obtained from the tests. Once the finite element model is calibrated using the
experimental program, a more extensive finite element study will be carried out to better
determine the behavior of the proposed system and develop a more advantageous system.
The behavior of the geomaterial around the small piles will also be investigated in
this experimental program. After the test is finished, the geomaterial around the small
piles will be well investigated for soil compaction around the small piles and the
compacted region’s depth.
Also the amount of increase in-plane resistance developed in the system due to
presence of the geomaterial around the small piles will be investigated.
Behavior of the small piles-slab connection will also be investigated.

3.3. Phase one; design and development of a prototype
system
The results of the parametric studies explained in section 2.4 were used to develop
the experimental program. The optimal system for the prototype bridges was developed
and that optimal system is used to design the experimental program.
The small piles configuration with W10×49 small piles spaced at 4 feet was selected.

3.4. Phase two; Conceptual design of the experimental
program
In this section the experimental program designed to investigate the behavior of the
main components of the new seamless system, the transition pavement connected to a
secondary slab using small piles, is explained.
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As a general overview, the experiment will consist of two slabs (one acting as the
transition slab and the other acting as the secondary slab) connected together using small
piles with W10×49 section. The slabs are 12 feet long, 5 feet wide with 14 inches
thickness. The spacing of the small piles is 48 inches. This entire system is constructed
in a container filled with compacted soil.

This system represents a section of the

prototype bridge’s transition zone. The dimensions of the soil container are 15 ft long by
9 ft width and 5 ft height. The upper slab, which represents the transition zone’s slab,
will be pushed and pulled using hydraulic actuators that are anchored to a concrete block,
designed to resist against any movement or failure due to the high loads needed to move
the system. Figures Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 show the schematic view of the system.

Figure 3-1- Schematic longitudinal view of the soil container, two slabs connected together using
W10×49 steel sections, and the anchor
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Figure 3-2- Schematic transverse view of the soil container, two slabs connected together using
W10×49 steel sections, and the anchor

Figure 3-3 shows the schematic plan of the testing system.

Figure 3-3- The schematic plan of the testing system

Since the force needed to push/pull the upper slab is very large and this force has to
be effectively transferred to the top slab without causing local cracking or failure around
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the connection point, the section shown in Figure 3-4 will be used at the end of the upper
slab. The force from the steel section will be transferred to the slab via the reinforcement
in the slab. These reinforcing bars are connected to the steel shape using barlocks.

Figure 3-4- Connection of the upper slab to the hydraulic actuators

To effectively connect the small steel piles to the concrete slab, a steel plate will be
welded to the end of the small piles with full-penetration weld, and this end will be
embedded in the concrete slab. Shear studs will be used on the steel base plate as well as
the flanges of the small piles. Figure 3-5 shows the schematic of the connection.
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Figure 3-5- Small piles to be used in the test to connect the upper and lower slabs

3.5. Phase three; Construction and instrumentation of the test
specimen
The construction phase of the experimental program started after the design was
completed. This phase was comprised of various construction stages; construction of the
anchor, fabrication of the steel small piles, construction of the concrete box, Construction
of the bottom slab with the bottom end of the small piles embedded in the slab,
instrumentation of the small piles, compaction of the sand and gravel mix in the concrete
box, construction of the top slab with the topper end of the small piles embedded in the
slab, instrumentation of the top slab and whole system.

3.5.1. Construction of the anchor system
The anchoring system consists of two main components: The concrete anchor block
and the steel profile that transfers the force to the top slab.
-

Concrete anchor block
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Figure 3-6 shows the formwork and reinforcement of the concrete anchor. As can be
seen in the figure, nine PVC pipes were used to uphold the post-tensioning holes in the
concrete anchor. DYWIDAG Threadbars can also be seen in the figure that are used to
stiffen the formwork and also keep the PVC pipes in place.

Figure 3-6- Formwork and reinforcing of the anchor before the concrete was cast

Figure 3-7 shows the concrete pour of the anchor and Figure 3-8 shows the anchor
after the concrete was set and the forms were pulled. As can be seen, anchor points are
predicted to post-tension the anchor to the strong floor.
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Figure 3-7- Casting the concrete in the anchor

Figure 3-8- Anchor after the concrete is set and the forms were pulled

-

Steel profile that transfers the force to the top slab

The force from the hydrualic rams (that are anchored to the concrete block) are
transferred to the top slab through the top slab rebars. The top slab’s rebars were
connected to a steel profile at the end. This conection was made possible using steel
weldable bar-locks (Figure 3-9).
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Figure 3-9- Weldable steel Bar-locks for #8 bars

In a fabrication shop, the bar-locks were welded to the flange of the steel profile with
full penetration weld (Figure 3-10(a)).

The steel shape was also stiffened in the

structures lab as can be seen in the Figure 3-11 (b). To stiffen the steel profile, as
described, web stiffeners were welded to both sides of the beam web directly in line with
the bar-locks. Two steel plates were also welded to the flange of the beam (to the
opposite side of the bar-locks). In order to run the DYWIDAG Threadbars and also place
the washer and bolt on the whole wall in the steel beam, the same flange was also
shimmed from inside ((b)).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-10- (a) The connFigure 3-10ection of the bar-locks to the beam and (b) the beam made to
transfer the load from the hydraulic jacks to the top slab

3.5.2. Construction of the concrete box
Wall-tie forms were used to construct the concrete box walls in the structures lab.
These forms are consisted of panels that are tied together using steel ties. The ties help
keep the spacing of the panels (8” in this case) (Figure 3-11)
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Figure 3-11- Wall-ties (Wall forms) used to construct the soil container- Before the concrete was
poured

To construct the forms, the internal layer of the wall-ties was constructed first. The
reinforcement of the wall was ties on the internal layer first and then the external layer
was tied.

Figure 3-12 shows both layers of the wall-tie forms, the concrete wall

reinforcement, and also the DYWIDAG threadbars that will be used to post-tension the
wall to the structures lab’s strong floor.
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Figure 3-12- 8 inch spacing between the wall-ties and the wall reinforcement; As can be seen, the
walls will also be anchored to the strong floor at four points

Figure 3-13 shows the wall-tie forms and the concrete after the walls were poured.

Figure 3-13- The picture of the walls after the concrete was poured
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Figure 3-14- The picture of the walls after the concrete was poured

Figure 3-15 shows the concrete box after the forms were pulled.

Figure 3-15- The picture of the walls after the concrete was set and the forms were pulled

3.5.3. Construction of the bottom slab
The width of the bottom slab is 5 ft. So as can be seen in Figure 3-16, two wooden
forms were constructed on either side of the bottom slab. For the ease of construction, it
was decided to construct the bottom slab from the eastern wall to the western wall of the
concrete box instead of 12 ft long.
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Figure 3-16- Concrete box and the forms for the bottom slab

After the forms were placed, the small piles were placed at their designed location on
the strong floor and then they were aligned. In order to place the small piles on the
strong floor with the prescribed spacing from the floor (2 in cover to the top of the shear
studs which holds the baseplate surface spaced at 6 inches from the either faces of the
concrete), 6 inch long reinforcement bars were tack-welded to all four corners of the base
plates (Figure 3-17).
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Figure 3-17- Small piles’ bottom baseplate with the four tack-welded bars on the four corners

Figure 3-18 shows the three small piles after being placed in the concrete box.
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Figure 3-18- Three small piles after being placed in the concrete box

After the small piles were placed and aligned, the bottom slab reinforcement was
built. As described earlier, there are 6 stirrups on either side of each small pile (two rows
of three stirrups). The function of these stirrups is to tie the two sides of an inclined
crack that will be form after a bending moment is transferred to the end the small piles
(Figure 3-19).
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Figure 3-19- The placement of the stirrups in the bottom slab around the embedment plate

Figures Figure 3-20 and Figure 3-21 show the bottom slab reinforcement after it was
completed. As can be seen in this figure, PVC pipes have been placed on the location of
the strong floor holes. These holes will be used to post-tension the bottom slab to the
strong floor to avoid any horizontal movements during the test.
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Figure 3-20- Reinforcement of the bottom slab

Figure 3-21- Concrete box, small piles, concrete forms for the bottom slab, and the bottom slab
reinforcement
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Figure 3-22 shows the as built plans of the bottom slab.

Figure 3-22- As built plans of the bottom slab

Figure 3-23 shows the casting of the bottom slab.
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Figure 3-23- Concrete pour in the bottom slab

Figure 3-24 shows the bottom slab after the bottom slab concrete was poured and
leveled.
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Figure 3-24- Bottom slab after the concrete is poured and leveled

Figure 3-25 shows the use of burlaps and plastic sheet to cure the concrete of the
bottom slab. Basically they prevent the concrete moisture from evaporating from the
surface of the concrete. Usually the burlap is watered the day after the concrete is poured
to compensate for the lost moisture lost from the surface.
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Figure 3-25- Curing the bottom slab concrete

After the bottom slab concrete was cured and gained its strength of 28 days, it was
anchored to the strong floors using DYWIDAG threadbars at six points (Figure 3-26).
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Figure 3-26- The bottom slab has been anchored to the strong floor at six points

3.5.4. Fabrication of the steel small piles
The fabrication of the steel small piles was carried out in a fabrication shop to
acquire the required fabrication tolerances. Figure 3-27 shows the W10×49 small piles.
As can be seen in this figure, there are three small piles. The fabricator was asked to
deliver a drop of the same W10×49 sections used in the fabrication of the small piles as
well. This drop section will be used to obtain the material testing specimens.
As can be seen in Figure 3-27, each embedment plate has 16 shear studs welded to it.
There are four shear studs on the flanges of the small piles, two studs on each flange.
The embedment plates are connected to the small piles using fillet weld that are
designed to transfer the full plastic moment of the W10×49 steel section to the plate; i.e.,
the capacity of the weld on each element of the section (flanges and web) is larger or
equal to the capacity of that section element.
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Figure 3-27- The small piles with their end embedment plates, the shear studs, and the drop section
for the future material testing

The Figure 3-28 shows the welded flange of the W10×49 section to the embedment
plate. As can be seen in this figure, five passes of weld has been utilized in order to
achieve the required 5/8 inch weld dimension. For the web connection, three passes were
used to achieve the 3/8” required weld dimension.
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Figure 3-28- The connection of the embedment plate to the small piles

3.5.5. Instrumentation
The instrumentation of the experimental specimen consists of steel resistant strain
gages, concrete surface resistant strain gages, and potentiometers. ARAMIS optical
strain mapping system was also utilized to obtain the strain field on the surface of the top
slab, above the location of the middle small pile.
The sketch of the resistant strain gages for the small piles is shown in Figure 3-29.
The first small pile on the load line (which is located on the west side of the structures
lab, Pile 1) is the small pile with the most numbers of resistant strain gages. The strain
gages on this small pile consist of 10 flange strain gages (5 on each flange) and 4 web
strain gages. Each of the two other small piles (the middle one and the eastern one, piles
two and three respectively) have four strain gages on the flanges (two on each flange, top
and bottom).
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Figure 3-29- Instrumentation plan, sketch of the resistant strain gages for the small piles

Figure 3-30 shows the sketch of the locations of the concrete surface resistant strain
gages, steel resistant strain gages for the reinforcement bars in the top slab, and the
potentiometers locations.
There are 4 potentiometers installed on the height of the small pile 3 to develop the
deformed curvature of the element during the loading.

In order to connect the

potentiometers to the small pile, a small hole was tapped on the flange and a steel rod was
screwed to the flange. A plastic pipe was placed around the steel pipes in order to protect
them and also reduce the friction in between the compacted soil and the steel rod. This
way it was assured that potentiometers will stay effective during the test because it would
not be possible to re-attach them during the test if they fail.

There are 4 other

potentiometers used in the system. Two potentiometers were connected to the end of the
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top slab (north and south corners) and two were connected to the surface of the top slab
(one to the beginning and one to the mid-length.) (Figure 3-30 and Figure 3-31)

Figure 3-30- Instrumentation plan, sketch of the locations of the concrete surface resistant strain
gages, steel resistant strain gages for the reinforcement bars in the top slab, and the
potentiometers
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Figure 3-31- Potentiometers connected to the small pile #3 and the top slab (East view)

Figure 3-32 shows a strain gage installed on the flange of the pier 2. As can be seen
in this figure, the strain gage does not have a protection yet.

Figure 3-32- A strain gage after installation (no protection at this point) – Pier 2, Eastern Flange
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Figure 3-33 shows the strain gage instrumentation of the small piles. As can be seen,
the strain gages are protected and the wires are running on the floor and out of the box.

Figure 3-33- Strain gage instrumentation of the small piles

Since the soil around the small piles was to be compacted using a vibratory plate, it
was necessary to properly protect the strain gages from being damaged. In order to do so,
an aluminum profile was cut to pieces and placed on top of the strain gages (Figure 3-34).
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Figure 3-34- Extra protection of the strain gages on the small piles before the compaction of the soil
in the concrete box

Figure 3-35 shows the steel rods covered with a plastic pipe to be connected to the
potentiometers (small piles 3).

Figure 3-35- Potentiometer connections on small pile 3
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Figure 3-35- Continued

Figure 3-36 shows the top slab with four surface strain gages installed and Figure
3-37 shows a close-up from one of the strain gages.
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Figure 3-36- The top slab with the four surface strain gages installed

Figure 3-37- A concrete surface strain gage installed on the top slab concrete surface
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A plotter was also used to develop the general load-displacement curves for the
system as the test was ongoing (Figure 3-38). This plotter read the displacement data
from the potentiometer connected to the beginning of the top slab and it read the force
data from the load cell connected to the actuators.

Figure 3-38- Plotter used to draw the load-displacement of the structure and data logger (Mega Dac
system)

Another tool used to obtain the strain field on the surface of the top slab concrete
above the location of the middle small pile was ARAMIS optical strain mapping system.
ARAMIS High-Speed is a powerful optical system for measuring the full-field
dynamic behavior of complex materials and structures. The system offers a non-contact
measurement of 3D coordinates, 3D deformation and strain using 3D image correlation
methods (digital image correlation, DIC) using high-resolution, high-speed digital CCD
cameras.
The object under load is viewed by one (2D) or two (3D) high-resolution digital
CCD cameras. The deformation of this structure under different load conditions is
recorded by the CCD cameras and evaluated using digital image processing. The results
are the 3D-coordinates, 3D displacements, the surface strain and the complete strain
tensor.
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One of the common uses of the ARAMIS system includes FEM confirmation and
boundary condition checking.
ARAMIS is a powerful optical system for measurement of complex materials and
structures for their 3D deformation and strain during loading. This tool is a highly
robust, full-field, non-contact strain measuring testing device. The system offers a noncontact measurement of 3D deformation and strain using 3D image correlation methods
(digital image correlation, DIC) using high-resolution digital CCD cameras.
The basic of the process is the object under load is viewed by one (2D) or two (3D)
high-resolution digital CCD cameras. The deformation of this structure under different
load conditions is recorded by the CCD cameras and evaluated using digital image
processing. The results are the 3D-coordinates, 3D displacements, the surface strain and
the complete strain tensor.
Some significant features of ARAMIS include:
• Large measuring area from small to large objects (1 mm up to 1000 mm)
• Simple preparation of the specimen because ARAMIS works on both, random and
regular patterns.
• High data point density
• Highly efficient and flexible system due to a compact measurement set-up and
highly developed analysis software.
• Strain can be measured in the range of 0.05% up to several 100%.
• Good understanding of the component behavior by the use of graphical
representation of the measuring results.
• Surface strain values
• Strain rates
Unlike other techniques, ARAMIS is a robust solution for full-field analysis of small
specimens (mm) up to large components (multiple 10 m). Measurements are carried out
independently from geometry and temperature without time-consuming and expensive
specimen preparation. ARAMIS helps to better understand material and component
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behav
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nt.
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Figure 3-40- Top slab with the dotted pattern on the surface for the ARAMIS strain measurement
and the computer interface
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3.5.6. Compaction of the sand and gravel mix in the concrete
box
Specialists from the Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR), Construction
companies (Hawkins Inc.), and Alfred Benesch Co. soil mechanics consultants were
consulted to figure out the practice for soil compaction in the approach region of a bridge.
Other documents such as NDOR BOPP Manual (Bridge Office Policies and Procedures
2011) and also the Standard Specifications for Highway Construction (2007) were also
researched for the matter.
The soil that is normally used in the state of Nebraska for the approach area of a
bridge and also as the base soil is 47B sand and gravel mix (depicted in Figure 3-41.)
Therefore, the same sand and gravel mix was ordered to the structures lab of the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
As it is explained in section 3.8.3 Soil mechanics tests, the moisture-compaction
curve for the 47B sand and gravel mix is inverted (Figure 3-106). In other words, the
curve has a minimum compaction instead of a maximum. This is a Platte River sand
specification that has been observed in most of the 47B sand and gravel mixes by NDOR.
That means the soil will get a minimum compaction at specific moisture. As it can also
been in Figure 3-106, higher soil compaction will be achieved in very high moistures.
The only concern was achieving a lesser compaction by submerging the soil in the
concrete box by adding too much water during the compaction process.

To avoid

submerging the soil in the concrete box and get a high compaction, it was decided to
construct a drainage system at the bottom of the concrete box, on the two sides of the
bottom slab, to drain the extra added water out of the box.
Having the drainage system, the soil could be placed and spread in the concrete box
in layers and then watered very generously because the excessive water would be drained
(due to the very permeable nature of the 47B sand and gravel mix).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-41- (a) The depot of 47B sand and gravel mix to be filled in the concrete box (b)The 47B
sand and gravel mix to be used for the fill in the concrete box

With the bottom slab running from West to East side of the concrete box, there was
no hole on the strong floor on the South side of the bottom slab and the North side had
holes only on half of the length. Therefore, a drain pipe was placed on the Southern side
of the bottom slab with its end connected to a hole on the concrete box’s eastern wall.
This pipe was leveled on the sand and gravel mix. On the Northern side of the bottom
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slab, the strong floor’s hole-caps were removed and a screen was placed on top of the
holes. A drain pipe was placed on the Eastern half of the floor to collect the drained
water (Figure 3-42).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3-42- (a) South side drain pipe connected to the eastern wall on the concrete box (b) South
side drain pipe leveled on the sand to remove water efficiently (c) North side drain
pipe and the screen placed on the strong floor holes

The soil compaction procedure was as follows; the sand and gravel mix was poured
on the bottom of the concrete box using either the compact track loader (Figure 3-43) (for
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the southern side) or the bucket and crane (for the northern side). Then this soil was
spread. The thickness of each layer was 4 inches before the compaction. This layer then
was watered thoroughly using a hose and at the same time, the vibratory plate was used
to compact the soil (Figure 3-44). Multiple runs were taken on the soil’s each layer to
achieve the desired compaction. For the areas around the small piles, around the strain
gage wires, and around the potentiometer rods, a hand tapper was utilized to either avoid
excessive force on the instrumentation or to get an effective compaction on the hard to
access corners.

Figure 3-43- The Compact Track Loader used to load the soil in the concrete box as well as the
bucket
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Figure 3-44- The sand and gravel mix is spread, watered, and compacted using a vibratory plate

The relative density of the compacted soil was measured periodically during the
compaction process using a nuclear density measurement device (Figure 3-45).
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Figure 3-45- The relative density of the compacted soil is measured using a nuclear density device

Figure 3-46 shows the concrete box filled with compacted sand and gravel mix. As
can be seen in this figure, 5 inches from the top end of the small piles and one inch thick
embedment plate is sticking out of the compacted soil.
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Figure 3-46- The concrete box is filled with compacted sand and gravel mix and 5 inches from the top
end of the small piles and one inch thick embedment plate is sticking out of the
compacted soil

3.5.7. Construction of the top slab
The construction of the top slab was consisted of placing, aligning and restraining
the end anchor profile into place, placing the #8 longitudinal main reinforcing bars in the
bar-locks and tying them, completing the remaining reinforcement, building the
formwork, installing the bars’ strain gages, and pouring the concrete.
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-

Placing, aligning and restraining the end anchor profile into place:

The end anchor was lifted and placed on the compacted soil using the lab’s crane.
After the steel shape was positioned, two DWYDAG threadbars were run through the
concrete anchor to the steel end-anchor. This way it was assured that after the top slab is
poured and the anchor is permanently set into the place, the holes on the concrete anchor
and the steel end-anchor will be aligned to run the DYWIDAG threadbars. After the
alignment, nuts were put on both sides of the anchors to avoid any movements during the
rest of the construction (Figure 3-47).
-

Placing the #8 longitudinal main reinforcing bars in the bar-locks:

In order to effectively lock the #8 bars into the bar-locks, all of the four bolts on each
bar-lock had to be torque until the bolt head breaks off. This started from the bottom
layer reinforcement bars (Figure 3-48). Figure 3-49 shows the top slab longitudinal bars
connected to the end-anchor. As can be seen in this figure, all of the bolt heads on the
bar-locks are broken.
-

Completing the remaining reinforcement:

After all of the longitudinal reinforcement was locked, the remaining bars were tied
into the place, including the transverse bars and the stirrups (Figures Figure 3-50 and
Figure 3-51).
-

Building the formwork:

The wooden formwork made for the top slab can be seen in Figure 3-51.
-

Installing the bars’ strain gages:

Four steel strain gages were installed on one of the top main #8 bars located in
between the small piles’.
-

Pouring the concrete:

The top slab concrete was poured using the structures lab crane and bucket (Figures
Figure 3-53 and Figure 3-54.
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Figure 3-47- Alignment of the concrete anchor with the steel end-anchor

Figure 3-48- Connecting the #8 longitudinal bars to the end anchor steel profile using the bar-locks
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Figure 3-49- #8 top slab main reinforcement bars connected to the end anchor

Figure 3-50- The reinforcement of the top slab
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Figure 3-51- The reinforcement of the top slab around the small piles’ top end

Figure 3-52 shows the as built plan for the top lab reinforcement.
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Figure 3-52- As built plans of the top slab
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Figure 3-53- Pouring the top slab concrete using a bucket and vibrating the concrete
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Figure 3-54- Top slab concrete right after it was poured and leveled

3.5.1. Final test setup
Figure 3-55 shows the west and east views of the final test setup. Two of the
hydraulic actuators can be seen in the west view picture. These actuators were used to
pull the slab to the west.
Since these actuators are not designed to apply cyclic loading, the hoses and valves
were set up in a way that cyclic loading could be applied by switching the valves. Two
hose are connected to each of these actuators; one hose is the pressure to extract the rams
and the other hose is the back pressure (return pressure) to retract the rams. Therefore,
four hoses (two pressures and two returns) go to each side of the anchor. For each cycle,
first the pump was directed to the pressure hoses on the east side rams to push the slab to
the east. Then the pump is directed to the return side of the east rams to retract them to
zero force. Now to pull the slab to the west, the pump is directed to the pressure hoses on
the west side rams to pull the slab to the west. And to complete the cycle, the pump is
directed to the return side of the west rams to retract them to zero force.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-55- (a) West and (b) east views of the final test setup
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3.6. Phase four; the Experiment
The test setup and readings from the sensors and other instrumentation were checked
on August 1st 2011 and the system was pre-loaded. The experiment started on August 2nd
2011and lasted until August 5th 2011. The first day of the experiment the displacement
range applied was up to ±0.30 inches.

3.6.1. Test procedures
The test is a cyclic, displacement control in order to simulate the thermal movements
that are applied to a bridge transition slab from the bridge.
The loading procedure is as follows;
-

Various displacement ranges are considered for the experiment.

The

displacement ranges were: 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45,
0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20, 1.40, and 1.60 inches.

The

experiment was designed to simulate a part of the transition zone of the prototype
bridge described in section 2.4 and the maximum displacement range for this
bridge was 0.25 inches.
-

The first end (west end) of the top slab is moved (pushed and pulled back and
forth) for 5 cycles at each displacement range. For example, the west end of the
top slab is pushed 0.30 inches and pulled 0.30 inches back and forth for 5 cycles.
And then the next displacement range (0.35”) was approached and so on.

The following is the sequence of actions during the test;
-

Switch the actuators to the east to push against the slab (write the time)

-

The slab is pushed very slowly (to maintain the static movement) until the
desired displacement range is reached.

-

The force and displacement at the end of the displacement range is written

-

Unload to zero (return).

-

Switch the actuators to the west side to pull the slab to the west and write the
time
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-

The slab is pulled very slowly (to maintain the static movement) until the desired
displacement range is reached.

-

The force and displacement at the end of the displacement range is written.

-

If this is the first cycle of the displacement range to which the slab is being
pulled and pushed, the slab is inspected for cracks; the previous cracks’ width is
measured, and the newly developed cracks are marked and their widths are
measured.

-

Go to Step one.

-

Since the used hydraulic actuators are not designed to apply cyclic loading, the
hoses and valves were set up in a way that cyclic loading could be applied by
switching the valves. Two hose are connected to each of these actuators; one
hose is the pressure to extract the rams and the other hose is the back pressure
(return pressure) to retract the rams. Therefore, four hoses (two pressures and
two returns) go to each side of the anchor. For each cycle, first the pump was
directed to the pressure hoses on the east side rams to push the slab to the east.
Then the pump is directed to the return side of the east rams to retract them to
zero force. Now to pull the slab to the west, the pump is directed to the pressure
hoses on the west side rams to pull the slab to the west. And to complete the
cycle, the pump is directed to the return side of the west rams to retract them to
zero force.

Figure 3-56 shows the east side actuators and the hose connections. As can be seen,
there is one pressure gage on the South-eastern ram that measures the pressure applied to
the ram and this pressure will be used to determine the force. Since both rams are
connected to the same pressure source, the pressure in both eastern rams is exactly
identical (same applied for the west side rams when in action.)
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Figure 3-56- East side actuators and the hose connections

Figure 3-57 shows the CTL Crack Comparator and crack width measurement. In
order to make the cracks stand out in the picture, all cracks were marked on a margin
using a black marker. It should be noted that crack cannot be marked in the dotted area
(for ARAMIS) because it would interfere with the ARAMIS readings.

However,

ARAMIS detects the developed cracks.
Figure 3-58 shows the cracking of the top slab on displacement range of 0.30 inches.
As can be seen in this figure, there are four major cracks, all across the width of the slab.
One is on the west side of the small pile 1, two are in between the small piles 1 and 2, and
the fourth crack is between the small piles 2 and 3. There are also two splitting cracks
branching from the first crack. The timeline of the events during the test will be explained
in more detail in the subsequent sections.
Figure 3-59 shows the movement of the end anchor of the top slab in 1.0
displacement range.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3-57- (a) CTL Crack Comparator (b) crack width measurement

Figure 3-58- Cracking of the top slab on displacement range of 0.30 inches
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Figure 3-59- The movement of the end anchor of the top slab in 1.0 displacement range

Figures Figure 3-60 and Figure 3-61 show the cracking of the top slab at high
displacement ranges. As can be seen in these figures, there are numerous transverse
cracks across the top slab, and there are numerous splitting cracks that are branching
from the main cracks. On the sides of the slab it could also be seen that all of the cracks
go to the entire depth of the element.
There are some cracks on the periphery of the base plates. These cracks started
developing at larger displacement ranges (more than 1.2 inches of movement) and this
shows the baseplates started turning in the concrete. These cracks were causing some
spalling on the top slab as well.
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Figure 3-60- Severe cracking the top slab at high displacement ranges
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Figure 3-61- Severe cracking the top slab at high displacement ranges

3.6.2. Test observations and timeline of the events
In this section the observations during the various stages of the test are explained as
well as the timeline of the events during the test.
The following is the timeline of the events during the test. The observations will be
explained subsequently.
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-

The first crack occurred at the displacement of 0.10 inches and tensile force of
123 kips when the slab was pulled to the west. The crack was all across the slab.
The crack width was 0.009 inch when the load was removed.

-

Under the tensile load of 121 kips and displacement of 0.125 inch, the first crack
width was 0.015 inch.

-

Under the displacement of 0.20 inch and the tensile force of 180, the first crack’s
width was increased to 0.020 inch.

-

The second (new) crack also occurred at the displacement of 0.20 inch and the
tensile force of 180. The location of this new crack was between the first and
second small piles and the cracked crossed the entire width of the top slab. The
width of this crack at the load and displacement range was about 0.003 inch.

-

At the tensile load of 196 kips and displacement of 0.25 inch, the first crack
width was 0.025 inch, the second crack width was 0.007.

-

At the tensile load of 196 kips and displacement of 0.25 inch, new splitting
cracks also occurred that were not all across the top slab but they were branching
from the first crack. Some new cracks also occurred above the location of the
bar-locks.

-

At the tensile load of 263 kips and displacement of 0.30 inch, the first crack
width was 0.03 inch, the second crack width was 0.009.

-

At the tensile load of 263 kips and displacement of 0.30 inch, a third crack also
developed with the location between the second and third small piles. The third
crack width is 0.005 inch.

-

At the tensile load of 290 kips and displacement of 0.36 inch, a fourth crack also
developed (detected by ARAMIS) with the location between the second and third
small piles. This crack was very small and it was all across the top slab.

-

New splitting crack also branched from the crack #1 that crossed half of the
width of the top slab.
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-

At the tensile load of 297 kips and displacement of 0.60 inch, the #6 crack
developed with the location between the second and third small piles. The width
of the crack was 0.005.

-

A few new splitting cracks occurred at the load of 305 kips and the displacement
of 0.70 inches.

-

0.20 inch residual displacement was measured after the slab was pushed 0.80 in
towards east.

-

Some concrete chipping and spalling occurred on the concrete surface above the
pile #1 baseplate at the displacement of 1.10 inch.

-

At the displacement of 1.20 inches the area above the small pile #1 was visibly
bulging.

At the tensile load of 292 kips and displacement of 1.20 in, new cracks connected
together all across region over small pile #3.
Figure 3-62 shows the schematic figure of the main cracks developed on the top slab
after the completion of the test. Table 3-1 summarized the crack development and crack
width in various stages of the experiment.

Figure 3-62- The movement of the end anchor of the top slab in 1.0 displacement range
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Table 3-1- Crack development and width during the test
Crack Width (in)
Cycle Load
#
(Kips)

Disp.
(in)

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

9

-121

-0.125

0.015

-

-

-

-

-

11

-180

-0.20

0.020

0.003

-

-

-

-

21

-196

-0.25

0.025

0.007

-

-

-

-

26

-208

-0.30

0.030

0.009

0.005

-

-

-

31

-229

-0.35

0.038

0.013

0.003

0.003

-

-

35

-205

-0.35

0.038

0.013

0.001

0.001

-

-

36

-239

-0.40

0.030

0.013

0.001

0.001

-

-

40

-219

0.40

0.040

0.016

0.002

0.004

-

-

41

-250

-0.45

0.040

0.017

0.001

0.001

-

-

46

-262

-0.50

0.040

0.016

0.001

0.001

0.013

-

51

-297

-0.60

0.051

0.016

0.001

0.001

0.016

0.005

56

-305

-0.70

0.055

0.017

0.001

0.001

0.020

0.010

61

-314

-0.80

0.060

0.018

0.001

0.001

0.022

0.009

66

-320

-0.90

0.054

0.020

0.013

0.001

0.022

0.009

71

-315

-1.00

0.060

0.025

0.001

0.001

0.030

0.013

76

-286

-1.10

0.052

0.016

0.001

0.001

0.026

0.010

81

-248

-1.20

0.052

0.010

0.002

0.001

0.025

0.009

86

-228

-1.40

0.016

0.013

0.002

0.002

0.025

0.009

The following is the list of observations during the test.
-

During the first cycles, the Load-Displacement curves on the pushing branch fall
exactly on top of each other. Whereas, on the pulling branches of the curves,
there is a VERY small residual displacement on each cycle. The slab was
inspected for cracks at cycles 5 and no cracks found. The difference between the
curves on the pulling branch of the curves becomes less evident towards the final
cycles of each displacement range.

-

A

general

observation

is

with

every

new

displacement

range

the

load-displacement curve moves within the first few cycles but then it stabilizes
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and follows the same curve for the remaining the cycles (from that displacement
Range.)
-

On cycle 51, new displacement range of 0.60 inch, after the slab was pushed 0.60
in to the east, about +0.10 in residual displacement remained at zero load.

-

By plotting the load versus the displacement for the first and last (5th) cycles of
each displacement range, it was observed that system was stiffer at the first cycle
of each displacement range than the last cycle of the same displacement range.
On the other hand, the system stiffness stabilizes and remains constant for the
last cycles of the same displacement range. In other words, the stiffness of the
system drops initially as the system is cycled at a constant displacement range
but then the stiffness remains constant. This observation is very important in
designing the system in practice as the stabilized system stiffness shall be used
for design purposes.

-

On cycle 61, new displacement range of 0.80 inch, after the slab was pushed 0.80
in to the east, about +0.20 in residual displacement remained at zero load.

-

On cycle 76, new displacement range of -1.10 inch, lots of crack extension
occurred and concrete started spalling on the area above the small pile #1.

-

On cycle 81, new displacement range of -1.20 inch, the concrete spalling above
the small pile #1 was very evident. The surface was bulged.

-

Diagonal cracks occurred towards the end cycles of the experiment (at high
displacement ranges) with the pattern shown in Figure 3-63 on the area above the
small pile #3. This crack occurs at the end row of the small piles, where the top
slab ends and there is no reaction force at the end of the slab to resist the small
pile force acting towards the end of the top slab. To design the top slab for this
failure pattern, the top slab shall be adequately extended beyond the location of
the last row of small piles to provide the required development length for the
longitudinal reinforcement of the top slab. The reinforcement of the top slab
passed the end row of the small piles shall be designed to resist the force exerted
from the small piles wanting to rebound back to their original un-deformed state.
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Figure 3-63- Crack pattern observed on the top slab above the small pile #3 (last row of small piles)

3.6.3. Investigation of the elements after the test
The sand and gravel mix inside the concrete box was dug out after the test was
finished to investigate the status of the sand around the small piles, the connection of the
small piles to the slabs, and the failure modes.
One important observation from this test was that although no cohesion is considered
for granular soil material and it was expected that soil does not compact around the small
piles, voids were developed on both eastern and western sides of small piles. These voids
were observed while digging the sand and gravel mix out of the concrete box. Figures
Figure 3-64 and Figure 3-65 show the compaction of the sand and gravel mix around the
small piles 1 and the small pile #3. The widths of the voids are equal to the width of the
small piles. Knowing the small piles are W10×49, their height is 10 inches and from the
figures it can be seen the depth of the voids are about half of that of the small piles. So
the voids are about 5 inches deep. The total number of cycles applied to the test
specimen was about 100 cycles (95 cycles exactly) with very large displacement ranges
for half of the cycles. These numbers of cycles very conservatively simulate the bridge
life because the amplitude of the movement for some cycles was very large. Therefore it
can be concluded that voids around the small piles will not be very large even without
underfilling.
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Another significant observation from the test specimen investigation was the mode
of connection failure. Two major failure patterns were observed around the area of the
connection of small piles to the concrete slab: Concrete delamination and Concrete
crush. The concrete crush was observed in the concrete located outside of the flanges of
the small piles. The concrete delamination was observed on a large area around the
connection of the small piles to the concrete slab. The delaminated concrete was held in
place with the stirrups in the concrete slab.
Figure 3-66 shows the concrete delamination around the small pile #2 connection to
the top slab. Figure 3-67 shows the concrete delamination around the small pile #1
connection to the top slab. As can be seen in Figure 3-68, the concrete on the on the
external surface of the small pile flange is crushed and also the concrete around the
connection area is delaminated. The stirrups are holding the concrete in the area together
so the concrete could not be chipped off by hammering.
Another remarkable observation was the yield lines on the small piles. These yield
lines were later confirmed by the analysis of the data from the strain gages. Figure 3-69
shows the yield lines on the flanges of the small pile #2 (arrows). In this figure, the
stirrups holding on the concrete and concrete crush can be seen.
The concrete delamination cracks and concrete crush around the small pile to slab
connections also observed on the bottom slab connections.

Figure 3-70 shows the

delamination crack and concrete crush damage, around the small pile #2 connection to
the bottom slab.
The concrete crush happens when the top the small piles are being pushed against the
concrete and the delamination occurs when the base plate rotates in the concrete slab.
The area of the concrete spall (delamination) especially in the North-South direction
is fairly large.
Yield lines on the web of small pile1 #1 and #3 are shown in Figure 3-73. As can be
seen in this figure, the yield lines are observable over the entire height of the small piles’
webs and this shows the entire web has reached yielding. This is in accordance with the
conclusion from Chapter 4. Finite Element Analyses.
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Figure 3-64- Compaction of the sand and gravel mix around the small pile 1

Figure 3-65- Compaction of the sand and gravel mix around the small pile #3
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Figure 3-66- Concrete delamination around the small pile #2 connection to the top slab

Figure 3-67- Concrete delamination around the small pile #1 connection to the top slab
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Figure 3-68- Concrete crush and stirrups holding the concrete in place, small pile #1 connection to
the top slab, east flange

Figure 3-67, Figure 3-68, and Figure 3-69 show the singularity (stress concentration)
issue at the small pile concrete interface. This effect has also been seen in the finite
element analysis of the connection (section 4.12). Methods have been proposed in
section 8.3 to mitigate the singularity issue at the interface.
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Figure 3-69- Yield lines,
l
Stirrupss holding on th
he concrete, C oncrete crush
h, small pile ##2 connection tto
the top
p slab, west fla
ange
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Figure 3-70- Tensio
on delaminatiion crack on a large area aaround the sm
mall pile #2 an
nd the concrete
crush due
d to compreessive stress

Figure 3-71- Concrete crush, sma
all pile #3 connection to thee top slab, wesst flange
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-72- (a) Delamination crack (b) Bottom Slab concrete damage, around the small pile #2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-73- Yield lines of the web on (a) small pile #1 (b) small pile #3

3.7. Experiment Results
The results from the instrumentation are summarized and conclusions are derived
from the results. The assessment of the results is carried out on the two major categories
of General system behavior and behavior of the system components.

3.7.1. General system behavior
As mentioned earlier, with every new displacement range the load-displacement
curve shifted within the first few cycles but then it stabilized and followed the same curve
for the remaining cycles (from that displacement Range.)
By plotting the load versus the displacement for the first and last (5th) cycles of each
displacement range, it was observed that the system was stiffer at the first cycle of each
displacement range than the last cycle of the same displacement range. On the other
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hand, the system stiffness stabilizes and remains constant for the last cycles of the same
displacement range. In other words, the stiffness of the system drops initially as the
system is cycled at a constant displacement range but then the stiffness remains constant.
This observation is very important in designing the system in practice as the stabilized
system stiffness shall be used for design purposes.
Figure 3-74 shows the hysteresis load-displacement curves of the test specimen
developed from the readings of the hydraulic actuators’ force and the potentiometer
located at the beginning the top slab. The various displacement ranges can distinctively
be seen in this figure. Positive force and displacement represents the time the slab was
pushed to the east and the negative load and displacement represents the time the slab
was pulled to the west.
As can be seen in this figure, during the larger displacement ranges, the force
required to pull the slab to the west was smaller than the load required pushing the slab to
the east. This is because of the stiffness reduction when cracks form on the top slab.
Figure 3-75 shows the load-displacement curves of the first cycles from all
displacement ranges. Figure 3-76 shows the load-displacement curves of the last (5th)
cycles from all displacement ranges.
The most important graph that can be developed to understand the general behavior
of the system is shown in Figure 3-77. This figure is the envelope of the hysteresis
load-displacement curves.

In other words, this curve connects the apexes of the

load-displacement curves for each cycle to form a single line curve. This envelope curve
is developed for four conditions; (1) when the slab is pushed all the way to the east for
the first time in a displacement range (2) when the slab is pulled all the way to the west
for the first time in a displacement range (3) when the slab is pushed all the way to the
east for the last (5th) time in a displacement range (4) when the slab is pulled all the way
to the west for the last (5th) time in a displacement range.
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Figure 3-74- Hysterresis load-disp
placement currves of the testt specimen devveloped from the readings oof
the hy
ydraulic actua
ators’ force an
nd the potenttiometer locatted at the begginning the toop
slab

c
of the displacement
d
ranges; load-d
displacement curves; Deveeloped from th
he
Figure 3-75- First cycles
readings of the hy
ydraulic actu
uators’ force and the pootentiometer llocated at th
he
ning the top sla
ab
beginn
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Figure 3-76- Last (5th) cycles of the
t displacem
ment ranges; looad-displacem
ment curves; D
Developed from
m
potentiometer located at th
he
the readings of thee hydraulic actuators’ forcce and the p
beginn
ning the top sla
ab

Figure 3-77- Envelo
ope of the hystteresis load-diisplacement cu
urves

The
T followin
ng conclusions can be deerived from F
Figure 3-77;;
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-

The maximum load the system can develop in compression is larger than the
maximum load the system can develop in tension.

-

Up to the displacement range of 0.10 inch, the first and last cycles fall exactly on
top of each other and this shows that no damage has taken place in the specimen
up to this point.

-

Up to about 0.30 inch displacement, the first cycle and last cycle curves are still
very close to each other. Also during the experiment it was observed that except
the very first cycle of the displacement ranges, all of the curves from subsequent
cycles fall exactly on top of each other and no more damage takes place in the
system. The stiffness of the system stabilizes within the first cycle.

-

The required force to push and pull the top slab is the same until the 0.20 inch
displacement is reached. It can be concluded that some cracks develop in the
system at about this load for the first time.

-

The envelope curve that represents the stabilized stiffness of the system (the last
cycles’ stiffness) should be used for design purposes. Also, the secant stiffness
from this curve is the desired value for the design stiffness of the system.

-

The system does not have any abrupt failure. Instead, the secant stiffness of the
system decreases gradually. The maximum load the system could carry is about
380 kips in compression and -330 kips in tension. This maximum force occurred
at 0.80 inch displacement range for compression and -0.90 inch in tension.
These points can be considered the ultimate load the system can carry.

-

After the displacement range of about 1.00 inch, the stiffness of the system was
not stabilizing after 5 cycles. In other words, the amount of damage in the
system was progressively increasing after this displacement range.

3.7.2. Behavior of the system components
The behavior of the system components are investigated via the instrumentation
installed on the system elements, mostly the strain gages.

The following figures
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summarize the behavior of the system components during the experiment. General keys
to better comprehend the figures are;
(1) All of the values on these graphs are from when the top slab is either pushed all
the way to the east or it is pulled all the way to the west. The strains and loads on the
loading path have NOT been shown on these graphs.
(2) The horizontal axis of the curves is the cycle number.
(3) All of the figures have two vertical axes. The vertical axis on the right is always
the load exerted to the system via the hydraulic actuators. This average load applied to
the top slab is shown on the graphs using a black line with square markers.
(4) The corresponding displacement ranges have also been shown next to the average
load line in gray boxes. This shows the displacement ranges at which those loads were
observed.
(5) On the right vertical axis, positive loads are when the top slab was pushed to the
east and negative loads are when the top slab was pulled to the west. Likewise, positive
displacements are corresponding push to the east and negative displacements are
corresponding to pull to the west. It should be noted that this signing protocol has not
been used on the figures but anywhere else, this is the signing protocol.
(6) It should be noted that after each cycle of positive movement (pushing the slab to
the east) which represents a positive average force and displacement, there was a negative
movement in which the slab was pulled to the west and the average force and
displacement are negative. However, to present nice and useful curves, these two curves
have been separated and shown in two different graphs.
(7) For steel strain gages installed on the small piles, numbering protocol is 1 for the
closest to the top strain gage and 5 for the closest to the bottom strain gage and number
go up from top to the bottom strain gage.
(8) For the steel strain gages installed on the small piles, positive numbers represent
tensile strains and negative numbers represent compressive strains.
(9) For the steel strain gages installed on the bars, positive numbers represent
compressive strains and negative numbers represent tensile strains.
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(10) For concrete strain gages, positive numbers represent tensile strains and
negative numbers represent compressive strains.
(11) The strain gage on the small pile #2, bottom of east flange failed during the
filling operation of the concrete box and the data from this strain gage was not useful
from the beginning of the experiment.
(12) Material test on the samples taken from the drop profile from the small pile
show that yield strain for the small pile material is 1800 μ.strains.
(13) The cracking strain for the top slab concrete in tension has been calculated
0.000126 (126 μ.strains).
As can be seen in the figures, the first cycles of each displacement range requires the
maximum force and the required force gradually drops for the same displacement range
as the system is cycled at that displacement range.
Figure 3-78 to Figure 3-80 show the strains variations with respect to the cycle
number (displacement range) at various locations of the small pile #1 (east and west
flanges and web).
Figure 3-81 and Figure 3-82 show the strains vs. cycle numbers on the small pile #2
and small pile #3, respectively.
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Figure 3-78- Strain
ns vs. cycle nu
umbers on thee small pile #11 east flange; vvarious displaacement rangees
are sho
own in the gra
ay boxes next to the averagee load curve; N
Numbering prrotocol: 1 is th
he
strain gage closest to
o the top and 5 the strain g age closest to the bottom, n
number goes u
up
op to bottom
from to
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Figure 3-79- Strain
ns vs. cycle numbers on the small pile #1 west flange; vvarious displaacement rangees
are sho
own in the gra
ay boxes next to the averagee load curve; N
Numbering prrotocol: 1 is th
he
strain gage closest to
o the top and 5 the strain g age closest to the bottom, n
number goes u
up
op to bottom
from to
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Figure 3-80- Strain
ns vs. cycle nu
umbers on th
he small pile ##1 web; varioous displacem
ment ranges arre
shown in the gray boxes
b
next to the average lload curve; N
Numbering prrotocol: 1 is th
he
p and 3 is the strain gage cllosest to the bottom, numbeer goes up from
m
strain gage to the top
b
top to bottom
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Figure 3-81- Straiins vs. cycle numbers on
n the small p
pile #2 east and west flanges; variou
us
displaccement rangess are shown in
n the gray boxxes next to the average load curve
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Figure 3-82- Straiins vs. cycle numbers on
n the small p
pile #3 east and west flanges; variou
us
displaccement rangess are shown in
n the gray boxxes above the aaverage load ccurve
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The followings can be determined from Figure 3-78 toFigure 3-82;
-

Yielding has occurred on upper segments of the small pile #1 on both east and
west flanges since the strains have exceeded the 1800 μ.strain.

-

The first yielding has first occurred at displacement ranges of 0.60 inches (cycles
51) when pushing the slab to the east.

-

This yielding occurs only on the eastern flange meaning the first yielding has
occurred in the tensile flange only.

-

The small pile #1 web at the location of the strain gage yields at about 0.80 inch
displacement and then it reaches large strains.

-

The yielding on the lower segments of the small pile #1 occurs with some delay.
In other words, the lower segments of the small pile #1 yields at the displacement
range of 0.90 inch (instead of 0.60 inch for the upper segment) at cycle #67. This
yielding occurs abruptly not on the first cycle of the displacement range, but on
the second cycle of the 0.90 inch displacement range. This delay in yielding can
be attributed to the resistance of the compacted sand and gravel mix around the
small piles that causes less force transfer to the lower segments of the small piles
than the upper segments. As the result, more displacement is required to reach
the rotation required to cause yielding in the lower segments of the small piles.

-

The first yield coincides with the general system behavior observation at the
cycle #51 (displacement range of 0.60 inch) in which 0.10 inch residual
displacement occurred and this can be attributed to the permanent deformation
due to yielding.

-

On displacement range of 1.20 inch (cycle 81), all of the strains abruptly drop
and even change sign. Although this abrupt change in the strains can also be an
indication that yielding had previously happened in the small piles, it is actually
an indication for another very important occurrence. That is, the entire system
had previously undergone permanent residual deformations when the top slab
was pulled all the way to the west. This residual displacement is due to yield in
the small piles and also it is due to the resistance from the compacted sand and
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gravel mix locking the small piles in place and not letting them move back to the
original shape.

In other words, the large deformation in the system has

dislocated the sand and gravel mix enough to lock the small piles in the deformed
location. When the slab is pushed back to the east, the sand and gravel mix
resists the movement resulting in a reversed moment in the small piles.
-

Same as the observation from the small pile #1, on displacement range of 1.20
inch (cycle 81) all of the strains abruptly drop and even change sign.

Figure 3-83 shows the surface strains of the top slab with respect to the cycle number
(displacement range). Figure 3-84 shows the top slab bars’ strains with respect to the
cycle numbers.
Figures Figure 3-85 to Figure 3-88 provide strain comparison for the concrete
surface and the reinforcing bar at the same location of the top slab. The concrete strains
are multiplied into -1 so the strain signs for the bars and concrete follow a same rule.
Figures Figure 3-89 and Figure 3-90 provide comparison of the same location strains
for all of the small piles.
The followings can be determined from Figure 3-83 to Figure 3-88;
-

At the displacement range of 0.20 inches where the second crack occurred in the
region between the small piles #1 and #2, the bar strain at the location #2
increases abruptly which indicates that more force is locked in that region.

-

There is an abrupt change in the strains of top slab at all locations at the
displacement range of 0.30 inches. The fourth crack occurred in the region
around the small piles #2. This crack probably caused a lesser force transfer
beyond the location of the crack and as the result the axial strains go up in the
strain gages
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Figure 3-83- Strain
ns vs. cycle numbers
n
on th
he top slab ssurface; varioous displacem
ment ranges arre
shown in the gray boxes
b
above the
t average looad curve; N
Numbering prootocol: 1 is th
he
farthesst west (closest to the load) and 4 is the faarthest east strrain gage
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Figure 3-84- Strain
ns vs. cycle num
mbers from to
op slab bars; vvarious displaacement rangees are shown iin
the gra
ay boxes abov
ve the averagee load curve; N
Numbering prrotocol: 1 is th
he farthest weest
(closest to the load) and 4 is the fa
arthest east strrain gage
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Figure 3-85- Comparison of the strains
s
for con
ncrete surfacee and bar straiin gages at loccation #1 on th
he
ab; various displacement ra
anges are shoown in the graay boxes next to the averagge
top sla
load cu
urve
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Figure 3-86- Comparison of the strains
s
for con
ncrete surfacee and bar straiin gages at loccation #2 on th
he
ab; various displacement ra
anges are shoown in the graay boxes next to the averagge
top sla
load cu
urve
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Figure 3-87- Comparison of the strains
s
for con
ncrete surfacee and bar straiin gages at loccation #3 on th
he
ab; various displacement ra
anges are shoown in the graay boxes next to the averagge
top sla
load cu
urve
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Figure 3-88- Comparison of the strains
s
for con
ncrete surfacee and bar straiin gages at loccation #4 on th
he
ab; various displacement ra
anges are shoown in the graay boxes next to the averagge
top sla
load cu
urve
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-89- Comp
parison of the strains for small piles ##1, #2, and #33 at the top of small pilees;
Displacement ranges are shown in
n the gray boxxes next to thee average load
d curve
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-90- Comp
parison of thee strains for small piles #1,, #2, and #3 aat the bottom of small pilees;
Displacement ranges are shown in
n the gray boxxes next to thee average load
d curve

Figure
F
3-91 shows the deformed sh
hape of the small pile ##3 during thhe test. This
figuree is developed using thee data from potentiomete
p
ers along the height of tthe small pille
at varrious cycles (displacemeent ranges).
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Figure 3-91- Deform
med shape of the
t small pile #3 developed
d using the datta from potenttiometers alon
ng
the heeight of the small pile at various cycles (displlacement ran
nges); Positivve
displaccement valuess are for wh
hen the top sslab is pushed to the eastt and negativve
displaccement valuess are for when the top slab iis pulled to thee west

The
T followin
ng are some observationss from Figurre 3-91;
-

Up to th
he displacem
ment ranges of
o 0.15 inchh, the deform
mations at tthe top of thhe
small piile #3 are the
t
same for
f push annd pull sidees.

Howevver, after thhe

displacem
ment range of
o 0.15 inch, the displaccement at thee top of the small pile ##3
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is smaller in the case of pulling the slab (tension) than the case of pushing the
slab (compression). This is because of development and opening of the cracks.
-

For the higher displacement ranges, the deformed shape of the small pile #3 is no
longer similar to a beam with two ends fixed against rotation. Although, this can
be attributed to development of hinge at the connection, the main reason is the
resistance from the compacted sand and gravel mix that locks the small piles in
place and does not let them move back to the original shape. In other words, the
large deformation in the system has dislocated the sand and gravel mix enough to
lock the small piles in the deformed location. When the slab is pushed back to
the east, the sand and gravel mix resists the movement resulting in a reversed
moment in the small piles. This is another justification for the drop in all of the
strain curves at high displacement ranges.

Figures Figure 3-92 and Figure 3-93 show the displacement and strain along the
length of the top slab at various cycles (displacement ranges), respectively. Figure 3-94
shows the reinforcing bars’ strains along the length of the top slab bars at various cycles
(displacement ranges)
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Figure 3-92- Displa
acement along
g the length of
o the top slab
b at various cycles (displaccement rangess);
Positiv
ve displacemen
nt values are for
f when the ttop slab is pusshed to the eaast and negativve
displaccement valuess are for when the top slab iis pulled to thee west
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Figure 3-93- Strains along the len
ngth of the top
p slab at varioous cycles (disp
placement ran
nges)
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Figure 3-94- Strains along the len
ngth of the top
p slab bars at various cycless (displacemen
nt ranges)

Figures
F
Figu
ure 3-95 and Figure 3-96
6 show the sstrain distribuutions at varrious sectionns
of thee small pile #1
# and small pile #3.
Figure
F
3-97 shows the sttrains along the height oof the west fl
flange of the small pile ##1
for vaarious cycless.
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Figure 3-95- Strains at a section of the small piile #1 at varioous cycles (disp
placement ran
nges)
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Figure 3-95- Contin
nued
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Figure 3-96- Strains at a section of the small piile #3 at varioous cycles (disp
placement ran
nges)
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Figure 3-97- Strains along the heeight of the weest flange of th
he small pile ##1 for various cycles

3.7.3. ARAMIS results
As
A mentioneed before, sttrain field can
c be develloped with ARAMIS aas well as thhe
strain
n at one poin
nt. Strain vaalues at the location
l
of tthe concretee surface straain gage werre
develloped using ARAMIS
A
att some stages of the loadding.
Figure
F
3-98 is the AR
RAMIS geneerated longiitudinal straain field contour on thhe
patterrned area off the top slab
b for displacement rangee of 0.30 incch. Cracks ##2 and #4 caan
be seen in this fig
gure as well.
Figure
F
3-99 shows the ARAMIS
A
gen
nerated longgitudinal straains at the loocation of thhe
concrrete surface strain gage #2
# for variou
us displacem
ment ranges.
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Figure 3-98- ARAMIS longitudinal strain field contour on the patterned area of the top slab;
Displacement range 0.30”; Cracks #2 and #4 can be seen
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Figure 3-99- ARAM
MIS longitudin
nal strains at the location off the concrete surface strain
n gage #2
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Figure 3-99- Contin
nued

3.8.
3 Materrial testin
ng
Various
V
matterials used in this expeeriment incluuding steel, concrete, aand soil (sannd
and gravel
g
mix). In order to develop a more acccurate finitee element m
model for thhe
experriment, it iss necessary to determin
ne the mateerials’ specifications.

This sectioon

explaains the mateerial tests carrried out to define
d
these values.

3.8.1. Concrete Compress
C
ion tests
Concrete
C
com
mpression samples
s
(6 inch
i
diameteer cylinderss; 6”×12") w
were obtaineed
from each concreete mix load delivered to
o the Univerrsity of Nebrraska-Lincolln’s structurees
lab to
o pour each element.
e
Co
oncrete comp
pression testts were carriied out on thhe samples foor
two major
m
reaso
ons: first, to ensure the delivered cconcrete meeets the requuired 28 daay
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compression strength; second, to determine the required parameters for concrete models
to be used in the advanced finite element modeling of the as built structure. Three
samples from each batch of concrete were tested on the 28th day of the concrete pour for
each element (bottom and top slab). Figure 3-100 shows the results of the concrete
compression tests at 28 days of casting the bottom slab and top slab. This is mostly to
check the compression strength of the concrete samples at the 28th day of the cast to
ensure the required value is reached.
Most of the concrete cylinders were tested the day of the final experiment on the
constructed structure. The results of these tests will be used to develop the concrete
material constitutive models to be fed to the ABAQUS finite element software. This way
the finite element package can be calibrated for the test results. Table 3-2 shows the
results of the concrete compression test at the day of the experiment. Table 3-3 shows
the concrete compression test on the concrete cylinders.

Figure 3-100- Concrete compression test
Table 3-2- Concrete compression test results at 28 days of casting the element
Element of
the
structure
Top Slab
Concrete
Bottom
Slab
Concrete

Sample
number
1
2
3
1
2
3

Age of the
Concrete
Sample
28 days
28 days

Peak
Load
(lbs)
159810
145030
149150
133760
125030
134410

Load at
Failure
(lbs)
158530
142900
147420
131770
121960
128870

Compressive
Strength (psi)

Strength at
Failure (psi)

5652.2
5129.5
5275.0
4730.9
4422.1
4753.8

5606.9
5054.1
5213.8
4660.6
4313.6
4557.8
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Table 3-3- Concrete compression test results at the day of experiment
Element of
the
structure
Top Slab
Concrete

Bottom
Slab
Concrete

Sample
number
4
5
6
7
8
4
5
6
7
8

Age of the
Concrete
Sample

47 days

90 days

Peak
Load
(lbs)
148730
148720
151210
150960
148880
133630
138540
133260
130900
134200

Load at
Failure
(lbs)
145600
146990
146530
148970
148770
132170
137150
131230
129570
132710

Compressive
Strength (psi)

Strength at
Failure (psi)

5260.1
5260.0
5348.1
5339.1
5265.6
4726.1
4899.9
4713.0
4629.7
4746.4

5149.6
5198.5
5182.3
5268.6
5261.7
4674.6
4850.7
4641.3
4582.6
4693.7

3.8.2. Steel tensile tests
Six pieces of steel tensile test specimens were obtained from the drop of the
W10 × 49 steel profiles used to fabricate the small piles. Four of the samples were
obtained from the flanges and two from web of the section using a torch and then they
were sent to a machine shop to be cut to the desired shape for the tensile testing using the
MTS tensile testing machine. For the reinforcing bars, three samples were taken from the
top slab longitudinal bars (#8) and three samples were taken from the bottom slab
reinforcing bars (#6). Figure 3-101 shows the sketch of the samples used for tensile tests.

(a)
2.00 "

2.00 "
0.50 "

0.75 "

3.34 "
8.00 "

(b)
Figure 3-101- Dimensions of the machined (a) bar (b) small pile steel for the tensile test
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The testing procedure is that MTS machine loads the tensile sample in tension while
making load readings and a transducer (extensiometer) externally measures the
elongation at the necking location of the tensile sample. In the case that necking occurs
outside of the extensiometer blades, the results of the tensile test shall be discarded
beyond the necking point. Since the maximum capacity of the MTS machine is 22 kips
which less than the maximum expected tensile strength for all bar samples, the diameter
of all bars was machined down based on the ASTM A 370-05, Standard Test Methods
and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel Products. Figure 3-102 shows the bar
and steel samples after machined down and the MTS tensile testing machine during the
tensile tests.

Figure 3-102- Bar and steel tensile samples and the MTS tensile testing machine

Figures Figure 3-103 to Figure 3-105 show the engineer stress-strain curves for the
bars and steel from the small piles.
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Figure 3-103- Engin
neering stress-strain resultss from the ten sile test on sm
mall pile samplles

neering stress-strain resultss from the ten sile test on top
p slab bar (#8)) samples
Figure 3-104- Engin
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Figure 3-105- Engin
neering stress strain resultss from the tenssile test on botttom slab bar (#6) samples

3.8.3. So
oil mecha
anics tests
s
Various
V
geotechnical tests were carrried out onn the 47B Saand and Graavel mix sooil
delivered to the structures
s
lab
b. The follow
wing is the llist of tests;
-

Sieve An
nalysis

-

Moisturee-Density Reelation of thee soil using AASHTO T
T99 and AA
ASHTO T 1880
test meth
hods,

-

Electroch
hemical Anaalysis of Graanular Backfi
fill Material

-

Direct Sh
hear Test

-

Maximum
m and Miniimum Densiity (Relativee Density) ttests in accordance witth
ASTM D 4253, Stan
ndard Test Method
M
for Maximum Index Denssity and Unnit
Weight of
o Soils Using a Vibraatory Table,, and ASTM
M D 4254, S
Standard Test
Method Minimum In
ndex Densitty and Unit Weight of Soils and C
Calculation oof
Relative Density

-

In-Place moisture co
ontent and density
d
deteerminations during placcement of thhe
backfill using
u
a nuclear moisturee-density meeter in accorrdance with ASTM 69388,
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Standard Test Method for In-place Density and Water Content of Soil and Soil
Aggregate In-Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth).
The geotechnical consultant also provided frequent observation and testing as the
concrete container was being filled with the sand and gravel mix. As mentioned, the
compaction operations consisted of (1) placing layers of sand inside the concrete
container in 4 inches lifts, adding moisture with hose and then compacting sand with a
vibrating plate, (2) evaluation of the compaction using a nuclear moisture-density gauge
at the end of the vibration process. In-place moisture content and density determinations
were made during placement of the backfill with a nuclear moisture-density meter in
accordance with ASTM 6938, Standard Test Method for In-place Density and Water
Content of Soil and Soil Aggregate in Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth). Two
or three different depths were checked at each location to access the condition of the
compacted sand fill, at the point tested to the depth shown in the result tables.
It should be noted that all of the tests areas were compacted until the average for the
total lift met the specified degree of compaction (70 %). Test number 1 was a 4” test; the
rest of the test locations had test results for 3 different depths.
The results of the Moisture-Density Relation tests carried out on the 47B sand and
gravel mix soil are shown in Figure 3-106. As can be seen in this figure, the moisture
content of various samples of the sand is measured first. After the current moisture
content of the sample is known, water is added to the sample and then it is placed in a
standard cylinder with known volume and tampered using a standard hand tamper. The
density of the compacted sand is measured. Most soils tend to have an optimum moisture
content at which compacting the soil yields a maximum dry density. However, as can be
seen in the Figure 3-106, the moisture-dry density curve for the provided sand and gravel
mix is inverted; meaning the soil has a moisture content at which compacting the sand
will result in a minimum dry density.
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Figure 3-106- The results
r
of the Moisture-Den
M
sity tests on th
he 47B sand aand gravel mixx

This
T matter was
w discusseed with the soil
s mechaniics lab at thee Nebraska D
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47B sand and gravel mix after the minimum point on the curve is exceeded will result in
higher compaction.
In order to control the compaction in a project, the Nebraska Department of Roads
considers the minimum point on the compaction curve as the 100% of proctor test and it
requires a minimum of ±2% maximum deviation from this value.
Therefore, it was concluded that a relative density method is a better way of
measuring the compaction in a project. This was also confirmed by Professor Vernon
Shafer from the University of Iowa in a phone meeting.
In order to determine the relative density of a soil sample, the values of the
maximum and minimum dry density of the sample has to be determined via standard
tests. Briefly, for the minimum dry density, the sand sample is dried in a convection
oven and then it is very gradually poured in a standard cylinder using a funnel with the
tip of the funnel spaced at one inch from the top of the sand all the time. This way the
sand is placed in the cylinder with the minimum possible dry density. For the maximum
dry density, the dried sand sample is poured in the standard cylinder and a standard
weight is placed on the lid and the cylinder is put on a vibrator. After a certain vibration
time, the cylinder is weighed and the volume of the sand is measured and the result will
yield the maximum dry density the sand sample can get. The density of the compacted
sand mix at the project site is measured using a standard nuclear density test and then the
relative density of the compacted soil is reported as the percentage of the maximum
density. This, as mentioned earlier, is a more reliable measure for the soil compaction.
For the experimental part of the seamless deck and approach bridge project, it was
decided to use the relative density test method and a 70 percent compacted relative
density criterion was defined for soil compaction.
As described earlier, as long as the 47B sand and gravel mix is not submerged in the
water, adding more water will result in a better compaction (after the minimum point of
the curve is passed). The concrete container was equipped with drain at the bottom to
remove the excessive water from the soil and this way, a hose could be used to freely add
water to the sand and gravel mix before its compaction using a vibratory plate.
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Figure 3-107- Direcct Shear test results
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Chapter 4.
Finite Element Analyses
4.1. Scope
Finite element analysis is utilized to study the behavior of a system consisting of a
small pile, top and bottom slabs. The finite element model of the experimental sample is
also developed using SAP2000 finite element package.

The as-built plans of the

experimental sample are used to establish the finite element models. Development of the
finite element models, material constitutive models for concrete, and determination of the
true stress-strain curves for steel material are explained.

4.2. Introduction
Finite element modeling was required for the system for the two following reasons;
(1) The connection of the small piles to the top and bottom slab is not one of the
pre-qualified connection types. This connection also will be subjected to cyclic loadings.
As a result, the behavior of this connection cannot be well comprehended without finite
element analysis of the connection. The simplified design assumptions can be developed
and verified by means of the finite element analysis.
(2) After the experiment is carried out, the findings from the experiment can be
compared against the results of the finite element study. Consequently, other variations
of the connection can be developed and studied using finite element methods with the
same assumptions made for the first finite element model compared to the test results.
That way there will be no need for further experiments. That is, the finite element
models will be calibrated using the test data.
In this study, the commercial finite element software, ABAQUS 6.9, is used to
develop the finite element models for the system.

All possible effects of material

nonlinearity (steel plasticity, concrete plasticity, and concrete damage) and geometric
nonlinearity were taken into account in the development of the finite element models.
The numbers entered in the constitutive models of the finite element program, for all
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different materials, were derived from the actual material tests. These material tests were
carried out on samples taken from the bottom slab concrete, top slab concrete, bottom
slab reinforcing bars, top slab reinforcing bars, and small piles’ steel.
The general behavior of the system can be determined from the horizontal
load-displacement curve. As it will be explained, due to the very large size of the test
specimen, and because the same small piles are repeated in the test specimen only one of
the small piles will be modeled. On the other hand, the system is symmetric about the
longitudinal axis so only half of one of the small piles and half of the width of the
concrete top slab will be modeled.

4.3. Geometry of Finite Element Model
The general geometry of the finite element model is fairly simple and consists of the
half width of the bottom slab, half width of the top slab, and half of the small pile (cut
from the mid-thickness of the web). This geometry information was established as the
test specimen was being constructed by developing the as-built plans. Other details also
included in the finite element model geometry are the bottom slab bars (longitudinal and
transverse), top slab bars (longitudinal and transverse), both slabs’ stirrups, shear studs on
the small pile base plate and flanges.
The geometry of the finite element model was developed from the as-built plans
drawn for the test specimen during the construction of the test specimen. Figure 4-1
shows the sketch of the model geometry and the ABAQUS model.
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Figure 4-1- As built sketch of the structure and the ABAQUS model developed

4.4. Material Properties of Steel
The behavior of the designed system highly depends of the specifications of the
structural steel used for the small piles. The small piles typically used in the system are
most likely stub elements so it is important to know their yield stress and other material
specifications to achieve a good prediction for the system behavior. The specifications of
the reinforcing bars used in the slabs are also of great importance. To determine the
stress-strain behavior of these elements, as mentioned in the experimental program
section, samples were taken from the drop of the small piles’ profile, and the reinforcing
bars. For the small piles, the tensile sample specimens were taken from the web and
flanges.
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Generally, steel is considered an isotropic material with elasto-plastic stress-strain
behavior. The flow rule criteria used in ABAQUS for steel material is Von-Mises yield
surface. That is, when the Von-Mises stress reached the yield stress, the material goes to
the plastic flow.
On the other hand, ABAQUS uses a multi-linear isotropic hardening material which
requires the true stress-strain curves of materials. However, the stress-strain curves
determined from the material tensile testing is engineering stress-strain curves because in
order to determine the stresses, the measured load is divided by the original
cross-sectional area of the sample before it was loaded. The method adopted to develop
the engineering stress-strain curve from uniaxial tension material testing to true
stress-strain curve to be entered in ABAQUS is explained.
As mentioned above, the effect of reduction in the cross-sectional area of tensile
sample is not considered in the engineering stress-strain curves. This cross-sectional area
reduction occurs particularly during the necking of the tensile sample in which, the
tensile sample’s width becomes smaller and smaller after the ultimate load is reached. As
the result, the calculated stress (engineering stress) which is the measured load divided by
the original cross-sectional area of the tensile sample is smaller than the true stress in the
area in which necking has occurred. Some finite element software including ABAQUS
use the true stress-strain curves to determine the plasticity. So if the true stress-strain
curves are developed for a steel material and entered as the material properties into
ABAQUS, the result of a finite element analysis on a tensile sample will include necking
and will be the same as results from an actual tensile test. The two following equations
can be used to develop the true stress-strain curves for the first iteration from the
engineering stress-strain data resulted from the tensile tests.
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Eq. 4-1

)
)

Eq. 4-2

Where:
εtrue = true strain
εnom = nominal strain
σtrue = true stress
σnom
nominal stress
The above equation is used on the entire stress-strain curve including the elastic part
to determine the yield stress. The modulus of elasticity entered to ABAQUS is the actual
value determined from the tensile material test but the yield stress will be the true stress
from this.
The following steps are used to develop the true stress-strain curve form the results
of tensile test (engineering stress-strain curve).
1. A finite element model of the specimen that was used in the tensile material
testing is developed in ABAQUS (the dog-bone sample).
2. For the first iteration, the true stress-strain curve is generated using the above
equations. The equations are used for the entire engineering stress-strain
curves. For the yield stress, the corrected value from the above-mentioned
equations to be used. But for the modulus of elasticity, the value determined
from the test is used. These values are entered into ABAQUS as the steel
material specifications.
3. The ABAQUS model is run, and the engineering stress-strain curve is
determined.

It should be noted that the section at which the stress is

determined on the model must not fall within the necked area of the model.
The stress should be determined the same way that it was determined during
the actual material testing. For the strain also, it has to be determined the
same way that it was determined from the tensile material test.

The
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deformation can be read at two points on the sample and the strain can be
determined from that. The segment from which the strain is determined must
include the necked region (as it happens in the actual material test.) If the
spacing of the two points on the tensile sample are one inch apart, the
deformation (in inch) of the sample between those two points is equal to the
strain.
4. The resulted stress-strain curve from the ABAQUS is compared against the
stress-strain curve from the actual tensile material test.

The obtained

engineering stress-strain curve from ABAQUS and the experimental
stress-strain curve from the tensile testing should be the same. The newly
obtained engineering stress-strain curve is manually modified such a way that
for the next finite element analysis it delivers an engineering stress-strain
curve that is the same as the actual engineering stress-strain curve from the
tensile testing. This step requires judgment and experience makes the process
faster.
5. Steps 3 through 5 are repeated until a true stress-strain curve is reached that
will result in an engineering stress-strain curve the same as the experimental
engineering stress-strain curve.
To force necking at the desired location on the finite element model (at the
mid-height of the sample) as it would occur in the real tensile experiment, the model’s
cross-sectional dimension is reduced linearly from the two ends towards the mid-height
of the specimen by 0.001 inches. This imperfection causes necking at the mid-height of
the model. Figure 4-2 shows the reinforcing bar’s finite element model during tensile
loading until necking is occurred. Figures Figure 4-3 through Figure 4-5 show the results
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of the above-mentioned analysis for the steel samples from the reinforcing bars, and also
from the small piles. As can be seen in these figures, when the finalized true stress-strain
curve is entered into ABAQUS, the results of the finite element model and the actual
engineering stress-strain curves from the tensile material testing are the same.

Figure 4-2- ABAQUS finite element modeling of the steel bars to develop the true stress-strain curve
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concrete material properties depend on many factors. More importantly, concrete has a
different behavior in tension and compression and also concrete demonstrates high
nonlinear behavior.
The main reasons of the concrete high nonlinear behavior from the first stages of
loading are occurrence of plasticity in the concrete aggregates, development and growth
of microcracks in the concrete mortar, interaction between the concrete aggregates and
mortar. Amongst the causes of high nonlinearity in the concrete behavior, development
and growth of the microcracks is the most important reason.

As the results, the

application of the theory of plasticity to concrete behavior is not suitable. Instead,
constitutive models that take into account the effects of microcrack development and
growth will predict the concrete behavior in a more realistic way. (Bazant)

4.5.1. Modeling of Concrete in ABAQUS
There are two material models defined in ABAQUS for concrete.
Concrete Smeared Cracking; considers a uniform distribution of the reinforcing

bars in the concrete elements and determines the structural properties of the reinforced
concrete as a composite structure. As a result, in most cases that overall behavior of a
structure containing reinforced concrete is of interest, for example the overall behavior of
a bridge with reinforced concrete deck, the concrete smeared cracking model can be used
with a great precision. Although this model detects the effects of cracking in the overall
system behavior, it is unable to detect the crack initiation and development. Another
weakness of this model is that it does not take into account the effects of damage in the
concrete material. When the concrete material is loaded and goes beyond the cracking
load (either in tension or in compression) microcracks develop in the material so the
material is damaged and as the result, the stiffness is reduced when the load is removed.
The concrete smeared cracking model does not capture this effect.
Concrete Damaged Plasticity; This concrete model in ABAQUS provides a general

capability for modeling concrete in all types of structures mainly developed to be used for
reinforced concrete structures although it can be used with plain concrete too. The
reinforcing bars can be modeled in this model by embedding the steel elements in the
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concrete medium and that way the displacement of the concrete element nodes and steel
element nodes are compatible. One of the advantages of this model is that it can detect
cracking in the concrete. This material model requires two yield stresses: compression
yield stress and tension yield stress. These yield stresses are essentially the stresses in
which the first crack occurs in the concrete material (either in compression or in tension).
ABAQUS uses the Von-Mises criterion to determine whether or not the material is
cracked (yielded) by comparing the Von-Mises stress to the defined yield stress. The
parameter definition for this material model will be described in the subsequent sections.
This concrete model in ABAQUS provides a general capability for modeling concrete in
all types of structures mainly developed to be used for reinforced concrete structures
although it can be used with plain concrete too. To represent the inelastic concrete
behavior this model uses concepts of isotropic damaged elasticity in combination with
isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity.

In this model tensile cracking and

compressive crushing are two failure modes for concrete.

The behavior of the small pile-concrete slab connection is of importance in this finite
element study. The effect of longitudinal reinforcement, the stirrups, and the shear studs
on the concrete base plate has to be taken into account in the behavior of the connection.
On the other hand, a cyclic loading will be applied to this system with each cycle causing
some damage in the concrete material that has to be taken into account. As can be seen,
the detailed behavior of the system components has to be included in the finite element
model to deliver a good understanding of the connection behavior.

Therefore, the

Concrete Damaged Plasticity is selected to model the concrete material.
It should be noted that brittle behavior of concrete is under low confined pressures
only. When the confining pressure in the concrete is high, the cracks cannot propagate as
well as the low confinement condition which causes a non-brittle behavior. The concrete
models used in ABAQUS are not capable of modeling concrete material under high
confining pressure.
The concrete behavior in compression can be divided into three phases; linearelastic, nonlinear-elastic and nonlinear-plastic. In tension, concrete is initially
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linear-elastic until a maximum tensile strength at which it cracks and the tensile behavior
is nonlinear afterwards.

4.5.2. Behavior of concrete under Uniaxial Tension
The behavior of concrete under uniaxial tension can be categorized in two phases.
In the first phase, that is before the cracking or failure tensile stress, concrete
behavior is linear-elastic. No damage occurs in the concrete material until this point is
reached.
In the second phase, that is the post-cracking phase after the first crack occurs, the
concrete behavior is tension softening. Strains beyond this point have elastic and plastic
(cracking strain) components.
Figure 4-6 shows the stress-strain response of the concrete under uniaxial tension
load.
The modulus of elasticity of concrete, Ec, and maximum tensile strength of concrete,
ft, are taken from AASHTO LRFD (2007) for normal weight concrete.
= 0.23

Eq. 4-3

= 1820

Eq. 4-4

Where:
= Specified strength of concrete (ksi)
As mentioned, the behavior of the concrete is assumed linear to the maximum tensile
strength (cracking or tensile stress) at which the first micro-crack occurs.

For the

post-cracking behavior of concrete in uniaxial tension, two assumptions can be made for
the softening behavior; linear or non-linear.
Usually, for design purposes, the post-cracking behavior of concrete is not of a great
importance. For cases in which crack width, behavior of the structure after cracking, and
cumulative damage of the structure under cyclic loading is of interest however, the
post-cracking behavior of concrete has to be taken into account.
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strain. The cracking strain at every point on the post-failure branch of the stress-strain
curve is defined as the total strain minus the elastic strain corresponding to the
undamaged material.
It should be noted that behavior of the concrete tension stiffening model in
ABAQUS also depends on the mesh size, and the reinforcement density. In real life, this
behavior depends on the quality of the bond between the bars and the concrete and the
relative size of the aggregate in comparison with the bars size. Hence, the material
properties for the concrete have to be meticulously determined and entered to the finite
element software in order to gain acceptable results.
To define a linear post-cracking behavior for the concrete under uniaxial tension, for
a relatively dense reinforced concrete model with a fine finite element mesh, the stress is
linearly reduced from the concrete tension strength to zero in a strain range of about 10
times the failure (cracking) strain. The failure strain (cracking strain) for a standard
concrete is typically 10-4. As the result, ultimate strain will be 10-3 when the concrete
stress is zero. Now, if the reinforced concrete structure is changed, depending on the
reinforcement density and mesh size, the strain range in which the stress goes from
maximum strength to zero is different from 10. This strain range (10 times the maximum
elastic strain) has to be calibrated for the other structure.
Defining a large strain range for the strain-softening branch of the tension
stress-strain curve would result in cracking in a large area of the model and hence a more
stable finite element model. On other hand, if the slope of the strain softening branch of
the tension stress-strain curve is defined very large, the cracking in the model is localized
resulting an unstable finite element model.
The slope of the softening branch of the tensile stress-strain curve for the Bazant
model can be calculated from the following equation:
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=

−69.9
56.7 +

Eq. 4-5

Where:
ft = Tensile strength of concrete (psi)
Figure 4-7 shows the some of the existing models for development of the
post-cracking behavior of concrete in tension.

Figure 4-7- Some existing models for the softening stress-strain curve of concrete in uniaxial tension
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Another method to develop the tension softening behavior of concrete after the
cracking strain is reached is using exponential curve. This method will result in a more
stable solution using finite element method. This method will be used in this study.
The adopted exponential equation suggested by Barros et al. is described in the
following. The post-cracking branch of the stress-strain curve for the concrete is divided
into two segments; the first segment is a linear segment and the second segment is
exponential. The two following equations are used to determine the linear and nonlinear
part of the curve, respectively.
=

( −

−

(

=

)

Eq. 4-6
Eq. 4-7

)

Where:
ft = Tensile strength of concrete (psi)
E = Young modulus of elasticity
εtu = Ultimate strain in tension
b
Calibration coefficient of the exponential curve
The calibration coefficient, b, is a function of the area under the exponential part of
the curve. Therefore, in this case:
(

=

)

=

Eq. 4-8
Eq. 4-9

On the other hand, the total area under the stress-strain curve is the deformation
energy per unit volume, Gf. The energy of crack propagation per unit area of crack, GF, is
a material property is given by following equation:
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Eq. 4-10

=

Where:
w = Width of the damaged region
In this approach, the volume of the element is divided into two components, the
intact (Vi) and the damaged (Vd) volume. The ratio of damages volume by total volume,
vd, is thus described by following equation:
=

=

Eq. 4-11

ℎ

Where:
V = Total volume of the element
h = Length of the element in the direction perpendicular to the crack
Figure 4-8 shows the crack distribution over the element.

w/3
h

Figure 4-8- Idealized crack distribution over the element

For a linear expression, GF can be calculated by following equation:
=

2

+
=

2

−

2

For exponential expression , GF can be described by following equation

Eq. 4-12
Eq. 4-13
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=

2

=

−

Eq. 4-14

+

Eq. 4-15

2

From above equations, b and εtu can be determined in terms of GF and w. GF is a
material properties can be measured by test. Ozbolt and Bazant (1996) showed that w has
a linear correlation with the maximum aggregate size of the concrete, da, as w=kda, that k
ranges 3 to 8.
By substituting Eq. 4-14 in Eq. 4-6, the stress-strain curve of the tension stiffening
can be described by the following equations:
=

−

( −

2

(

=

2

)

)

Eq. 4-16

Eq. 4-17

Theoretically, the exponential branch of the curve can go to infinity. So, Barros et al.
set a limit to the maximum strain achievement as seen in Eq. 4-18. This limitation will
satisfy to achieve 98% of the total area under the exponential branch of the curve.
≤

≤

4

Eq. 4-18

Barros assumes a range of 250 to 350 N/m (1.43 to 2.00 lbs/in) for GF. This range is
relatively high compared to the ranges given by other researches so the lower limits of
this range (1.70 lbs/in) is considered for this study. Eq. 4-9 shows the uniaxial tension
stress-strain curves developed for the top and bottom slabs using Bazant and Barros
models.
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4.5.3. Behavior of concrete
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variable.

The Cauchy stress is related to the effective stress through the scalar
= (1 − )

degradation relation:

In studying the multi-axial behavior of concrete material as the case of this current
study, the damage variables are generalized to the case of the multi-axial loading.

1.1.1.1 Development of stress-strain curves for concrete in compression
Three models for development of the stress-strain curves for concrete material in
compression are explained. All of these models use only the compressive strength of the
concrete determined from uniaxial compression test so the results of the material tests
carried out for concrete can be used to develop these models.

Carreira and Chu
In this model, the uniaxial compression stress-strain curve is assumed to be linear up
to 0.3 , where

is the 28-day compressive strength of the standard cylinder and

beyond that point the following equation can be used to predict the compression behavior
up to failure.

Eq. 4-19

=
−1+
=

32.4

+ 1.55

Eq. 4-20

Where:
ε = strain in concrete (<εu)
= strain corresponding to the maximum stress f’c
= Maximum compression stress (MPa)
The strain corresponding to maximum strength and crushing point is assumed to be
equal to 0.002 and 0.003, respectively.
To develop the stress-strain curve for this model, first β and 0.3

are determined

and from the equation Eq. 4-19 the strain corresponding to 0.3 is determined (
0.002and

=

= 0.3 ). The stress-strain curve is linear up to this point. After this point,
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the strain can be gradually increased and the corresponding stress is determined from Eq.
4-19 equation.

CEB (Comite Europeen Du Beton)
The behavior of the concrete in this model is a function of the 28-day compressive
strength of the concrete only. The following equation predicts the stress-strain curve:
=

Where:

0.85 ( − 206,000 )
1+

Eq. 4-21

a = 6193.6(0.85 + 1.015) .
b = 8074.1(0.85 + 1.450) . − 850
= Maximum compression stress (MPa)

Hognestad
This model defines the stress as a function of modulus of elasticity and the maximum
strength of the concrete (Park & Paulay 1975). The following equations show the
stress-strain relationship proposed by Hongetad:
2

=
=

1−

−

0.15
0.004 −

0≤
(

−

)

Eq. 4-22

≤
>

Eq. 4-23

Where:
ε0 = 2
= Maximum stress reached in the concrete

Comparison
Eq. 4-11 shows all of the stress-strain curves developed using the above-mentioned
three equations for the “day of the experiment” compressive strength of both top slab and
bottom slab. The reason was the results from these models will be entered into ABAQUS
and the ABAQUS results will be compared against the actual experiment results. The
“day of the experiment” compressive strength was 5295 psi for the top slab and 4743 psi
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for th
he bottom slaab concretess. It has been
n assumed thhe maximum
m strength off the concrette
requiired by Hogn
nestad is equ
ual to compreessive strenggth of the cooncrete.
Hognestad
H
model
m
was proposed at
a the time that concrrete typicallly had loweer
comp
pressive streengths comp
pared to thee nowadayss concretes (more usefful when thhe
28-daay concrete compression
n strength is less than 3500 (psi)).. As can be seen in thhe
figurees, CEB mo
odel predictss the maxim
mum strengthh that concreete can reachh is less thaan
the actual comprressive stren
ngth of the concrete.
c
It was decideed to use Caarreira & Chhu
equattions to deveelop input daata of the stress-strain cuurves in this study.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-11- Comparison among
g different proposed equatioon for stress-sttrain curve in
n compression
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4.5.4. Concrete behavior
b
in
n multiaxiial stress states
To
T determin
ne the behav
vior of concrrete materiaal under mulltiaxial loading conditioon
from the uniaxial stress-straiin curves, faailure surfac es are develloped in thee stress spacee.
4
shows the
t common
n concrete faailure surfacee used to prredict the cooncrete failurre
Eq. 4-12
in mu
ultiaxial load
ding state. ABAQUS
A
alsso uses this ccurve for annalysis.

Figure 4-12- Concrete failure surrfaces in planee stress condittion

4.6.
4 Summ
mary of th
he materiial input d
data used
d in ABAQUS
The
T models described in
n the previo
ous sections were used tto develop tthe inputs foor
steel and concrette material models
m
in ABAQUS.
A
T
This section summarizess the materiaal
inputt data entered
d into ABAQ
QUS.

4.6.1. Stteel materrial input data
d
A multi-lineear isotropic hardening material prooperty was used for alll of the steeel
materrials used in
n the ABAQ
QUS model. The true s tress-strain curves weree entered intto
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ABAQUS. Eq. 4-13 shows the input values entered into ABAQUS for small piles,
reinforcing bars of top and bottom slabs.
(c)
stress Plastic Strain
(psi)
(in/in)

(b)
stress Plastic Strain
(psi)
(in/in)

(a)
stress Plastic Strain
(psi)
(in/in)
49827
50944
51221
52297
53034
53660
54309
55275
56555
58831
61705
64736
67800
71900
82200
86000

0.0000
0.0222
0.0236
0.0239
0.0245
0.0253
0.0270
0.0305
0.0349
0.0424
0.0530
0.0710
0.1009
0.1617
0.3395
0.3984

Es
28041798

v
0.3

79505
78918
78916
78913
78907
78898
78884
78862
78832
78803
78837
78878
78901
79226
79244
79630
82139
86118
89083
93183
98778
106333
115426
124740
131184
132036
141121
Es
28416873

0.0000
0.0029
0.0029
0.0030
0.0030
0.0032
0.0034
0.0036
0.0041
0.0047
0.0055
0.0063
0.0068
0.0068
0.0070
0.0074
0.0081
0.0095
0.0117
0.0150
0.0199
0.0272
0.0382
0.0556
0.0887
0.1011
0.1950
v
0.3

69701
70392
72586
72626
72858
73638
74461
74662
74831
75213
75324
75649
75742
75916
76120
76297
76590
77024
77528
77912
78241
78771
78979
79265
79546
84177
89703
96562
104290
108440
111953
115224
116357
120748
126821
Es
27440266

0.0000
0.0099
0.0101
0.0103
0.0104
0.0106
0.0109
0.0110
0.0112
0.0114
0.0116
0.0117
0.0119
0.0120
0.0122
0.0123
0.0125
0.0129
0.0134
0.0136
0.0139
0.0143
0.0145
0.0148
0.0149
0.0201
0.0257
0.0342
0.0506
0.0644
0.0813
0.1054
0.1142
0.1575
0.2556
v
0.3

Figure 4-13- Values entered into ABAQUS for (a) small piles, reinforcing bars of (b) top and (c)
bottom slabs
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4.6.2. Concrete material input data
The stress-strain curves for tension and compression behavior of the concrete
material for both the top and bottom slabs were developed. For the compression behavior
Carreire model was used and for the tension behavior Barros model was used.
Eq. 4-14 shows the input values were entered into ABAQUS for concrete material.
As mentioned, the concrete material model used is elastic material behavior with concrete
damage plasticity for the post cracking behavior.
Dilation Angle
31

Eccentricity
0.1

Plasticity
fb0/fc0
1.16

Compressive Behavior
Yield Stress
Inelastic Strain
1588
0.0000
1977
0.0001
2359
0.0002
2730
0.0003
3087
0.0004
3427
0.0005
3746
0.0006
4040
0.0007
4307
0.0008
4545
0.0009
4750
0.0010
4922
0.0011
5061
0.0012
5166
0.0013
5239
0.0014
5281
0.0015
5295
0.0016
5282
0.0017
5246
0.0018
5189
0.0019
5114
0.0020
5025
0.0021
4924
0.0022
4812
0.0023
4694
0.0024
4570
0.0025
4442
0.0026
4312
0.0027
4181
0.0028
4050
0.0029
3920
0.0030
3792
0.0031
3667
0.0032
3544
0.0033
3425
0.0034
3309
0.0035
3197
0.0036
3088
0.0037

Gama m
E
v

Concrete Compression Damage
Damage Parameter (dc)

Inelastic Strain

0.00
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.95

0.00000
0.00657
0.00709
0.00772
0.00854
0.00965
0.01125
0.01393
0.02842

K
Viscosity Parameter
0.666667
0.0001
0.5<K<1
Tensile Behavior
Yeild Stress
Cracking Strain
529
0.0000
519
0.0000
507
0.0001
492
0.0001
474
0.0001
453
0.0002
427
0.0003
396
0.0003
360
0.0004
315
0.0005
262
0.0007
199
0.0008
122
0.0010
80
0.0012
53
0.0015
32
0.0018
18
0.0022
9
0.0027
8
0.0027
0.000225
4.19E+06
0.2

Dilation Angle
31

Plasticity
Eccentricity fb0/fc0
0.1
1.16

K
Viscosity Parameter
0.666667
0.0001
0.5<K<1
Tensile Behavior
Yeild Stress
Cracking Strain
501
0.0000
498
0.0000
495
0.0001
490
0.0001
485
0.0001
479
0.0002
472
0.0003
464
0.0003
453
0.0004
441
0.0005
426
0.0007
408
0.0008
387
0.0010
361
0.0012
331
0.0015
294
0.0018
249
0.0022
196
0.0027
132
0.0032
85
0.0039
59
0.0047
38
0.0057
22
0.0069
12
0.0082
9
0.0089

Compressive Behavior
Yield Stress
Inelastic Strain
1423
0.0000
1795
0.0001
2156
0.0002
2502
0.0003
2831
0.0004
3139
0.0005
3423
0.0006
3681
0.0007
3911
0.0008
4113
0.0009
4285
0.0010
4427
0.0011
4541
0.0012
4628
0.0013
4689
0.0014
4726
0.0015
4742
0.0016
4739
0.0017
4718
0.0018
4682
0.0019
4634
0.0020
4574
0.0021
4506
0.0022
4431
0.0023
4349
0.0024
4263
0.0025
4174
0.0026
4083
0.0027
3990
0.0028
3897
0.0029
3803
0.0030
3710
0.0031
3618
0.0032
3527
0.0033
3438
0.0034
3350
0.0035
3264
0.0036
3181
0.0037

Gama m
E
v

0.000225
3.96E+06
0.2

Concrete Tension Damage

Concrete Compression Damage

Damage
Parameter
(dt)

Inelastic Strain

0.00
0.10
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.95

0.00000
0.00013
0.00026
0.00052
0.00078
0.00105
0.00194

Damage Parameter (dc) Inelastic Strain
0.00
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.95

Concrete Tension Damage
Damage
Parameter (dt)

Inelastic Strain

0.00
0.10
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.95

0.00000
0.00044
0.00088
0.00176
0.00264
0.00354
0.00655

0.00000
0.00926
0.01029
0.01163
0.01349
0.01630
0.02125
0.05154

(a)
Figure 4-14- Values entered into ABAQUS for (a)Top slab, (b) Bottom slab concretes

(b)
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4.7.
4 Solid C3D8 ele
ement Ele
ements
All
A of the elements useed in the AB
BAQUS finiite element analysis of the structurre
were C3D8 solid elements. Eq.
E 4-15 sho
ows the diffeerent elementts used at the model.
C3D8
C
elemeents are 8-no
ode linear brick
b
structuural element. This elemeent is a firsstorderr element wiith full integ
gration. Alll of the noddes in the C33D8 solid eelements havve
three degrees of freedom
f
whiich are translations in x, y, and z axees.

Figure 4-15- C3D8 8-node solid element
e
used for
f the finite eelement analyssis

4.8.
4 Consttraints an
nd Bound
dary Cond
ditions
Various
V
constraints and boundary conditions
c
w
were definedd on the AB
BAQUS finitte
elemeent model to
o correctly siimulate the conditions
c
thhe experimennt was carrieed out.

Resttraints (Bo
oundary Conditions
C
s)
(1) Symmetricc boundary condition
c
waas defined onn the longituudinal plane (x-z plane)
movement inn x directioon
(2) The end of the botttom slab iss restrained against m
(longitudin
nal direction
n)
(3) Both endss of the botttom slab are
a restraine d against m
movement inn upward (zz)
direction
Eq.
E 4-16 sho
ows schematiic figure of the
t restrains define on thhe finite elem
ment model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-16- (a) the structure model using ABAQUS (b) Longitudinal and transverse views of the
restrains defined on the ABAQUS finite element model of the experimental specimen

Constraints
(1) All of the longitudinal bars, transverse bars, and stirrups are constrained to the
top/bottom slabs using embedment constraint. This constraint ties the movements
of the adjacent nodes from the two constraint components and hence it models the
embedment of the reinforcing bars in the concrete.
(2) The base plates, studs, and the embedded parts of the small pile’s shaft are
constrained to the top/bottom slabs using embedment constraints.
(3) The Y-direction movements of the top slab on the two sides of the transverse
faces are tied together to avoid single curvature bending on the small piles rather
than a shear deformation of the small piles.
(4) The connection of the baseplate to the small piles and the connection of the studs
to the baseplate and small piles’ flanges are defined using tie constraint as well.
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(5) The effects of geometric non-linearity (large deformation) were also incorporated
in the analyses.

4.9. Loading
The application of the loads to the structure was static. A displacement control
loading approach, same as the actual experiment, was applied to the structure to push the
top slab along the longitudinal direction. Two types of displacement control loading
were applied to the top slab of the modeled structure.
(1) For the first load type the top slab of the structure was pushed on the longitudinal
axis of the structure to a large displacement.
(2) For the second load type static cycles of load were applied to push and pull the top
slab on the longitudinal axis of the structure. The same displacement ranges that
were applied during the actual experiment were also applied as the second loading
type except the structure was not cycled back and forth at each displacement
range. The reason was the great amount of time that ABAQUS takes to solve the
finite element model.
For the actual experiment, the sample was pushed and then pulled along the
longitudinal axis of the structure for 0.05 inches for five cycles. This is called the 0.05 in
displacement range. The displacement range was then increased. The sample was
pushed and pulled along the longitudinal axis of the structure for 0.10 inches for five
cycles. The displacement ranges were as follows;
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.0,
1.1, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6 inches. For the actual experiment, the specimen was cycled 5 times
on every displacement range so the total numbers of cycles were 95. For the finite
element mode the sample was cycled only one time for every displacement range
resulting 19 cycles.
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Load was applied as a ramp function for every step.

4.10. Other ABAQUS modeling details
As mentioned, the step used for analysis is static. The time-stepping is automatic
and the maximum and minimum time steps were set to 0.01 and 1E-8, respectively.

4.11. Verification of the input data for concrete material
In order to have a better understanding about how to interpret the ABAQUS results
and also to verify the correctness of the material modeling techniques, two ABAQUS test
models were developed using the same material model for concrete.
In the first test model a direct tension was applied to the end of a plane concrete
block until tensile failure occurred. For the second test model, a steel plate was pulled
out from a concrete block. The following sections explain the details of the finite
element study.

4.11.1.

Concrete cracking in Damage Plasticity Model

Unlike concrete models based on the smeared crack approach, the concrete damaged
plasticity model does not have the notion of cracks developing at the material integration
point. However, it is possible to obtain a graphical visualization of the cracking patterns
in the concrete structure. Different criteria can be adopted within the framework of
scalar-damage plasticity for the definition of the direction of cracking.
For example it can be assumed that cracking initiates at points where the tensile
equivalent plastic strain is greater than zero and the maximum principal plastic strain is
positive. The direction of the vector normal to the crack plane is assumed to be
parallel to the direction of the maximum principal plastic strain.

4.11.2.

Uniaxial stress on a concrete cylinder

To have a better understanding of how to interpret the concrete damage plasticity
results in ABAQUS and also to verify the correctness of the modeling techniques, first, a
plane concrete cylinder with 6” diameter and 12” length was loaded in tension and
compression in separate models.
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The concrete damage plasticity model was used for the concrete material with the
concrete material input explained in the previous section.
As mentioned, the concrete damaged plasticity model does not have the notion of
cracks developing at the material integration point. So the effective crack direction can
be visually obtained using various criteria within the framework of scalar-damage
plasticity for the definition of the direction of cracking.
It can be assumed that cracking initiates at points where the tensile equivalent plastic
strain is greater than zero and the maximum principal plastic strain is positive. So the
direction of the vector normal to the crack plane is assumed to be parallel to the direction
of the maximum principal plastic strain.
Figure 4-17 shows the concrete cylinder modeled. A tensile displacement-controlled
load has been applied to the end of the specimen and the size of the analysis steps have
been reduced so that it can capture the first crack. A symmetric boundary condition has
been used.

Figure 4-17- The concrete cylinder modeled with a tensile displacement-controlled load applied to the
end of the specimen

Figure 4-18 shows the stress-strain curve results for the tensile test on the cylinder.
As can be seen, the concrete cylinder has reached the tensile limit at 520 psi and then
softening has started. The drop in the strain is rapid.
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Figure 4-18- Stress-strain curve result for the tensile teest on the cooncrete cylind
der modeled iin
ABAQ
QUS

Figure
F
4-19 shows the crrack pattern at the first sstep crackingg occurs in tthe specimenn.
As caan be seen in this figurre, cracking
g is perpendiicular to thee direction oof the tensille
stresss. All crackss occur at the
t same loaading step bbecause of tthe uniform stress in thhe
concrrete cylindeer.

The maaximum priincipal plasttic strain dooes not havve any otheer

comp
ponents.

Figure 4-19- Crack
k pattern at thee first step cra
acking occurs in the specim
men
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Figure
F
4-20 shows stresss-strain curv
ve result for the compresssive test onn the concrette
cylinder using AB
BAQUS and
d the defined
d concrete m
material.

Figure 4-20- Stresss-strain curve result for thee compressivee test on the cconcrete cylind
der modeled iin
ABAQ
QUS

4.11.3.

Steel plate pull-out mod
del

Another
A
test model that was created
d to verify thhe FE modell behavior w
was the modeel
of a steel
s
plate being
b
pulled out from a concrete bloock. This sttructure is aalso similar iin
somee aspects to the steel-con
ncrete conneection beingg studied as the main puurpose of this
finitee element anaalyses.
Figure
F
4-21 shows the sketch
s
of the model devveloped in A
ABAQUS. A symmetriic
boundary condition was used
d to only creaate one-fourt
rth of the struucture.
As
A can be seeen in this figure, a steell plate has been embeddded in a conccrete slab annd
it is being
b
pulled
d out using a displacemeent-controlleed boundary condition att the end off a
The shaft haas not been embedded iin
steel shaft conneected to the embedded steel
s
plate. T
oncrete and it is only con
nnected to th
he centerlinee of the steell plate being pulled out.
the co
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Figure 4-21- Sketch of the pull-out model developed in ABAQUS (a steel plate being pulled out from
a concrete block)

A linear-elastic material model was used for steel to illuminate the effects of steel
non-linearity and/or plasticity from the results. The same concrete model that was used
for the concrete uniaxial loading was also used here.
Figure 4-22 shows the pull-out force versus the displacement response of the
structure. As can be seen in this figure, the concrete block reaches a maximum pull-out
capacity after on a certain displacement and after that point concrete loses its strength
rapidly. This behavior is very similar to what is typically seen in actual experiments.
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Figure 4-22- Load-d
displacement result for the pull-out test iin ABAQUS

The
T typical expected failure pattern
n for this typ
ype of structture has beeen determineed
throu
ugh physicall tests to bee a conical failure;
f
that is, a cone-shaped (an upside dow
wn
pyram
mid in this case
c
with its tip being th
he steel plat and its basee being the uupper face oof
the co
oncrete slab)) piece of co
oncrete will be
b broken ouut with the stteel plate.
Knowing
K
thee failure patttern, one can
n predict thee crack deveelopment andd progressioon
in thee FE model as
a well as th
he post crack
king stress annd strains aroound the craacked area.
Figure
F
4-23 shows the maximum
m
prrincipal plasttic strain (arrrows) right after the first
yield (crack) occu
urs in the FE
E model. Ass can be see n in this figuure, the firstt crack occurrs
on the face of thee concrete bllock (the cen
nter of the reeal life structture) right beelow the steeel
plate where the maximum
m
displacement
d
t is being trransferred too the plate fr
from the steeel
shaft..
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Figure 4-23- Maxim
mum principa
al plastic straiin (arrows) riight after the first yield (crrack) occurs iin
the FE
E model

Figure
F
4-24 shows the development
d
of the micrro-cracks to form a crackk right below
w
the plate
p
being pulled
p
out from
fr
the con
ncrete slab ((the plate annd steel shaaft have beeen
removed from thee view).

Figure 4-24- Develo
opment of thee micro-crackss to form a craack right beloow the plate b
being pulled ou
ut
from th
he concrete slab
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Figure 4-25 shows the maximum principal plastic strain (arrows and contours) after
failure has occurred and the structure has lost stiffness. As can be seen in this figure, all
of the cracks have been developed in a pyramid-shaped portion of the concrete slab and
the rest of the slab has stayed intact. This is the conical failure pattern that is expected in
a pull-out test.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-25- Maximum principal plastic strain (a) arrows and (b) contours after failure has occurred
and the structure has lost stiffness
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This failure pattern is more observable in the vertical deformation contours shown in
Figure 4-26 below.

Figure 4-26- Contours of vertical deformation

As can be seen in Figure 4-27 , after failure the Von-Mises stress in the regions
below the cracks goes to zero (or very small) which is the behavior that has been defined
in the concrete material model. That is, the tensile stress in the concrete (right under the
steel plate in this example) increases to the tensile strength at which the maximum
principal plastic strain is zero and no crack has developed yet. Once the tensile stress
exceeds the tensile strength, the first maximum principal plastic strain occurs and after
that point the Von-Mises stress starts decreasing on the tensile side of the crack until the
maximum principal plastic strain reaches the maximum defined value in the material
properties. For strains larger than this defined maximum plastic strain in tension, the
Von-Mises stress stays the same. If the defined stress corresponding to this maximum
principal plastic strain in tension is zero, the concrete totally loses its strength (the
Von-Mises stress goes to zero).

In the structure modeled here for example, the

Von-Mises stress reduces to 7.98 psi and stays constant at the locations right below the
steel plate being pulled out of the concrete block. The maximum principal plastic strain
corresponding to this Von-Mises stress is 0.00272893.
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Figure 4-27- Von-Mises stress in the concrete block after the failure has occurred

4.12. Results of the finite element analysis and discussion
The results of the finite element analysis are summarized in this section.

4.12.1.

Analysis results

Top slab pushed to the east at large displacement (3.78”)
In one specimen, the top slab was pushed using static displacement control loading
method, until large displacements were reached. The deformed shape of the model with a
scale factor of 2 is shown in Figure 4-28. Figure 4-29 shows the deformed shape of small
pile in the model with a scale factor of 2 when the top slab is pushed to 3.78 inches. As
can be seen in this figure, when the top slab is only pushed without any cycle, the
connection will not fail and the baseplate will not rotate in the slabs.
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Figure 4-28- Deformed shape of the model with a scale factor of 2 when the top slab is pushed to 3.78 inches

Figure 4-29- Deformed shape of small pile in the model with a scale factor of 2 when the top slab is pushed to
3.78 inches

Figure 4-30 shows the load displacement of the specimen while monotonic
displacement controlled load has been applied to the top slab until large deformations.
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This curve is dev
veloped by multiplying
m
the
t results obbtained from
m the symmeetric model oof
s
pile intto 6 to determ
mine the force in the acttual test speccimen.
one small

Figure 4-30- Load displacement of the specim
men while moonotonic displaacement controlled load haas
t slab until large deformaations
been applied to the top

Figure
F
4-31 shows the progression
p
of yieldingg in the smaall pile as thhe top slab is
being
g pushed to the east. Th
he first yield
d occurs on the web’s iinterface witth the flangees
where the small pile’s embedment in th
he concrete sslab starts. This first yiield occurs aat
displaacement of 0.39 inchess. As can be
b seen in Figure 4-311, the progression of thhe
yielding on the sm
mall pile is mainly
m
on th
he small pilee’s web whicch is due to tthe small pille
being
g a stub meember. Thee entire small pile eveentually yiellds in shearr when som
me
yielding occurs on
o the flang
ge on the em
mbedded reggion of the fflange in thhe slabs. Thhe
smalll piles flangee also bucklee at large dissplacements..
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Figure 4-31- The progression of yielding in the small pile as the top slab is being pushed to the east

Figure 4-32 shows the Maximum Principal Plastic Strain arrows on the web of the
small pile. Figure 4-33 shows the Maximum Principal Plastic Strain contours on the web
of the small pile at the 3.78 inches of top slab movement.

Figure 4-32- Maximum Principal Plastic Strain arrows on the web of the small pile
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Figure 4-33- Maximum Principal Plastic Strain contours on the web of the small pile at the 3.78
inches of top slab movement

Figure 4-34 shows the progression of micro cracks in the concrete slabs as the top
slab is being pushed to the east towards large displacements. These results also show the
singularity (stress concentration) issue at the small pile-concrete interface as was
witnessed in the experimental program as well (section 3.7.2). Methods have been
proposed in section 8.3 to mitigate the singularity issue at the interface.
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Figure 4-34- Progression of micro-cracks in the concrete slabs as the top slab is being pushed to the
east towards large displacements

Figure 4-35 shows the Maximum Principal Plastic Strain contours on entire structure
at the 3.78 inches of top slab movement.

This figure helps to achieve a good

understanding on the failure pattern of the structure.
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Figure 4-35- Maximum Principal Plastic Strain contours on entire structure at the 3.78 inches of top
slab movement

Neither the longitudinal bars nor the stirrups have yielded.
The first micro cracks occur at the interface of the steel beam flanges and the
concrete in tension. That is, when the top slab is pushed to the east, the east flange on the
top and the west flange on the bottom get separated from the concrete due to tension.
The second formation of micro cracks is the separation of the tension side of the base
plates from the concrete. These cracks will propagate around the tension areas of the
baseplates. At the same time, tension cracks start to develop around the studs connected
to the baseplates. Other micro cracks also occur due to the bending moment in the top
and bottom slabs.

These cracks are vertical and they are well controlled via the

longitudinal bars so their sizes are very small.

Top slab is pushed and pulled to the east and west at various
displacements
Figure 4-36 shows the ABAQUS load-displacement hysteresis curves for the
structure when the top slab is pushed and pulled to the east and west at various
displacements.
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A very impo
ortant conclu
usion that can be derivedd from this ffigure is thatt although thhe
behav
vior of the sttructure systtem under monotonic
m
onne directionaal loading is almost lineaar
until about 0.50 inches,
i
this behavior
b
is non-linear
n
inn the case of the cyclic looading.
This
T
behavio
or is becausee of the cracck propagatiion and dam
mage accumuulation in thhe
concrrete slabs as the top slab is being pusshed and pullled.
Figure
F
4-37 shows the comparison
c
of
o the load-ddisplacementt envelope ccurve resulteed
from the cyclic ABAQUS model (Figu
ure 4-36) aagainst the actual test results. Thhe
differrence betweeen the curvees can be attrributed to thhe presence oof compacteed soil arounnd
the sm
mall piles (so
oil pressure and friction.)

Figure 4-36- ABAQ
QUS load-displacement hy
ysteresis curv es for the strructure when
n the top slab
b is
pushed
d and pulled to
o the east and
d west at varioous displacemeents
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Figure 4-37- Comparison of the load displacem
ment envelopee curves resullted from the cyclic ABAQU
US
model (Figure 4-36) against the acctual test resu
ults

4.13.
4
SAP
P2000 FE analysis of the tes
st structu
ure
Two
T
SAP20
000 finite eleement modeels of the te st specimenn are developped. In botth
cases,
c
the en
ntire test speecimen is mo
odeled and tthe soil-struccture interacction has alsso
been
b
incorpo
orated in the model using
g springs.
(1
1)

The firstt model is a very simple model in w
which all of tthe structurall elements arre
modeled using beam
m elements (Figure 4-338).
All m
materials weere considereed
linear-elaastic (SAP200
00 does not have
h
the capabbility of moddeling materiaal non-linearitty
for beam
m elements.) The effects of geometricc non-lineariity (P-Δ anallysis and largge
deformattions) were considered in the modell. The soill-structure innteraction waas
modeled using springss spaced at 6 inches on thee small piles. Two stiffneess values werre
considereed for the sprrings; 1500 lbs/in/in
l
(90000 lbs/in for 6 inch springg spacing) annd
5000 lbs//in/in. The sp
pring stiffnesss of 1500 lbss/in/in is simiilar to the vallue assumed iin
Chapter 2.
2 Developmeent of the sysstem and paraametric studyy. The frictioon between thhe
soil and the top slab was directly applied to thhe top slab aas uniform diistributed loadd.
This anallysis is particcularly beneficial in structuural analysis and designinng the seamlesss
bridge sy
ystems for praactical purposses since the sstructure musst be designedd to never passs
the linearr limits. This analysis prov
vides a good estimation foor the initial syystem stiffnesss
and hencce the amoun
nt of the horrizontal forcee that can bee transferred via the newlly
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(2)

developed transition system. In this model, the top slab was pushed with a displacement
control method in multiple stages and the required force was determined.
The second model is developed using shell elements for all of the structural elements
(Figure 4-39). The effects of material non-linearity for steel have been incorporated in
the model. It should be noted that SAP2000 uses engineering stress-strain curves for
the material model so a simplified version of the stress-strain curve resulted from the
material testing was entered. The default confined concrete model was used for the
concrete material. The effects of geometric non-linearity (P-Δ analysis and large
deformations) were considered in the model. The soil-structure interaction was
modeled using springs spaced at one inch on the small piles. The stiffness of the
springs was taken 5000 lbs/in/in. The friction between the soil and the top slab was
directly applied to the top slab as uniform distributed load. Linear-elastic material
properties were also used with this model to compare the results against the model (1).

Figure 4-38- 2D SAP2000 model of the test specimen in which all of the structural elements are
modeled using beam elements. The soil around the small piles has been modeled using
springs.
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Figure 4-39- 3D SAP2000 model of the test specimen in which all of the structural elements are
modeled using shell elements. The soil around the small piles has been modeled using
springs.

Figure 4-40 shows the contours of horizontal displacement developed using
SAP2000.

Figure 4-41 shows the contours of maximum stress developed using

SAP2000. As can be seen in this figure, the yielding has occurred on the small piles’
webs. The size of the yield areas is smaller on the bottom segments of the small piles.
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Figure 4-40- Contours of horizontal displacement developed using SAP2000

Figure 4-41- Contours of maximum stress developed using SAP2000

Figure 4-42 is the load-displacement curves from SAP2000 2D model with
linear-elastic material properties.

Figure 4-43 is the load-displacement curves from

SAP2000 model developed using shell elements with linear elastic material properties.
The results of the two models are in very close agreement and also in a good agreement
with the initial stiffness resulted from the actual test.
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Figure 4-42- Load
d-Displacemen
nt curves from SAP20000 2D model with linear-elastic materrial
properrties

m SAP2000 m
model develop
ped using shelll elements w
with
Figure 4-43- Load--Displacement curves from
linear--elastic materiial
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Figure
F
4-44 is the load-d
displacemen
nt curves froom SAP20000 model devveloped usinng
shell elements wiith non-lineaar material properties.
p
F
Figure 4-45 shows the ccomparison oof
the ABAQUS
A
reesults in wh
hich the soiil has not bbeen incorpoorated in thhe model, thhe
SAP2
2000 modell results wiith shell eleements and the springs modeled using sprinng
elemeents and also
o the actual results
r
obtained from thee experimennt.

Figure 4-44- Load--Displacement curves from
m SAP2000 m
model develop
ped using shelll elements w
with
non-lin
near material properties
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Figure 4-45- The comparison
c
off the ABAQU
US results in w
which the soill was not incoorporated in tthe
model,, the SAP2000-shell elemen
nt results in which the sooil was modelled using spriing
elemen
nts, and also th
he actual expeeriment resultts
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Chapter 5.
Development

of

Design

Provisions;

Seamless Bridge System with Jointed or
Flexible Roadway Pavement
5.1. Scope
Analysis, design and construction of a seamless bridge and approach slab system are
to the most part very similar to any other bridge structure.

There are some new

components involved in the system that are not typically seen in other bridge systems.
The new components include transition slab, secondary slab, small piles, and the
connection of the small piles to the transition concrete slabs (Figure 5-1). This chapter
explains the recommended design methods for these new components.

End Joint

Figure 5-1- General configuration of the seamless bridge system used with JPCP

5.2. Introduction
The design of a seamless bridge and roadway system, like any other structure,
consists of analysis of the structure and design of the structure’s components for the
demand. The design process is an iterative process in which the initial design (system
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configuration) will be determined.

With the initial design (system configuration)

finalized and the demand in all components determined through the analysis, various
parts of the system will be designed according to AASHTO LRFD bridge design
Specifications (2010). The new system components specific to the seamless bridge are
the transition slab, the small piles, the secondary slab, and the geomaterial used to fill the
space between the small piles.
Relevant pavement design loadings are the longitudinal strains (thermal effects,
creep and shrinkage) and the out-of-plane effects (due to traffic wheel loads, settlement
of approach embankments and rotational effects transferred from the bridge deck).

5.3. Analysis
The seamless bridge has to be analyzed as a whole system with all other system
components. In other words, all of the system components such as the bridge structure,
the approach slab, the transition slab, the small piles, the geomaterial around the small
piles, and the secondary slab have to be incorporated in the analysis (Figure 5-2).
Bridge

Approach

Transition slab

Small piles and soil modeled using springs
Figure 5-2- A SAP2000 model of the seamless bridge system

5.3.1. Uniform temperature change
In order to account for the effect of temperature changes in design of the transition
region of the seamless bridge system, only the effect of uniform temperature change may
be considered.
The calculation of uniform temperature changes should be in accordance to Article
3.12.2 of AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2010). In those specifications,
two procedures are recommended: Procedure A and Procedure B. Both procedures may
be used for concrete deck bridges having concrete or steel girders. For all other types of
bridges, Procedure A should be employed.
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Procedure A

Table 5-1 presents the temperature ranges to calculate the design thermal
movements. The difference between these values and the base construction temperature
should be used to calculate thermal movements.
Table 5-1 Procedure A Temperature Changes (Table 3.12.2.1-1 of AASHTO)
Climate

Steel or Aluminum

Concrete

Wood

Moderate

0 to 120 oF

10 to 80 oF

10 to 75 oF

Cold

-30 to 120 oF

0 to 80 oF

0 to 75 oF

Procedure B
The range of temperature change is the difference between maximum design temperature
and minimum design temperature. In concrete girder bridges with concrete decks, the maximum
design temperature is given in Figure 5-3 and the minimum design temperature is given in

Figure 5-4. In the case of steel girder bridges, the maximum and minimum design temperatures
are given in Figures Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, respectively.

Figure 5-3- Maximum design temperature for concrete girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-1 from
AASHTO)
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Figure 5-4- Minimum design temperature for concrete girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-2 from
AASHTO)

Figure 5-5- Maximum design temperature for steel girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-3 from AASHTO)
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Figure 5-6- Minimum design temperature for steel girder bridges. (figure 3.12.2.2-4 from AASHTO)

5.3.2. Bridge movements
Bridges expand and contract because of daily and annual temperature changes and
time-dependent volume changes associated with concrete creep and shrinkage. The
important movement here is the maximum total thermal movement at each end resulting
from the total effective temperature range.

A coefficient of thermal expansion for

concrete is typically assumed to be 5.5 to 6.0 millionths/°F.

5.3.3. Soil-structure interaction
Soil-structure interaction using p-y curves shall be considered in the analysis and
design of the small piles (Federal Highway Administration (FHWA 2005) and also
American Petroleum Institute (API 1993)).
Soil-structure interaction analysis of piles can be carried out using available software
(LPILE, COM624P, FB-MultiPier) utilize this approach. Further information on this
topic is provided in Article 10.7 of AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
(2010).
The interaction between the soil and the small piles can be modeled in the structural
analysis using springs. Some representative values for the effective spring stiffness per
unit length of the pile, kh, are given in Table 5-2. It should be noted that spring stiffness
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around the small piles highly depends on the relative density of the compacted soil
material surrounding the small piles and the confinement pressure.

Since the soil

material is manually compacted, the relative density of the compacted soil shall be
measured during the compaction process and this compaction shall be related to the soil
stiffness.
Table 5-2- Values of kh for clay and sand, Soil properties for an HP 10x42 pile in clay and sand
soils (Iowa DOT Report HR 273)
Clay

Soft

Stiff

Very Stiff

Blow count, N

3

15

40

Effective unit
weight, y(pcf)

50

60

65

Undrained
cohesion, cu (psf)

400

1,600

5,000

Pu (kif)
(use lesser value)

3.0or
1.0 + 0.24x

kh (ksf)
(use lesser value)

72or
24 + 5.8x

580or
190 + 41x

2,200or
750 + 610x

Loose

Medium

Dense

Blow count, N

5

15

30

Effective unit
weight, y(pcf)

55

60

65

ao•

35°

40°

0.070x2 + 0.12x
for x ,;; 20

0.15x2 + 0.17x
forx s 18

0.26x2 + 0.24x
forx s 22

1.5x forx
> 20

2.9x forx
> 18

5.9x forx
> 22

8.0x

27x

72x

Sand

Angle of friction, <1>
Pu (kif)

kh(ksf)

3.9

12or
+ 0.85x

37or
12.5 + 10.1x

As can be seen in Table 5-2, the stiffness values for all sands are directly related to
the depth.

This is due to high dependency of granular soils’ specifications to

confinement pressures (the confinement pressure increases by the depth). As the small
piles for this structure are constructed under the transition slab and due to higher unit
weight of concrete compared to sand, the sand underneath of the slab is also confined and
the equivalent depth may be considered to determine the stiffness of the soil.
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5.3.4. Connection of the small piles to the slabs
The connection of the small piles to the slabs can be assumed rigid for analysis
purposes. End rigidity shall be assumed in the case that beam or shell elements are used
in modeling the structure.

5.3.5. Structural analysis
The structural analyses shall take into account the effects of longitudinal stiffness
reduction due to cracking the transition slab in tension (temperature reduction/bridge
contraction). The iterative structural analysis of the seamless bridge and roadway system
in conjunction with cracked section analyses consist of the following steps.
1. Development of the structural analysis model of the entire system consisting of
the bridge super structure, bridge approach slab, transition slab, secondary slab,
and the small piles
2. For the first iteration, application of the temperature increase to the bridge system
model, analyze the structure for the forces and determining the compressive
in-plane forces in the bridge deck, approach and transition slabs
3. Carrying out cracked section analyses (cracked section analysis will be described
in the consequent sections) for the approach slab and various segments of the
transition slab assuming an in-plane tensile force in the sections equal to the
force obtained from the step 2 and determine the axial stiffness modification
factors
4. Modify the axial stiffness of the slab segments based on the cracked section
analyses (step 3) and analyze the structural model with the modified in-plane
stiffness obtained in step 3 and with the temperature reduction; determine the
in-plane tensile axial forces in the system
5. Check the convergence of the axial forces in all segments of the slabs
6. Stop here if converged otherwise go to step 3
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5.4. Initial system design
The seamless bridge and roadway system consists of the bridge superstructure, the
approach slab, the transition slab, the small piles and the secondary slab. The length of
the transition slab and secondary slabs, the shape, size and spacing of small piles and the
embedment depth of the secondary slab shall be determined.
The configuration of the system is obtained through structural analyses of various
system configurations. The reduced cracked stiffness of the system in tension may be
neglected in this phase and only the compressive behavior may be considered.
It should be noted that increasing the length of the transition slab with a same
number of small piles per unit length of the transition slab will not be necessarily
effective in reduction of the end joint movements.

The reduction of the end joint

movement is initially rapid but the reduction of movement of end joints will not be as
significant after a certain length of the transition slab. In other words, there is an
optimum transition slab length (for every small pile configuration) that needs to be
determined and after this optimum length, increasing the length of the transition slab will
not be effective. A parametric study, with various lengths for transition slab, various
small pile configurations, and various depths for the secondary slab shall be carried out to
determine the optimum initial design for the seamless bridge system.
Decision about the effective transition slab length shall be made based on end joint
movement requirements, small pile design, connection design and also the economy of
the project. Larger movement of end joints will increase the demand on small piles
(larger drift on small piles) and therefore it increases the demand on the connection.

5.5. Design of the system components
After the initial design of the system (the required length of the transition and
secondary slabs, the shape, size and spacing of small piles and the embedment depth of
the secondary slab) is finalized, the components of the system shall be designed in
accordance to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. The following sections
provide the design procedures for the components of the newly developed system.
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5.5.1. Approach slab and bridge deck
The design of the approach slab and bridge deck shall be in accordance with the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.
Extra reinforcement may also be required in the approach slab for crack control
under the tensile in-plane forces due to thermal expansion. The bridge deck also has to
be checked for cracking.
The approach slab shall be checked for the compressive thermal stresses to avoid
concrete crush.
The approach slab shall be designed for the differential settlement of the bridge
abutment and the transition system.

5.5.2. Transition slab
The main objectives of transition slab design are the following;
-

Avoid concrete crush in compression (due to thermal expansion)

-

Achieve a uniform cracking pattern with the crack width and spacing in a desired
range in tension (due to thermal contraction)

-

Obtain adequate punching shear capacity against the design trucks’ heavy wheels

-

Obtain adequate moment transfer capacity between the small piles and the slab
(Provide required resistance for the small piles-slab connection)

The required length of the transition slab has previously been identified based on the
required stiffness to effectively control the movement of end joint.
The thickness of the transition slab will be determined in this design step based on
the punching shear requirements, connection to the small piles, and also to some extent
the in-plane horizontal stiffness of the system to reduce the movement of end joint.
Reinforcement of the transition slab shall be determined based on cracked section
analysis under tensile in-plane forces.
The transition slab shall be checked for the maximum bending moments between the
rows of small piles.
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Stirrups
S
(tie bars) may be
b used in th
he slab arouund the smaall piles’ endds in the casse
that it is required
d for the mom
ment transferr from the sm
mall piles to the slab.
The
T transitio
on slab shall be designed
d for the bennding momennt exerted frrom the smaall
piles to the slab. The transitiion slab shall also be deesigned for tthe design trruck axle loaad
d-span of thee small piless.
exerted at the mid
Both
B
slabs sh
hall be desig
gned for two-way (Punchhing shear) aand one-wayy shear.
Embankmen
E
nt Settlementt is another important criiterion to check for the ttransition slaab
(or th
he approach slab) (Figurre 5-7). The bridge approoach embannkments shalll be designeed
to acchieve a lon
ng-term setttlement of less
l
than ¾
¾” to minim
mize the im
mpacts on thhe
motorway pavem
ment (Bridgee et al. 2005)). To accouunt for the pprobable geootechnical annd
consttruction variiations, howeever, a moree conservatiive approachh embankmeent settlemennt
of 1.5
5” shall be assumed for the
t seamlesss pavement ddesign (Briddge et al. 20005).
Bending
B
Anaalysis shall also
a be consiidered (Bridgge et al. 20005).

Figure 5-7- Design of the approach pavement for bending aand settlementt of the foundaation (Bridge et
al. 2005)

The
T transitio
on slab shalll also be deesigned for tthe diagonaal cracks witth the patterrn
show
wn in Figure 5-8. These cracks occu
ur at the end row of the ssmall piles, w
where the toop
slab ends
e
and theere is no reacction force at
a the end off the slab to rresist the sm
mall pile forcce
acting
g towards th
he end of thee top slab. To
T design thhe top slab foor this failurre pattern, thhe
top sllab shall be adequately extended
e
bey
yond the loccation of the last row of small piles tto
proviide the requ
uired develop
pment lengtth for the loongitudinal rreinforcemeent of the toop
slab. The reinfo
orcement of the top slab
b passed thee end row off the small ppiles shall bbe
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designed to resist the force exerted from the small piles wanting to rebound back to their
original un-deformed state. Reinforcement perpendicular to this crack may be also used.

Figure 5-8- Crack pattern on the transition slab on the last row of small piles

5.5.3. Secondary slab
The design of the secondary (bottom) slab is very similar to the transition (top) slab.
The length will be greater or equal to the top slab. Likewise, the thickness is designed for
punching shear and connection to the small piles (the secondary slab thickness will be
most likely equal to the transition slab). The reinforcement of the secondary slab is also
designed for bending moments.
The secondary slab shall be designed for the bending moment exerted from the small
piles to the slab. The secondary slab shall also be designed for the bending moment due
to the soil pressure underneath.
Both slabs shall be designed for two-way (Punching shear) and one-way shear.

5.5.4. Small piles
The required stiffness (moment of inertia and length) for the small piles is previously
designed in the general system configuration phase. The design small piles’ section shall
be designed based on the following factors;
-

Effectively control the slab’s movement of end joint (general system
configuration design)
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-

Moments developed in the small pile due to the forces transferred to the pile
from the connection and the soil (soil-structure interaction)

-

Maximum differential movement at the two ends of the small pile exerted to the
piles from the slab movements

-

Shear forces exerted to the small pile

- The end base-plates and shear studs shall be designed based on the connection
requirements
- The small piles shall be checked for “over-strength”. That is, in the case the
strength of the steel used in the small piles is larger than the required strength by the
designer, the connection shall also be checked for the extra strength.

5.5.5. Connection of small piles to the slabs
One of the most important design aspects of the small pile-slab connection is the
ability of the connection to effectively transfer the moments generated in the small piles
due to differential end joint movement to the slab. These moments are cyclic moments
that repeat over the life of the structure.
Another design criterion for the connection design is the punching shear of both
slabs. This criterion may require the designer to use larger base plates at the ends of the
small piles or increase the thickness of the slab.
Two major strategies can be followed to design the connection for the moments;
1. The connection between the small piles and slabs is designed for the full plastic
moment capacity of the small piles. In other words, the connection is designed
so that increasing the moment in the connection will eventually result in
development of a plastic hinge in the small pile without the connection failure.
2. The connection between the small piles and slabs is designed for the maximum
moment the connection will experience in the life of the structure.
The first methodology is typically used for seismic design of the structures because
of the following reasons.
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In seismic design of structures it would be impossible or un-economical to design the
structure to maintain elastic behavior during a seismic event.

Therefore, nonlinear

deformations of frame structures will be anticipated through the development of inelastic
flexural or shear strains within some regions of the structure and at large inelastic strains
these regions can develop into plastic hinges through yielding at tensile fibers and
buckling at compressive fibers.

This behavior can also cause significant energy

dissipation and potentially substantial damage to the highly strained elements.

On the

other hand, the formation of hinges is not desired in the connections panel zone as this
may result in brittle failure of the connection (Fema-350, 2009).
Brittle connection fractures are undesirable because severe connection degradation
can result in loss of gravity load carrying capacity of the framing at the connection and
the potential development of local collapse. Plus, the occurrence of many connection
fractures results in a substantial reduction in the lateral-force-resisting strength and
stiffness of the structure which, in extreme cases, can result in instability and collapse
(Fema-350, 2009)
For the seamless bridge system the movement of the transition slab during the life of
the structure can be determined with a good level of accuracy. These movements are not
extreme events either. These connections are not designed to dissipate energy during the
bridge thermal movements by forming plastic hinges.
The connections shall be designed to remain elastic at the level of movements.
The connection may be designed to mobilize the full plastic moment capacity of the
small pile.
The connection configuration may be selected from some prequalified steel element
to concrete slab configurations, such as column baseplate connections (Figure 5-9), or it
may be detailed and designed similar to the example provided in this section.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5-9- (a) an examples of a pre-qualified connection recommendeed for the smaall-piles to slaab
ommended sm
mall pile-concrrete slab conn
nection.
connecction (b) a reco

Another
A
imp
portant aspeect of the connection
c
ddesign is thhe constructtability.

Foor

exam
mple, the con
nnection sho
own in Figurre 5-9 (b) iss very simple to construuct. After thhe
smalll piles are made
m
in the shop,
s
they are placed onn the leveledd ground, annd the bottom
m
slab concrete is poured.

After
A
the concrete
c
is set, the geoomaterial iss placed annd

comp
pacted, the top
t slab rein
nforcement is
i constructeed, and thenn the top slab is pouredd.
The top
t end of th
he small pilee is projected out of the compacted geomateriall once the toop
slab concrete is poured and it will be embedded
e
inn the top slaab concrete and no morre
consttruction willl be required. This meethod has b een utilizedd and provenn simple annd
effecttive in the University
U
of
o Nebraska--Lincoln struuctures lab (during the experimentaal
progrram for this study).

5.5.6. Geomateria
al
Design
D
of th
he geomaterrial consistss of the sellection of thhe geomaterrial type annd
comp
paction requiirement. Th
he required compaction
c
depends on the stiffnesss requiremennt
aroun
nd the smalll piles. It iss very imporrtant to achiieve the requuired compaaction arounnd
the small
s
piles so excessiv
ve quality control
c
is rrequired durring the proocess of sooil
comp
paction for th
his type of th
he structure.
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The geomaterial used around the small piles will be touched soil which is manually
compacted. It is highly recommended to use granular material in this region instead of
cohesive soil because of the following reasons.
-

Compaction of granular soils is easier especially in the space between the small
piles and vibratory plate compactor can be used to achieve a desired compaction

-

The long term settlement of granular soils is smaller than the cohesive soils and
this reduces the need for future under-filling

-

The very small cohesion of granular material helps it to move easier around the
small piles and better fill the gaps around the piles caused by pile movements.
Although the experiment showed that this gap will develop at least in large
deformations, but the size of this gap would be significantly smaller than the size
of a gap that will develop around the small piles in the case of cohesive soil is
used.

-

Granular material is more commonly used by the state DOTs for base and
sub-base construction

The following soil mechanics tests shall be carried out on the fill soil material.
-

Moisture Density Relation of the soil using AASHTO T99 and AASHTO T 180
test methods

-

Maximum and Minimum Density (Relative Density) tests in accordance with
ASTM D 4253, Standard Test Method for Maximum Index Density and Unit
Weight of Soils Using a Vibratory Table, and ASTM D 4254, Standard Test
Method Minimum Index Density and Unit Weight of Soils and Calculation of
Relative Density

-

In Place moisture content and density determinations during placement of the
backfill (using a nuclear moisture density meter in accordance with ASTM 6938,
Standard Test Method for In place Density and Water Content of Soil and Soil
Aggregate In Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth)).

The compaction of the fill shall be measured during the compaction process to assure
the required compaction will be achieved.
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5.6. Cracked section analysis
Three factors contribute to the stress in the transition zone of the seamless bridge; the
truck wheel load, the thermal loads, and the axial loads exerted to the transition zone
from the bridge.
In 1997 the ACI Committee 224 published a report on the cracking of the concrete
members in direct tension (ACI Committee 224 Report 1997). In that report, the methods
of determining the maximum probable crack width were explained as well as the methods
of stiffness reduction for an axially tensioned concrete member.
ACI Committee Report 224.2R-92 applications to the design of the seamless bridge
shall be used for the cracked section analysis.
Because concrete is relatively weak and brittle in tension, cracking is expected when
significant tensile stress is induced in a member. Mild reinforcement can be used to
provide the necessary tensile strength of a tension member. However, a number of
factors must be considered in both design and construction to insure proper control of
cracking that may occur.
A separate report by ACI Committee 224 (ACI 224R) covers control of cracking in
concrete members in general, but contains only a brief reference to tension cracking. The
method explained here deals specifically with cracking in members subjected to direct
tension.

As cracks develop, a progressive reduction in axial stiffness takes place.

Methods for estimating the reduced stiffness in the post-cracking range are presented for
one-dimensional members.
The ACI Report 224.2R-92 (1997) specifies the maximum probable crack width in a
fully cracked member from the following equation.
Wmax = 0.10 × 10 −3 f s 3 d c A

Eq. 5-1

In which dc is the distance from center of bar to extreme tension fiber (in.), fs is the
service stress in the reinforcement (ksi) which for normal structures 0.6fy can be used. A
is the effective tension area of concrete surrounding the tension reinforcement, and
having the same centroid as that reinforcement, divided by the number of bars (sq.in.)
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ACI Committee 224 specifies 0.007 in. permissible crack width for members subject
to de-icing chemicals (ACI Committee 224 1997). Plugging the crack width into Eq. 5-1,
the bar spacing, slab thickness and concrete cover in the above equation, the amount of
service stress/strain in the reinforcement can be determined.
There are no universally accepted rules for the maximum crack widths. The ACI
Code crack control limits are based on a maximum crack width of 0.016 in for interior
exposure and 0.013 in for exterior exposure; however, what constitutes interior and
exterior exposure is not defined.
The Euro-International Concrete Committee (CEB) limits the mean crack width
(about 60 % of the maximum crack width) as a function of exposure condition, sensitivity
of the reinforcement to corrosion, and duration of the loading condition.
The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design specifications control the cracking by
distribution of reinforcement rather than the crack spacing (5.7.3.4). In the equation
5.7.3.4-1, AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specs define a exposure factor (γe) which is
1.00 for Class 1 exposure condition and 0.75 for Class 2 exposure condition. This
equation is based on a physical crack model. “This equation with Class 1 exposure
condition is based on an assumed crack width of 0.017 in. Previous research indicated
that there appears to be little or no correlation between crack width and corrosion,
however, the different classes of exposure conditions have been so defined in order to
provide flexibility in the application of these provisions to meet the needs for Authority
having jurisdiction. Class 1 exposure condition could be thought as an upper bound in
regards to crack width for appearance and corrosion. Areas that the Authority having
jurisdiction may consider for class 2 exposure condition would include decks and
substructures exposed to water.

The crack width is directly proportional to the γe,

exposure factor, therefore, if the individual Authority with jurisdiction desires and
alternate crack width, the γe factor can be adjusted directly” (AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specs). For example a γe factor of 0.75 (Class 2 exposure condition) will result in
an approximate crack width of 0.012 in.
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Table
T
5-3- Guide
G
to reassonable* cracck widths, reeinforced con
ncrete underr service load
ds
(A
ACI 224R-01)

* It
I should be expected thaat a portion of
o the crackss in the struccture will exxceed these
values. With time, a signiificant portio
on can exceeed these valuues. These arre general
gu
uidelines forr design to be
b used in co
onjunction w
with sound enngineering juudgments.
After the serrvice stress in
i the reinforcement (ksii) is set baseed on the maaximum cracck
width
h, the amoun
nt of requireed reinforcin
ng steel can be determinned from thee axial tensille
force in the mem
mber. Since the
t force is decreasing
d
ovver the lengtth of the slabb, the amounnt
of reiinforcement may also bee reduced. Therefore,
T
inn the crackeed section annalysis for thhe
transiition zone, multiple
m
segm
ments may be
b consideredd over the leength of the sslab.
P = f s . As

⇒

As =

P
fs

Eq. 5-2

For
F the firstt iteration, th
he tensile fo
orce can be taken the ssame as the compressivve
force in the case of a temperaature increasse.
The
T ACI Reeport 224.2R
R-92 (1997)) suggests thhe followingg equation ffor the direcct
tensille strength of the concrette.
f t′ = g t [γ c . f c′]

1

Eq. 5-3

2

fc′ the unit weight can be deterrmined from
(For
(
m γ c = 0.14 + 0.001 f c′ aand the Ec caan
be deetermined E c = 33000 K 1γ c1.5

f c′ .)

The
T stress in
n the reinforccing bars aftter the crackk occurs can be determinned as follow
ws
(ACI Committee Report 224..2R-92.)
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⎛1
⎞
f s′,cr = f tl′ ⎜⎜ − 1 + n ⎟⎟
⎝ρ
⎠

Eq. 5-4

The axial load that causes first cracking in the axially tensioned member;
Pcr = f s′,cr × As

Eq. 5-5

The average strain in the tensile member can be calculated from the CEB Model
Code;
2
⎡
⎛ f s ,cr ⎞ ⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥
ε m = ε s ⎢1 − k ⎜⎜
f
⎢⎣
⎝ s ⎠ ⎥⎦

Eq. 5-6

In which ε s = f s Es , k = 1.0 for first loading and 0.5 for repeated or sustained
loading (here k=0.5.)
The effective modulus of elasticity of steel bars can be determined from the
following equation.

Esm =

Es
2
⎡
⎛ f c,cr ⎞ ⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥
⎢1 − k ⎜⎜
⎢⎣
⎝ f s ⎠ ⎥⎦

Eq. 5-7

The denominator of the above equation is smaller than 1. So this equation basically
increases the stiffness of the actual reinforcements in the tensile member to compensate
for the presence of some concrete after the cracking of the member. The average strain in
the tensile member, ε m , can be used to evaluate the elongation of the member due to the
applied tensile load. The effective axial cross-sectional stiffness of the tensile concrete
member can now be written as (EA )eff = E sm As .
In which As is the actual steel area. The ratio term (EA)eff/(EA) is the section
modification factor that shall be used in the structural analysis to modify the axial
stiffness of the member in tension. After the system is analyzed using this modification
factor for every segment over the length of the transition slab, the resultant forces will be
used in the next iteration for cracked section analysis and this is repeated until
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conveergence occcurs. Figuree 5-10 show
ws the generral flowchartt for the craacked sectioon
analy
ysis. Figure 5-11 shows an MS Ex
xcel Spreadssheet develooped to helpp the designeer
with the cracked section anallysis.

Figure 5-10- Crack
ked section ana
alysis flowchart
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Figure 5-11- MS Excel
E
spreadsh
heet developed
d to carry ou
ut cracked secction analysis for a concrete
membeer under tensiion according to ACI Reporrt 224.2R-92 ((1997)

5.7.
5 Desig
gn examp
ple
This
T
section provides th
he design steps for a prrototype seaamless bridgge system. It
shoulld be noted
d that only design
d
aspeects specific to the new
wly developped system is
explaained in thiss chapter and for the otther design aaspects the AASHTO L
LRFD Bridgge
Desig
gn Specifications shall be
b used.

5.7.1. In
ntroductio
on
The
T bridge structure was
w taken frrom “LRFD
D Design Exxample for Steel Girdeer
Superrstructure Brridge”, FHW
WA/Nationall Highway Innstitute (NH
HI), 2003.
Figure
F
5-12 shows the dimensions
d
of the bridgge structure.. The bridgge consists oof
five steel
s
girders with 8.5 in.. thick slab deck.
d
An appproach slabb with 16 ft llength and 118
in thiickness is also considereed. The stru
ucture then i s connectedd to a transitiion zone witth
12 in thickness.
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It
I is assumed
d the design temperaturee change for the life of thhis structure is 100 °F.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-12- Steel bridge struccture (FHWA
A/National Hiighway Instittute (NHI), 22003) (a) Spaan
arrang
gement (b) Sup
perstructure cross-section
c
((c) Plate girdeer elevation

5.7.2. Sttructural analysis
a
The
T finite eleement packaage SAP2000
0 (version C 9.1.0) was used to deveelop the finitte
elemeent model off the structurre (Figure 5--13). Due too the symmeetry of the sttructure abouut
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two axes, only half of the bridge was modeled. The effect of 100 °F temperature increase
is initially modeled to develop the general system configuration.
The small pile configuration used for the transition zone of the bridge consists of
W10×49 steel pile sections spaced at 4 ft longitudinally and side by side (the same as
what was considered the most effective configuration for the prototype bridge used in the
experimental study section.) The secondary slab is located at 4 ft depth.

Figure 5-13- SAP2000 model of the bridge (secondary slab located at 4 ft depth, small piles W10×49
spaced at 4 ft, 30 ft transition zone, 100 °F temperature change)

5.7.1. Soil structure interaction
The interaction between the soil and the small piles is modeled using springs which
represent the stiffness of the soil. Some representative values for the effective spring
stiffness per unit length of the pile, kh, have been given in the previous sections.
Since the transition zone of a bridge is to be constructed on a compacted soil (stiff)
and also the results of the experimental program proved so, the stiffness values for stiff
sand will be used to determine the stiffness of the springs. The transition slab thickness
is one foot so the equivalent soil depth on the surface of the compacted sand can be
calculated as follows.
Density of 70% compacted sand = 115 pcf
Density of Concrete = 150 pcf
150/115 × 1 ft = 1.3 ft
72 × x = 72 × (1.3 + 5.3)/2 = 240 (kips/sq.ft) Î 240 × 6.94 = 1700 lb/sq.in.
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If the springs are spaced at 6 in on the small piles’ length, the effective spring
stiffness can be determined as follows.
1700 lb/sq.in. × 6 in. = 10000 lb/in.
Therefore, a stiffness value of 10000 lb/in will be used in the finite element models
to model the soil pile interaction, if the springs are spaced at 6 inches.

5.7.2. Bridge movements and system configuration
Figure 5-14 shows the horizontal displacement contours for the bridge model and 30
ft transition slab.

This result shows the movement of end joint of this system

configuration.

Figure 5-14- Horizontal displacement contours for the bridge model (secondary slab located at 4 ft
depth, small piles W10×49 spaced at 4 ft, 30 ft transition zone, 100 °F temperature
change)

The SAP2000 model analysis is executed for various transition slab lengths of 6, 14,
22, 30, 34, 42, 50, and 60 feet as well as the bridge without a transition region. Various
small pile configurations were also considered. Figure 5-15 shows the movement of end
joint of the bridge and transition zone system versus the length of the transition slabs (for
various small piles spacing; 100 °F temperature increase). As can be seen in this figure,
increasing the length of the transition slab with a same number of small piles per unit
length will not be effective in reduction of the bridge system’s end joint movements. The
reduction of the movement of end joint is initially rapid but the reduction of movement of
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end joints will not be as significant after some point. Decision about the effective
transition slab length should be made based on end joint movement requirements, small
pile design, connection design and also the economy of the project. Larger end joint
movements will increase the demand on small piles (larger drift on small piles) and
therefore it increases the demand on the connection.
In this design example, the transition slab will be 50 feet long. So the ultimate
system configuration will be 50 feet of transition slab supported with W10×49 small piles
spaced at 4 feet both ways. The secondary slab imbedded at 4 feet depth.

Figure 5-15- Movement of end joint of the bridge and transition zone system versus the length of the
transition slab; Secondary slab is at 4 feet depth; 100 °F temperature increase

Figure 5-16 shows the horizontal displacement along the length of the bridge deck,
approach slab, and the 50 ft long transition slab (final bridge configuration) due to 100 °F
temperature increase. As can be seen in this figure, the bridge end joint movement
without the new system would be about 0.9 inch. However, with the new bridge system
utilized, this movement has been decreased to about 0.4 inch.
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Figure 5-16- Horizo
ontal displaceement along th
he length of th
he bridge deck
k, approach sslab, and the 550
ft long
g transition slab due to
o 100 °F tem
mperature in
ncrease for tthe small piile
configu
uration (secon
ndary slab loccated at 4 ft d
depth, small p
piles W10×499 spaced at 4 ft
both ways)
w

5.7.3. Connection
n
Due
D to the ease
e
of consttruction (esp
pecially for tthe top slab) and also ggood behavioor
of thee connection
n in the expeeriment, it is decided to uuse the connnection type (b) in Figurre
5-9. The dimensions of the connection
c
arre shown in Figure 5-177.
1.
1 Punching
g (two way) shear
Baseplate
B
dim
mensions = 16”
Effective
E
dep
pth of the reiinforcementt = 9” – 6” = 3”
Critical
C
puncching shear dimension
d
= 16 + 9 = 255”
b0 = 4 × 25 = 100”
Vu = Column
n Force – So
oil pressure on
o the bottom
m surface off the secondaary slab
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Conservatively, it can be assumed that all weight from one design truck tire is fully
transferred to one of the small piles and the soil pressure on the bottom surface of the
secondary slab is neglected.
Vu = 32/2 = 16 kips
2+
=

4

+2
4
4
√5000 × 100 × 3 × 10 = 108
1.0
40 × 9
= 72
0.85 ×
+ 2 √5000 × 100 × 3 × 10 = 101
100
0.85 × 4 × √5000 × 100 × 3 × 10 = 72
0.85 × 2 +

=

φ Vc = 72 kips >> 16 kips

OK

As the above calculations show, although the demand has been taken overly
conservative and on the other hand the effects of reinforcement in the concrete and studs
on the small pile are neglected, the punching shear capacity of the connection is
significantly higher than the demand.

Figure 5-17- Sketch and dimensions of the small piles to the slab connection

2. Moment capacity
To design the connection for the moment capacity, the Appendix D of ACI manual
(Anchoring to concrete) is used for the pull-out from the concrete check. For the bearing,
the connection can be conservatively designed as a normal base plate connection because
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there is a base plate
p
at the end of thee small piless that will bbear directlyy against thhe
blication by Drake
D
and Elkin
E
(1999) may be usedd).
concrrete (the pub
The
T small piile with the highest
h
dem
mand is expe cted to be thhe last row oof small pilees
locateed at the end
d of the transsition slab leength becausse they will eexperience thhe most drifft.
Figure
F
5-18 shows the SAP2000
S
strructural anallysis results for the last row of smaall
piles located at th
he end of thee transition slab length.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-18- SAP20
000 structurall analysis resu
ults for the la st row of smaall piles locateed at the end oof
the tra
ansition slab leength (a) mom
ment (b) shear (units are kip
ps and inches)

Tto
T design th
he connectio
on for the plaastic momennt of the smaall piles;
W10×49;
W
Ix = 272 in4, Sx = 54.509 in
n3, Zx = 60.44 in3
Mn = Mp = Fy Zx = 50.0 × 60.4 = 302
20 kips-in
- Concrete bearing:
The
T case in
n which no truck is prresent on thhe transitionn slab whille the bridgge
expan
nsion is at the highest level
l
is a mo
ore critical ccase for dessign of the cconnection ((it
increases the ecceentricity on the
t connectiion).
Pu due to thee weight of th
he slab and column
c
= 1550× (4×4×1)) + 49×4 = 2596 lbs.
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Pu due to thee Live and Dead
D
Loads= 2.596 + 16 = 18.596 kipps.
ℎ

=

ℎ

=

3020
= 1163
3
2.596

020
30
= 16
62
2.596
6 + 16

Pα = required
d axial streng
gth (No Livee Load) = 1.2 × 2.596 + 1.6 × 0 = 3.12 kips
Pα = required
d axial streng
gth (With Liive Load) = 1.2 × 2.596 + 1.6 × 16 = 28.72 kips

The
T dimensions of the baaseplate are taken 16×166”. N = B = 16
f = (16 – (2+
+2))/2 = 6 in
x = base platte tension intterface = f – d/2 +tf/2 = 6 – 5 + 0.566/2 = 1.28 in
= 2.7"

1065 →

ℎ

(C
Case D)

q = Concrette bearing sttrength per unit
u width off the concretee (kips/in)
=
Note:
N

× 0.85

′

= 0.60 × 0.8
85 × 5.0 × 1
16 × 1.75 = 71.4

is
i greater th
han 2 for most
m
columnn base platees bearing ddirectly on a

concrrete foundation because the concrette dimensionn is much grreater than tthe base platte
dimen
nsion. The code does not
n allow larrger than 2 ffor

. Forr most colum
mn base platte

bearin
ng on groutt or a concreete pier the concrete (grrout) dimennsion is equaal to the basse
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plate dimension and
a

can
n be taken 1.. In this casse since the thickness off the concrette

that is bearing thee base plate is 6 inches,

=

+
+

2

±

+

2

−

=

(

)×(
×

)

= 1.75

2 ( + )

= 6 + 8 = 14 in

For
F the case with only deead weight present;
p
f + e = 6 + 1163 = 1169 in
= 14
1 ± 14 −

2 × 2.596
6 × 1169
= 14 ± 10.54
4 = 3.46"
71.4

q × γ = 71.4 × 3.46 = 247
7.4 kips > Pα = 3.12 kipss

OK

For
F the case with both deead and live weights preesent;
f + e = 6 + 162 = 168 in

= 14
1 ± 14 −

2 × 18.59
96 × 168
= 14 ± 10.42
2 = 3.58"
71.4

q × γ = 71.4 × 3.58 = 255
5.91 kips > Pα = 28.72 kkips

OK
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- Tensile force
If anchor bolts to be used (as a normal baseplate connection) the required tensile
strength of the anchors can be determined as follows.
= 71.4
= 71.4

/
/

× 3.46 – 2.596 = 244
× 3.58 – 18.596 = 237

- Base plate flexural yielding
If the connection is designed as a normal base plate connection, the following two
criteria shall be used to determine the required base plate thickness. The first criterion is
based on the moment developed in the base plate from the tension in the anchor rods and
the second equation is based on the moment developed in the base plate due to the
bearing against the concrete.
= 3.46" > m= (16-0.95d)/2=3.25”
,

.

2.11

=

1.49

= 2.11

244 × 1.28
= 1.3"
16 × 50

= 1.49 × 3 ×

1.49

= 1.49 × 3 ×

3.12
= 0.15
16 × 3.46 × 50
28.72
= 0.48
16 × 3.58 × 50

For the selected type of connection, since no tension anchor will be used the first
criterion is not required. So the minimum required thickness for the base plate is 0.5 in.
3. Pull-out check
Appendix D from ACI code is used for the design provisions of this section.
-

Pullout strength of anchors in tension

The figure below shows the base plate and shear studs that will be used in the
connection.
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=

,

For
F a single headed
h
stud:
= 8 × (0.25
5 × 1.6) × 5.0 = 50.3

=8

244
2 kips / 8 = 30.5 kips < 50.3 kips
-

OK

ACI cod
de Section D.5.2
D
(Concrrete breakouut strength oof anchors iin tension) is
used.
=

,

= 2 × 1.5ℎ
ℎ

,

,

,

+ 1 × 2 × 1.5ℎ

+ 2

= (2 × 1.5 × 10 + 3) × (2 × 1.5 × 10 + 10) = 132
20

.

.
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= 9ℎ
=

= 9 × 10 = 900
ℎ

,

=1

,

= 1.01
= 1.25

,
,

.

= 24 × √5
5000 × 10

.
.

× 10

= 53.67

.

−

ℎ

= 1.0
=

1320
× 1 × 1.01 × 1.25
1
× 1 × 53.67
5
= 99..4
900

≯ 24
44

!

So
S in the casse that there is not concreete confinem
ment or no sttirrups are ussed, the
group
p of shear stu
uds will breaak out as a whole
w
(like a pyramid) frrom the conccrete slab.
The
T appendiix D from ACI
A Code alllows the dessigner to use stirrups too improve thhe
concrrete breakou
ut resistant for
fo the group
p of anchors . The stirruups shall be pplaced withiin
the 1.5heff distan
nce from thee face of thee group of aanchors to ttie the sides of the cracck
(conee failure) tog
gether and the
t cross sectional areaa of the stirrrups shall bee adequate tto
resistt the momen
nt exerted to the connectiion (Figure bbelow).
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Path B

Path A

As
A can be seen in the fig
gure above, tw
wo path of bbreakout exist for this coonnection.
Mu = 3020 kips-in
k
=

,

×

,

R = Numberr of Bars per line of stirru
ups
By
B taking thee moment ab
bout point O in the following figure it can be wrritten:
(
× (80

) × (17 + 19) =
= 17280
0

For
F R=6

,

= 288
80

=

3020
= 0.18
17280

.

#4

It
I should be noted that other than th
he stirrups, the bottom layer of thee longitudinaal
bars will particip
pate in tying
g the two sides of the ccrack whichh has not been taken intto
accou
unt in the calculations.
c
This effecct has also bbeen determ
mined with tthe advanceed
ABA
AQUS finite element mo
odeling of th
he connectioon and increeases the connservatism oof
this connection’s
c
design. Thee figure belo
ow shows th e sketch of tthe stirrups.
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4. Shear resistance of the connection
For the anchor rod shear design the publication by Drake and Elkin (1999) may be
used if a regular base plate connection is used.
For the selected connection type the publication by Wan-Shin and Hyun-Do (2006)
may be used.

The bearing strength of steel coupling beam–concrete slab connections can be
determined as the following equation. For the demand, the maximum shear capacity of
the W10×49 is considered.
= 0.85
∅

×

×

= 0.85 × 5.0 × 0.85 × 5 × 10 = 180.6

= 0.9 × 180.6 = 162.5

≅ (9.99 × 0.34 × 50) = 170

5. Connection of the base plate and W10×49 small pile
The Steel Construction Manual (AISC) is used to design this part of the connection.
Chapter J, Design of connections, from the AISC manual is used here.
This connection can be designed for the full capacity of the steel member (as
described below) or for the demand determined from the structural analysis.
Mn = Mp = Fy Zx = 50.0 × 60.4 = 3020 kips-in
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The minimum size of the fillet weld according to Table J2.4 of AISC manual is:
Flange thickness = 0.560 in > ½ in Î ¼ in
Web thickness = 0.340 in is between ¼ in and ½ in Î 3/16 in
The maximum size of fillet weld for edge welds is the thickness of the material being
welded minus 1/16 in (when the thickness of the material is equal or more than ¼ in).
=

=

(

,

×

,

)

Table J2.5 prescribes φ=0.75 for shear of fillet welds and Fw = 0.60Fexx
If 70 ksi electrods are used:
ℎ

ℎ

= (0.60 × 70) × (1 × 0.707 ) = 29.694

Flange maximum force Freq. flange,weld = (10×0.560) × 50 = 280 kips
0.75 × 29.694 a × leff,w = 280 Î a × l = 12.6 sq.in
For Flanges: Weld size of a = 0.75” >0.56-1/16=0.4975 Î
each flange)

5.7.4. Approach slab and bridge deck
1. Compressive stresses

lreq.,w = 16.8 in (for
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Figure
F
5-19 shows the contours
c
of maximum
m
coompressive stresses devveloped in thhe
bridg
ge deck, app
proach slab, and the tran
nsition slab.. As can bee seen in thhis figure, thhe
maxim
mum stress developed in the systeem is aboutt 2000 psi w
which is weell below thhe
concrrete crushing
g stress. It should be noted
n
that thhese stresses are due too temperaturre
increase (bridge expansion) and the stresses due to thermal conntraction (tennsile stressess)
are sm
maller than these stresses. These tensile
t
stressses are smalller than thee compressivve
stressses but they will cause deck
d
cracking
g. The crackking will redduce the in-pplain stiffnesss
and as
a a result in
n-plain horizzontal forces in the systeem. The dessign goal is to maintain a
unifo
orm cracking
g pattern (craack spacing and width) in the bridgee approach aand transitioon
slabs.
The
T
cracked
d section an
nalysis thatt enables thhe designer determine the reduceed
structtural stiffneess and maaintain the desired craacking patteern is explaained in thhe
subseequent sectio
on.

Figure 5-19- Conto
ours of maxim
mum compresssive stresses d
developed in tthe bridge deeck with a 50 ft
long trransition zonee (secondary slab located att 4 ft depth, sm
mall piles W110×49 spaced aat
4 ft, 10
00 °F temperature change) (Units
(
psi)

Another
A
meethod to ch
heck the co
ompressive stresses in the structuure is as thhe
follow
wing. If it is
i conservattively assum
med the apprroach slab iss fully restraained on botth
ends and 100 deg
grees temperrature changee is applied tto it;
ℎ

= ∝.. ∆ = 5.5 × 10

Concrete
C
mo
odulus of elaasticity E = 1820
1

× 10
00 = 0.0005
55

= 1820√5.0 = 4069.6

/
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Compressive stress in the approach slab = E.ε = 4069.6 × 103 × 0.00055 = 2238 psi
As can be seen this value is very close the stress determined from the SAP2000
analysis.

5.7.5. Secondary slab
The secondary slab is designed like a strip footing supporting multiple columns.
Both the transition slab and the secondary slab shall be designed for the bending
moment exerted from the small piles to the slabs. The secondary slab shall also be
designed for the bending moment due to the soil pressure underneath. The transition slab
shall also be designed for the design truck axle load exerted at the mid-span of the small
piles.
Both slabs shall be designed for two-way (Punching shear) and one-way shear. The
design for two-way shear is described in the connection design section.
- Bending moment due to foundation reaction:
Allowable soil bearing pressure at the 5 ft depth = 5000 psf
Allowable net soil pressure = Allowable soil bearing pressure – weight of the footing
For this problem, the weight of soil on the secondary slab, the weight of the
transition and secondary slabs, and the weight of the design live load (HL93 truck load)
shall be considered in determining the allowable net soil pressure.
Allowable net soil pressure = 5.0 – (2×0.150 + 4×0.120 +

=

×

+

.

) = 3.84 ksf

0.64 × 50 + 2 × 72 + 0.150(50 × 47 × 2) + 0.120(50 × 47 × 4)
3.84

= 523

.

.

Actual area of the slabs = 50 × 47 = 2350 sq.ft. > 523 sq.ft.
Factored net pressure = qnu =

.

.

(

×

= 1.22

× )

.

(

×

× )

OK
. ×( ×

.

×

)
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w = qnu × width = 1.22 × 47 = 57.34 k/ft
This uniform load is applied to the secondary slab as a multi-span beam.
Since there are multiple middle equal spans it can be assumed the moment due to a
uniform load is very close to the fixed-end-moments (Figure below);
=

12

= 57.34 ×

4
= 76.45
12

−

For the end cantilever;
=

2

= 57.34 ×

2
= 114.68
2

−

- Bending moment exerted from the small piles to the slabs:
In this structure there are 11 small piles per each row of small piles. The moment at
the end of the small piles is shown in Figure 5-18. This moment is resisted by the two
sides of the concrete element.
2 × Mu = 11 × 230.43 = 2534.75 k-ft
Mu = 1267.37 k-ft
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Check: Mu = Max (76.45 , 114.68 , 1267.37) = 1267.37 k-ft
0.5 % Maximum Reinforcement
Minimum flexural reinforcement ratio (ACI 10.5.1)
=3

=
=

=3

200
√5000
= 0.0035 >
= 0.0033
60000

12000
(1 − 0.59 )

=

For ρ = 0.5 % = 0.005 Î ω = 0.005 × 60/5 = 0.06
= 5000 × 0.06(1 − 0.59 × 0.06) = 289.38
= 0.9 × 289.38 = 260.442
1267.37
=
==>
260.442 12000

= 58395

For slab width b = 47 feet = 564 in Î dreq. = 10.1 in (dprovided = 12-1.8 = 10.2”
OK)
Therefore ρ = 0.5 % = 0.005 will be used for the secondary slab on both faces.
As,req. = ρ .

= 0.005 × (47×12) × 10 = 28.2 sq.in. for the width of the slab

#6 bars @ 8” will be used. (Provided steel = 30.8 sq.in)
- One way shear:
One was shear is critical at distance d from the face of the column;
w = 57.34 k/ft Î Vu = 57.34 × (2 – 16/12) = 38.23 kips
= 0.85 × 2√5000 × (12 × 47) × 9.8 × 10

= 664 4

>
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5.7.6. Small piles
The Steel Construction Manual (AISC) is used to design the small pile as a steel
member.
1. Shear
Chapter G, Design of members for Shear, from the AISC manual is used here.
According to Section G2.1a provisions;
Vn = 0.6FyAwCv = 0.6 × 50.0 × (10.0×0.34) × 1.0 = 102 kips
ϕv = 1.0
ϕv Vn = 1.0 × 102 = 102 kips > 91.8 kips (from 0(b))

OK

2. Bending
Chapter F, Design of members for Flexure, from the AISC manual is used here.
According to Section F2.1 (Yielding);
Mn = Mp = Fy Zx = 50.0 × 60.4 = 3020 kips-in
ϕb Mn = 0.90 × 3020 = 2718 kips ≈ 2760 kips (from 0(a))

OK

According to Section F2.2 (Lateral Torsional Buckling);
= 1.76

= 1.76 × 2.54 ×

2.9 × 10
= 108
50000

>

= 48

The limit state of lateral-torsional buckling does not apply.

5.7.7. Cracked section analysis
The ACI Report 224.2R-92 (1997) gives the maximum probable crack width in a
fully cracked member from the following equation.
W max = 0.10 × 10 −3 f s 3 d c A

In which dc is the distance from center of bar to extreme tension fiber (in.), S is the
bar spacing (in.), and fs is the service stress in the reinforcement (ksi) which for normal
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structtures 0.6fy can be used. A is the efffective tensiion area of concrete surrrounding thhe
tensio
on reinforcem
ment, and haaving the sam
me centroid as that reinfforcement, ddivided by thhe
numb
ber of bars (ssq.in.)
As
A can be seen
s
in the figure belo
ow, the paraameter

3

ngle layer oof
d c A for a sin

reinfo
orcement can
n be written as d c 3 2 S d c .
=

( .2

)=

2 /

For
F a case with two laayers of reiinforcement (figure aboove) and booth layers oof
reinfo
orcement aree in equal ten
nsion;
=

(2

× )=

2 /

Therefore;
T
= 0.10 × 10
1

2 /

The
T crack width
w
of 0.013 in. will bee consideredd for the desiign pavemennt (Class 2 oof
expossure condition from AA
ASHTO LRF
FD Bridge D
Design Speccs). For dc = 2 and S=
=5
inchees it can be written;
w
0.013 = 0.10
0
× 10

×2×

2 × 5/2

Î

= 38.01

After
A
the serrvice stress in the reinforrcement (ksii) is set baseed on the maaximum cracck
width
h, the amoun
nt of reinforrcing steel can
c be deterrmined from
m the tensile force on thhe
memb
ber. Since the
t tensile fo
orce will be reduced
r
withhin the lengtth of the slabb, the amounnt
of reiinforcement will also be decreased.
P = f s . As

⇒

As =

P
fs
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For
F the firstt iteration, it will be assumed
a
thee tensile forrce in the aapproach annd
transiition slabs in
n the case of thermal co
ontraction is equal to thee forces devveloped in thhe
slabs due to therm
mal expansio
on.
The
T bridge approach
a
slaab is 16 ft long
l
and thhe transition slab is 50 ft long. Thhe
length
h of the ap
pproach and
d transition
n slabs willl be brokenn into four sections foor
reinfo
orcement red
duction as fo
ollows. The sections thaat force is deetermined are at 120, 1488,
160, and 172 feett from the ceenterline of the
t bridge (fi
figure below).

For
F the first iteration thee following tensile forcees are determ
mined from the SAP20000
modeel;
C feet)
Section (disstance from the bridge CL,

Force (kips)

120 (Approach
h Slab and 12
2 ft of Transsition Slab)

10279

148

7805

160
0

5622

172

3039

As
A an exam
mple, the callculation forr the first seegment (1200 feet) is exxplained herre
(Firstt iteration).

As,req. =

1027
79
= 270 sq.in.
38.01
0

Therefore,
T
fo
or 5 inches of
o spacing th
he reinforcem
ment will be::
#10 bars @ 5.0 in. = 278
8.0 sq.in.

For
F the appro
oach slab thaat is 18 inches thick;
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ρ=

278.0
= 0.02738
(47 × 12) × 18

For the transition slab that is 12 inches thick;

ρ=

278.0
= 0.04108
(47 × 12) × 12

The ACI Report 224.2R-92 (1997) suggests the following equation for the direct
tensile strength of the concrete.
f t′ = g t [w c . f c′]

1

2

= 0 .33[145 × 5000 ]

1

2

= 281 psi

(For a concrete with f c′ = 5000 psi the unit weight can be determined from

γ c = 0.14 + 0.001f c′ = 0.14 + 0.001× 5 = 0.145 kcf = 145 pcf

and

the

modulus

of

elasticity can be determined from
E c = 33000 K 1γ c1.5

n=

f c′ = 33000 × 1.0 × 0.145 1.5 × 5.0 = 4074 ksi and

29 × 10 6
= 7 .)
4.074 × 10 6

The stress in the reinforcing bars after the crack occurs can be determined as follows
(ACI Committee Report 224.2R-92.)
For the approach slab;

⎛1
⎞
⎛ 1
⎞
f s′,cr = f tl′ ⎜⎜ − 1 + n ⎟⎟ = 281⎜
− 1 + 7 ⎟ = 11948 psi = 11.948 ksi
⎝ 0.02738
⎠
⎝ρ
⎠
For the transition slab;

⎛1
⎞
1
⎛
⎞
f s′,cr = f tl′ ⎜⎜ − 1 + n ⎟⎟ = 281⎜
− 1 + 7 ⎟ = 8527 psi = 8.527 ksi
⎝ 0.04108
⎠
⎝ρ
⎠
The axial load that causes first cracking in the axially tensioned member for
approach slab;
Pcr = f s′,cr × As = 3321 .208 kips
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The axial load that causes first cracking in the axially tensioned member for
transition slab;
Pcr = f s′,cr × As = 2370 .355 kips

The average strain in the tensile member can be calculated from the CEB Model
Code;
fs =

P
As ,Pr ovided

fs =

10279
= 36.977
278.0

εs =

f s 36.977
=
= 0.001275
Es
29000

ksi

For the approach slab;
2
2
⎡
⎡
⎛ f s ,cr ⎞ ⎤
11.948 ⎞ ⎤
⎛
⎟⎟ ⎥ = 0.001275⎢1 − 0.5⎜
ε m = ε s ⎢1 − k ⎜⎜
⎟ ⎥ = 0.0012085
⎝ 36.977 ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎢⎣
⎢⎣
⎝ f s ⎠ ⎥⎦

For the approach slab;
2
2
⎡
⎡
⎛ f s ,cr ⎞ ⎤
8.527 ⎞ ⎤
⎛
⎟⎟ ⎥ = 0.001275⎢1 − 0.5⎜
ε m = ε s ⎢1 − k ⎜⎜
⎟ ⎥ = 0.0012412
⎝ 36.977 ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎢⎣
⎢⎣
⎝ f s ⎠ ⎥⎦

The effective modulus of elasticity of steel bars for the approach slab;
E sm =

Es
⎡
⎛f
⎢1 − k ⎜⎜ c ,cr
⎢⎣
⎝ fs

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

= 30.597 × 10 3 ksi

The effective modulus of elasticity of steel bars for the transition slab;
E sm =

Es
⎡
⎛f
⎢1 − k ⎜⎜ c ,cr
⎢⎣
⎝ fs

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

= 29.792 × 10 3 ksi
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This average strain in the tensile member, ε m , can be used to evaluate the elongation
of the member due to the applied tensile load.

The effective axial cross-sectional

stiffness of the tensile concrete member can now be written as;

(EA )eff

= E sm As

The figures below show the calculations for approach slab and a part of the transition
slab (first segment) for the first iteration.
The determined modification factor is applied to the SAP2000 model and the model
is re-run.
This will be done for the three other segments.
Section (distance from the
bridge CL, feet)

Force (kips)

Steel Area
(sq.in)

Modification Factor

120

10279

270 : #10@5”

0.2056

136

10279

270 : #10@5”

0.3003

148

7805

205 : #8@5”

0.2458

160

5622

148 : #7@5”

0.2034

172

3039

80 : #6@6”

0.1361

(1st iteration)
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Section (distance from the
bridge CL, feet)

Force (kips)

Steel Area
(sq.in)

Modification Factor

120

7478

197 : #8@5”

0.1730

136

7478

197 : #8@5”

0.2467

148

4872

128 : #8@7”

0.1577

160

3239

85 : #6@6”

0.1314

172

1678

44 : #6@10”

0.1557

Section (distance from the
bridge CL, feet)

Force (kips)

Steel Area
(sq.in)

Modification Factor

120

6909

181 : #8@5”

0.1761

136

6909

181 : #8@5”

0.2488

148

4149

109 : #8@7”

0.1643

160

2636

69 : #6@6”

0.1512

172

1399

37 : #6@10”

1.0000

Section (distance from the
bridge CL, feet)

Force (kips)

Steel Area
(sq.in)

Modification Factor

120

6988

184 : #8@5”

0.1756

136

6988

184 : #8@5”

0.2485

148

4286

113 : #8@7”

0.1627

160

2820

75 : #6@6”

0.1431

172

1594

42 : #6@10”

0.2065

(2nd iteration)

(3rd iteration)

(4th iteration)
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Section (distance from the
bridge CL, feet)

Force (kips)

Steel Area
(sq.in)

Modification Factor

120

6959

184 : #8@5”

0.1758

136

6959

184 : #8@5”

0.2486

148

4226

112 : #8@7”

0.1634

160

2728

72 : #6@6”

0.1468

172

1474

39 : #6@10”

0.4768

(5th iteration)

As can be seen in the tables above, in the 5th iteration the axial forces and the
modification factors have converged so the last table (5th iteration) is the design of the
transition and approach slab.
Final Design:

Segment length (distance from
Steel Area (sq.in)
the bridge CL, feet)

Condition

Percent
Reinforcement
(relative to
Approach Slab)

120 (Approach Slab) -136

184 : #8@5”

Cracked

100 %

136 – 148

184 : #8@5”

Cracked

100 %

148 – 160

112 : #8@7”

Cracked

61 %

160 – 172

72 : #6@6”

Cracked

39 %

172 -186

39 : #6@10”

Cracked

21 %

Figure 5-20 shows the horizontal displacement along the length of the bridge deck,
approach slab, and the 50 ft long transition slab due to -100 °F temperature reduction for
the designed seamless bridge system.

Figure 5-21 compares of the horizontal

displacements along the length of the bridge deck, approach slab, and the 50 ft long
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transiition for thee designed seamless strructure. Figgure 5-22 is the comparison of thhe
stressses along thee length of the
t bridge deck,
d
approaach slab, andd the 50 ft loong transitioon
slab for
f the desig
gned. As caan be seen in
i these figuures, the endd joint moveements of thhe
seam
mless bridge system in teension are by far smalleer than the m
movements ddue to bridgge
expan
nsion.

Figure 5-20- Horizo
ontal displaceement along th
he length of th
he bridge deck
k, approach sslab, and the 550
ft long
g transition sla
ab due to -100
0 °F temperatu
ure reduction (secondary sllab located at 4
ft deptth, small piles W10×49 spacced at 4 ft both
h ways)
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Figure 5-21- Comparison of the horizontal
h
disp
placements foor -100 °F and
d 100 °F temperature changge

s
for -10
00 °F and 1000 °F temperatture change connection
Figure 5-22- Comparison of the stresses
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Chapter 6.
Life Cycle Cost Analysis- Prototype Bridge
6.1. Scope
This chapter explains the life cycle cost analysis for the proposed seamless bridge
and roadway system. Bridge life cycle cost analysis (BLCCA) concepts are briefly
explained. An estimation of the construction costs for the prototype bridge structure as
designed is presented in which three alternatives are considered; Alternative A is the
conventional prototype steel bridge, and alternative B is the prototype bridge with the
proposed seamless bridge and roadway system with the secondary slab, as designed in
Chapter 5. Alternative C is the prototype bridge with seamless transition slab and no
secondary slab as explained in Appendix A. Life cycle cost analyses are carried out for
all three alternatives and at the end the alternatives have been compared. NCHRP Report
483 (HUGH HAWK 2003) was used to develop this chapter.

6.2. Life-cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) Defined
Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) is an economic analysis procedure that uses
engineering inputs to determine a project’s cost over its service life, compares competing
alternatives considering all significant costs, and expresses results in equivalent dollars
(present worth). Figure 6-1 shows the sketch of a bridge project’s life cycles costs.
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Figure 6-1- Bridge project’s life cycles
c
costs

Time
T
period for analysiss is normally
y taken equaal for all altternatives. L
LCCA shoulld
captu
ure the true economic
e
ben
nefit of each
h alternative..
Two
T major ty
ypes of costss are consideered in LCC
CA:
- Agency costs:

incclude the expenses oof construcction, rehabbilitation annd

mainttenance thaat bridge owner
o
agenccy or transsportation oofficials (Deepartment oof
transp
portation forr example) will
w spend.
- User costs: include deelay-of-use, fuel consum
mption, driveer costs, vehiicle operatinng
costs, and accideent costs thatt the bridge user will exxperience in the case thee project doees
not meet
m the funcctional requirrements.
Transportatio
T
on officials use the ressults of BLC
CCA to makke investmeent decisionns.
Transsportation ag
gencies usin
ng federal fu
unds often m
must conducct LCCA too justify theeir
plann
ning and design decision
ns, because th
he federal aggencies provviding funds must do so.
The
T bridge service
s
life greatly
g
affects the calcullation of lifee-cycle costss. Operationns
and maintenance
m
costs are acccrued, disco
ounted, and ccompared ovver the bridgge’s life.
A bridge pro
oject costs in
nvolves not only
o
the initiial expendituure the agenccy makes, buut
it also includess a long-teerm, multiy
year investm
ment.

A bridge projject requireed

mainttenance/repaair followin
ng its plann
ning, desiggn, and connstruction to ensure itts
contin
nued functio
on and safety
y. In most cases,
c
the brridge owner may eventuaally decide tto
replace the bridg
ge once the bridge’s usseful life is reached. T
This end typpically comees
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decades and sometimes even centuries after the initial construction was completed but the
predicted costs should also be incorporated in the BLCCA.
“LCCA is a set of economic principles and computational procedures for comparing
initial and future costs to achieve the most economical strategy for ensuring that a bridge
will provide the services for which it was intended.” (HUGH HAWK 2003)
After the BLCCA is carried out and the life cycle costs for each bridge alternative
are known, the bridge alternative that results in the most efficient use of resources (public
funds and time) than other alternatives will be selected.
In LCCA computations, revenue such as toll receipts, savings such as reduced
maintenance spending enabled by more durable materials, and benefits such as users’
time saved by avoiding lane closures are simply costs with negative values. In LCCA the
total economic worth of a project is determined by analyzing initial costs and discounted
future cost, such as maintenance, reconstruction, rehabilitation, restoring, and resurfacing
costs, over the life of the project segment.
Benefit cost analysis (BCA) targets life cycles costs beyond the current and future
costs of the structure. BCA includes costs associated with the project’s user benefits such
as ride quality and delays. Because of ambiguities in benefit definitions and benefit-cost
ratio, some analysts recommend that this metric should not be used; the net present value
of benefits and costs, they say, is the only completely reliable indicator of efficiency.

6.3. Uncertainty in BLCCA
Bridge life cycle cost analysis is carried out using estimates of current and future
actions taken to manage and maintain a bridge and the costs of those actions. The costs
of these actions are uncertain and can significantly vary from the future actual costs.
Even extreme events such as earthquake the analysis rely on the uncertain estimates.
Two main approaches can be taken to mitigate this issue: deterministic approach, and
stochastic approach.
In the deterministic approach cost estimates are initially determined regardless of the
variability. A single set of estimated costs and deterioration rates are used to compute a
single estimated life-cycle cost for a particular bridge. After this estimate is made, the
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calcu
ulations may
y be repeated with diffeerent estimaates to addreess the variability. This
sensittivity analy
ysis determiines how much
m
the life-cycle ccost dependds on initiaal
assum
mptions.
In
I the stoch
hastic appro
oach expliciit recognitioon is given to the unccertainties oof
estim
mated costs.
distriibutions.

Uncertain
n parameterrs are deterrmined as well as thee probabilitty

A stochastic approach to
t BLCCA computes the life-cyccle cost of a

particcular management strateegy as a prob
babilistic disstribution, baased on the uuncertainty oof
these input param
meters.

6.4.
6 Condi
dition, Serrvice Life
e and Life
e Cycle
The
T most im
mportant elem
ment in BL
LCCA is the determinatiion of a bridge’s servicce
life. The bridgess service lifee is uncertain
n so a time pperiod (horiizon) has to be defined iin
which
h the cost estimates
e
aree carried out. In practiice, the end of a bridgee’s useful liffe
often
n comes decaades or even
n centuries after
a
its initiaal constructiion (becausee the bridge is
eitherr (1) no lon
nger needed or (2) is un
nsafe or obsoolete or cannnot providee the requireed
servicce even if reepair action is
i taken).
Experience
E
suggests
s
thatt although itt is expectedd that bridgees last for abbout 75 yearrs,
the prractical serv
vice lives of highway
h
bridges in Nortth America iis approximaately 30 to 550
yearss (HUGH HA
AWK 2003).
Figure
F
6-2 shows
s
a typical representation of hhow the conndition of a bridge or itts
elemeents deteriorrate and define the servicce life if no m
maintenancee action is taaken.

Figure 6-2- Models of bridge-elem
ment and brid
dge deterioratiion (HUGH H
HAWK 2003)
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Cf represents a level co
onsidered un
nacceptable (Cf). Exam
mple A mighht represent a
concrrete deck where
w
the daamage of graadual crackiing accumuulates and thhen begins tto
accellerate as watter and chem
micals penetrrate more deeeply beneathh the surfacee. Example B
migh
ht be more representatiive of a brridge as a w
whole wherre the overrall conditioon
progrresses throug
gh a series of defined staates.
Now
N if main
ntenance or repair
r
action
ns are taken tthe rate of ddeterioration and its shappe
will change.
c
Un
nder conditions of norm
mal maintennance only, w
without morre substantiaal
repairr or rehabillitation of elements,
e
a typical higghway bridgge’s servicee life can bbe
substtantially less than the oftten quoted 75
5 to 100 yeaars (HUGH H
HAWK 20033).
In
I most casees a bridge is not left to follow the bbasic deteriooration path and reach aan
unaccceptable con
ndition.

In
nstead, the responsible
r
agency willl periodicallly undertakke

repairrs, rehabilitaations, or ren
newals that return
r
condittions to a hiigher level annd extend thhe
servicce life, as illlustrated in Figure
F
6-3.

Figure 6-3- Typicall model of life--cycle conditio
on with repairrs or renewalss (HUGH HAW
WK 2003)

The
T sequencce of actionss and events that determ
mine the brridge-elemennt’s conditioon
throu
ughout its liife cycle is sometimes referred to as the “liffe-cycle actiivity profile.”
Actio
ons will typiically have associated expenditures
e
s and, as Figgure 6-4 illuustrates, thesse
expen
nditures may
y be plotted
d as a functio
on of the tim
me when thee expenditurres are madee.
This plot, sometiimes termed a “cash-flow
w diagram” even when it includes ccommitmentts
on-cash resources (e.g., user costs for
f time in ccongestion), shows the magnitude oof
of no
the ex
xpenditure or
o receipt and
d when it occurs (HUGH
H HAWK 20003).
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Figure 6-4- Expend
diture accompanying the lifee cycle (HUGH
H HAWK 20003)

At
A the end of
o its servicce life, a briidge will haave some soo called “terrminal valuee”
valuee that must be taken in
nto account in the BLC
CCA. The terminal vaalue, may bbe
positiive (e.g., if the materialls can be sold for recyccling) or neggative (e.g., if demolitioon
costs will exceed
d the resale amount).
a

6.5.
6 Time--Value an
nd Equiva
alence off Econom
mic Resou
urces
The
T life cyclle costs of a bridge occurr at various ttimes througghout the briidge’s servicce
life. The mainteenance/repaiir/rehabilitattion actions require ecoonomic resouurces. Thesse
econo
omic resourrces includee two types of costs; ((1) agency costs that aare spent foor
consttruction, norrmal mainten
nance and reepairs (2) usser costs whhich are the resources thhe
bridg
ge users sacrrifice (time and
a out-of-p
pocket expennses like exttra fuel) whiile repairs arre
being
g made (HUG
GH HAWK 2003).
A basic prin
nciple of eco
onomics used in BLCCA
A is that economic resoources have a
time value. The principle deerives from the premisee that resourrces can alw
ways be put tto
produ
uctive use, yielding
y
som
me return oveer time. A doollar placed in a savingss account, foor
exam
mple, accruess interest beccause the ban
nk can use tthe dollar in its lending pprograms. IIn
principle, one wo
ould then vieew an offer of
o one dollar
ar paid todayy as equivaleent to an offeer
of $1
1.06 to be paid
p
one yeear from tod
day. The ddiscount ratee is a param
meter used iin
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BLCCA to calculate the equivalent worth of economic resources used or received now or
in the future. The relationship between the amount of a future expenditure and its
equivalent present worth or value is then calculated using the discount rate [DR]:
=

)

/(1 +

Eq. 6-1

Where
PV

=

present value of the expenditure

FVN

=

future value of an expenditure made at time N

N

=

# of periods (generally years) between the present and future times

6.6. Construction cost estimate for the prototype bridge
Table 6-1 is a cost estimate for construction of two transition systems with
secondary slabs on either sides of the prototype example bridge. The unit costs are to the
most part taken from the experimental program expenses. It should be noted that in a real
life bridge project the unit costs can be lower than this table values due to the larger
amount that each item is used in a real life bridge project compared to the experimental
setup.
Table 6-1- Construction cost estimate for two 50 ft transition systems with secondary slab

Seamless Bridge System - Transition
Unit
Unit
Cost ($)
100
Cubic yd
Top Slab Concrete
100
Cubic yd
Bottom Slab Concrete
1500
ton
Top Slab Reinforcement
ton
Bottom Slab Reinforcement 1500
450
#
Small Piles
18
Cubic yd
Geoaterial
5
Sq. ft
Forms
50
Cubic
ft
Compaction
Item

Quantity

Total Cost

173.61
173.61
18.6
5.8
286
694
681
694

17361
17361
27900
8700
128700
12500
3406
34722

Total Cost:

250651

Table 6-2 is a cost estimate for construction of two 2800 feet long transition slabs
with no secondary slab on either sides of the prototype example bridge.
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Table
T
6-2- Con
nstruction cosst estimate forr two 2800 ft trransition slabs- no secondarry slab

Seamles s Bridge System with
h no second
dary slab- Transition
T
Item
Transition Sllab Concrete
T
T
Transition
Sllab Reinforceement
F
Forms

Un
nit
Unit
Cost ($)
75
5
Cubic yd
y
150
00
ton
Sq. ft
5

Quantity
y

Total Cosst

9722.22
471.625
11294

729167
707437.5
5
56469

Tottal Cost:

149307
73

Table
T
6-3 is the 2011 geeneral guidellines of com
mparative briidge costs foor the State oof
Califfornia (State of Californiia 2011). Th
hese costs refflect the 'briidge cost' onnly and do noot
include items su
uch as: timee related oveerhead, mobbilization, bridge removval, approacch
slabs, slope pavin
ng, soundwaalls or retainiing walls.
Table 6-3- 201
11 guidelines of
o bridge costs for the Statee of Californiaa (CALTRAN
NS 2011)

The example bridge’s to
otal area is 11280 sq.ft.
For
F $170/sq..ft this bridge will cost $1,917,600.
$
So the transsitions’ cost is about 13%
%
of thee total cost of
o the bridge.
For
F $425/sq..ft this bridg
ge will cost $4,794,000.
$
So the trannsitions’ cost is about 5%
%
of thee total cost of
o the bridge.
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So construction of two transition systems for the example bridge will increase the
cost of the bridge by about 5 to 13 percent. If the example bridge requires steel piling for
the abutments, the cost of the bridge will be closer to the higher end of this range and as
the result, the seamless system’s extra cost will be closer to the 5%.
On the other hand, the seamless bridge system will eliminate the need of the piling
and joints for the bridge and this cost reduction should also be taken into account in the
cost analysis of the transition system. A bridge contractor will probably construct the
transition system at a significantly lower price than the amount spent to construct it in the
university laboratory because the contractor has their own fabrication shop and other
equipment so they will not have to send the small piles to fabrication shop or they will
not have to rent equipment. Plus, making a larger size transition system will reduce the
construction costs.

6.7. Prototype Bridge Life Cycle Cost Analysis
The selection of a bridge system is typically based on the lowest total life cycle cost
over the entire bridge life. The new “seamless bridge and roadway system” has been
proposed, which is expected to offer extended service life, better ride quality, removal of
bridge joints, and better seismic performance than the “conventional” designs. Three
alternatives are defined for analysis:
A. Conventional steel bridge design with joints at the end and no transition
slab;
B. Steel bridge with seamless deck and roadway system
C. Steel bridge with seamless transition slab and no secondary slab

Traffic volume upon opening is projected to be 3,500 vpd (vehicles per day) with 15
percent trucks. The traffic growth is assumed 1.5 percent annually. It is assumed that
peak-hour traffic is 15% of the average daily traffic and 60% of the peak-hour traffic
travels in the peak direction.

Therefore, the maximum demand is 315 vph/lane

(3500×0.15×0.60). The capacity of a single travel lane is 1,320 vph/lane. In the event
that the bridge is not available to traffic, the shortest detour route will add 20 miles to the
average trip of bridge users.
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Agency policy requires that an 80-year analysis period should be used for decisions
involving new construction. Agency policy also specifies that inflation should generally
be neglected and a “real” discount rate of 6 percent should be used in the analysis. The
agency’s legislative liaison staff recommend estimate a 40% probability that the increase
in legal load limits will occur; if it does, the new limit will become effective
approximately ten years in the future.

6.7.1. Alternative A; Conventional steel bridge design with
joints at the end and no transition slab

Agency costs
As mentioned earlier, the total bridge cost is calculated between $1,917,600 and
$4,794,000. It is assumed that agency costs studies and design work prior to construction
will cost $200,000. The estimate is judged to be relatively reliable, so no probability
values will be assigned; i.e, the probability that these costs will be $200,000 is assumed
to be 100 percent.
A value close to average is assumed for the bridge construction cost. Since the main
objective of this chapter is to draw a comparison between the new and conventional
systems, this assumption will not affect the final assessment. So the construction cost is
estimated at $3,500,000 total, including final design work; construction is scheduled to
take two years following a one-year final design period. It should be noted that initial
costs for an alternative are often the largest cost component in the total life cycle cost
since they receive the least discounting and thus their estimate and distribution in time
can be very important. For simplicity, the cost is assumed to be paid half in year 2 and
half in year 3. This alternative would open for service at the start of year 4. Because this
is a new bridge, to be constructed under “greenfield” conditions and with minimum need
to work within existing roadways, user costs are neglected, e.g., for traffic delays, during
construction.
Using the basic one-time-event discounting equation, the present value of the best
estimate of construction cost is
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=

$1,750,000 $1,750,000
+
= $3,026,828
(1.06)
(1.06)

Eq. 6-2

However, competition among bidders, changes in material prices, or other cost
variances could influence the final construction cost, so the cost will be treated as
uncertain:
Contract/final
cost
PV of cost
Probability

10% below
estimate
$2,724,145
0.10

At estimate of
$3,500,000
$3,026,828
0.60

10% above
estimate
$3,329,510
0.20

20% above
estimate
$3,632,193
0.10

The expected value of the final construction cost discounted to time zero can be
calculated as,
0

= $2,724,145 × 0.10 + $3,026,828 × 0.60 + $3,329,510 × 0.20

+$3,632,193 = $3,117,632

The expected value is generally a better value to use than the best estimate since it
reflects the “average” or mean cost rather than the median cost. In general, uncertain
costs can be represented by a distribution that is skewed to the left: i.e., there is more cost
uncertainty to the up-side that to the down-side.
If uncertainty was included in the analysis, the individual PVs and probabilities
would be used instead of the expected value.
It is assumed that the bridge is inspected every two years at a cost of $1,000 per
occurrence. This can be treated as a uniform annual payment of $500 per year for 100
years using the standard uniform-annual payment formula.
= $500 ×

1.06 − 1
0.06 × 1.06

= $8,255

However, the inspections will not start until year 6, two years following the
completion of construction. The present value of the first four payments is then deducted
(i.e., $500 are accrued in years 5 and 6 for the first inspection):
= $500 ×

1.06 − 1
0.06 × 1.06

= $1,733
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The estimated present value of inspections then is $8,255 - $1,733 = $6,522; this
number will be considered relatively certain.
This is a steel bridge and will require periodic repainting. It is assumed these
painting projects can be carried out from beneath the bridge and do not involve any
disruption to traffic; i.e., there are no painting-related user costs.
The likely agency cost is uncertain, as repainting methods could reduce future
repainting costs and new paints may last longer; on the other hand, environmental
regulations may become more stringent. To model these uncertainties individually would
be excessive for hand calculation, so simplifying assumptions are made: the paint-job’s
service life is estimated to be 15 years, with a 10% chance of being only 12 years and a
20% chance of being 18 years; estimated cost is $150,000, with a 20% chance of being
20% less and a 20% chance of being 30% more. The following table summarizes these
assumptions.
Service life
Probability
Cost
Probability
Expected cost

12 years
15 years (best est.)
18 years
0.10
0.70
0.20
$120,000
$150,000
$195,000
0.20
0.60
0.20
0.20×$120,000 + 0.60×$150,000 +0.20×$195,000 = $153,000

The best estimate is that repainting will be required in years 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75.
The best estimate of the expected present value of repainting costs is then computed as
=

$153,000
$153,000
+⋯+
= $108,169
1.06
1.06

This can be considered the median value. If it is assumed that costs and timing are
independent, a better value can be calculated by considering all possible combinations.
Another recurring maintenance item will be replacing the asphaltic deck overlay
every 10 years. Assuming that the overlay costs $4/sq.ft to replace and that the deck area
is 11280 sq.ft, the cost of each replacement overlay is $45120. It is assumed the timing
and cost are not uncertain; the present value of overlay costs is then
= $45120 × (1.06

+ 1.06

1.06−62 + 1.06−72 ) = $49,917

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

+
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Another recurring maintenance item will be replacing/repairing the bridge joints
every 16 years. Assuming that the total joint replacement/repair costs for the two joints
on either ends of the bridge is $20,000 (about $213/ft). The timing and cost are assumed
not uncertain; the present value of joint replacement/repair costs is then
= $20,000 × (1.06

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

) = $12,672

Another recurring maintenance item will be replacing/repairing the bridge bearings
every once in the life of the bridge (if it is assumed that elastomeric bearing is used for
the bearings, the bearing life will most likely be about half of the structure’s life).
Assuming that the total bearing replacement/repair costs is $50,000 and that the timing
and cost are not uncertain; the present value of joint replacement/repair costs is then
= $50,000 × (1.06

) = $4,861

The table summarizes the agency costs estimated for Alternative A. The expected
present value of agency costs is approximately ACA = $3,499,774.
Alternative A
Cost item
Plans and studies
Design and
construction
Inspection
Painting
Deck overlay
replacement
Bridge joints
replacement/repair
Bridge bearing
replacement/repair
Total agency cost for
Alternative A

Year 0

Best estimate cost
($)
200,000

Years 1-2

3,500,000

3,117,632

1,000 per inspection

6,522

153,000 per project

108,169

10 year intervals

45,120

49,917

16 year intervals

20,000

12,672

One at half of
structure’s life

50,000

4,861

Timing

Every 2nd year in
service
12 to 18 year in
service

Expected PV ($)
200,000

3,499,774

User costs
Deck overlay
The deck-overlay replacements will clearly produce traffic delays and road-user
costs. Assume that one lane of the two-lane bridge will be closed to traffic for a 5-day
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period each time the deck is resurfaced. Using the Highway Capacity Manual, the onelane capacity is estimated to be 1,340 vph, which is not expected to be exceeded until
after year 80. It can be assumed that until that time delays are incurred only during
periods when both lanes are blocked, which is estimated to occur 6 times each day during
replacement, for approximately 30 minutes each time.
Assume that hourly traffic demand during closures is 6% of ADT, equal to 210 vph
initially and grown to 240 in year 12. During the closure, vehicles form a queue that are
estimated to become clear at a rate of 2 veh/min (average delay is 0.50 min/veh) once the
lane is reopened. The number of vehicles delayed in each direction is then estimated to
be approximately 40 per closure, or 240 vehicles total per day.

Over the 5-day

reconstruction period, the total delayed vehicles are 1,200 in year 12. The number will
increase proportionally to total traffic volume.
It is estimated the unit time costs of delay, including both time and vehicle-operating
cost, to be $25.00/hour for trucks and $5.00/hour for other vehicles. With trucks
accounting for 15% of the traffic stream, the best estimate unit cost is computed as
$25×0.15 + $5×0.85 = $8.00/hr.
User costs associated with the first resurfacing (at year 12) are then calculated as
=(
12

ℎ

)×(

)×(

)

= 1,200 × 0.50 × $8.00 = $4,800

This cost will increase proportionally to traffic levels in subsequent years when the
deck overlay is replaced. Total discounted expected user cost is calculated as
= (4,800 × 1.06

) + (5,571 × 1.06

) + (8,465 × 1.06

)

7,503 × 1.06−42 + 8,707 × 1.06−52 + 10,105 × 1.06−62
(11,727 × 1.06

) = $6,452

Strengthening
If the legal load limit is increased, some trucks will have to be diverted or the bridge
will have to be strengthened. If the increase occurs in year 10 and it is assumed that 20%
of future truck traffic will have to be diverted over a 20 miles detour, then the number of
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equivalent vehicles diverted during the remaining analysis period will be potentially
substantial:
ℎ

(1.015)

= 365 × 3,500 × 15% × 20% ×

= 365 × 3,500 × 15% × 20% × (1.015
= 365 × 14,590 = 5.325

+ 1.015

+ ⋯ 1.015 )

ℎ

It is estimated the diversion cost will include added travel time of 0.4 hr/veh and
vehicle operating cost of $1/miles. The unit user cost will then be
= 0.4ℎ ×

ℎ

$25
+ 20
ℎ

×

$1

= $30

The total user cost in each year n is
= $30 × 365 × 15% × 20% × 3,500 × (1.015)

Calculated for the years 10 through 80, discounted to their equivalent present value
and summed, these annual user costs add up to an estimated total user cost of
$30 × 365 × 0.15 × 0.20 × 3,500 × 1.01510
1.0610
+
+⋯+

$30 × 365 × 0.15 × 0.20 × 3,500 × 1.01511
1.0611

$30 × 365 × 0.15 × 0.20 × 3,500 × 1.015
1.06

= 16,744,242

= $16,744,242

Alternatively, the agency may choose to strengthen the bridge when the load limit is
raised. The total cost of this strengthening are estimated to be $700,000, incurred in year
11, and that the strengthening will occur only after the load limit requirement is increased
and that strengthening will take 6 months. The present value of this expenditure is
$700,000 ×

1
1.06

= $368,751

In addition, there will be six months of user-diversion cost, in year 11, computed to
be
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= $30 ×

365
× 15% × 20% × 3,500 × (1.015)
2

= $677,173

and the discounted present value is
$677,173 ×

1
1.06

= $356,726

Note that even 6 months of diversion costs is about the cost of the strengthening. The
agency may want to consider strengthening before the load limit is raised.
It is assumed the agency will choose to strengthen the bridge if the load limit is
increased and that the strengthening can be accomplished with no major disruption to
normal traffic using the bridge. The agency’s legislative liaison estimate of a 40% is
probability that this increase will be enacted (with the cost of strengthening then
incurred) to estimate that the expected present value of costs for this action is
= (0.4 × $368,751) + (0.6 × 0) = $147,500
= (0.4 × $356,726) + (0.6 × 0) = $142,690

Joint replacement/repair
The Alternative A Bridge has at least two joints on either ends of the structure.
These joints will need periodic replacement/repair through the structure’s life. It is
assumed the user costs associated with joints periodic replacement/repair is equal to the
re-surfing user costs, $6,452.

Bridge bearing replacement/repair
Bearing replacement is a major maintenance action during which the bridge has to be
closed to traffic. The closure will add a substantial user cost. If this action is taken at
year 40, and it is assumed that all traffic will have to be diverted during the repair over a
20 miles detour, and if it is assumed that the action will take about 5 days, then the
number of equivalent vehicles diverted during the remaining analysis period will be
potentially substantial:
ℎ

= 5 × 3,500 × 1.01540 = 31745

ℎ
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It was estimated the traffic diversion user cost will be $30 per each diverted vehicle.
The total user cost in each year n is
40

= $30 × 31745 = $952,360

Calculated for the year 40, discounted to equivalent present value;
=

$952,360
1.0640

= $92,590

Vulnerability Costs
The bridge is in a moderate earthquake zone and will be damaged during a severe
earthquake. It is assumed that this vulnerability is constant throughout the life of the
structure and is defined as follows:
Intensity

0-3

Agency cost
User cost
Probability

0
0
0.738

4
$2000
$1000
0.20

5
$8,000
$20,000
0.05

6
$200,000
$1000,000
0.01

7
$3,500,000
$3,500,000
0.002

Costs vary from a cursory visual inspection at low earthquake intensities to potential
collapse in a severe earthquake. The annual expected value can be calculated by
multiplying the costs by the probabilities.
= 0.738(0) + 0.20(2000) + 0.05(8,000) + 0.01(200,000)
+0.002(3,500,000) = $9,800
= 0.738(0) + 0.20(1000) + 0.05(20,000) + 0.01(1000,000)
+0.002(3,500,000) = $18,200
= $9,800 + $18,200 = $28,000

and using the annual payment formula the present value of the annual vulnerability
cost of $28,000 is:
=

$28,000 1.06 − 1
×
= $462,256
0.06
1.06
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Residual value
So far it has implicitly been assumed in the analysis so far that the overall bridge will
remain safe and serviceable–subject to adequate completion of the inspection and
maintenance actions included in the management strategy it has been assumed–for the
entire 80-year analysis period. We further have assumed that the overall condition will
reach an unacceptable level approximately in year 80. In this case there would be no
residual value assumed for the structure.
However, such an assumption may be unreasonable; our experience with the
deterioration models lead us to estimate that the bridge’s overall condition, as measured
by the NBI rating, could decline to an unacceptable level (an NBI rating value of 3) as
early as year 60, requiring a major rehabilitation or replacement. If the bridge must be
replaced at year 60, the replacement cost is estimated to be similar to initial construction
plus a significant premium to maintain traffic flow during the reconstruction period. User
costs will be insignificant if contract incentives to maintain traffic service levels are used.
But the agency’s costs would total about $3,900,000, net of any savings on painting and
deck resurfacing that will be avoided. The new bridge will then almost certainly have a
service life extending well beyond year 100 total (including the 60 years life of the first
bridge).
Assuming deterioration occurs in equal annual decrements in rating index over a
60-year period, from an initial level of 9 to the unacceptable level of 3, the replacement
construction cost, incurred in year 60, will be one-third “used up” by year 80, (80-60)/60
= 1/3. Therefore, it is estimate the value of the bridge in year 80 is two-third of the total
to be $2,600,000; discounting to present values gives
$3,900,000

= $118,226
1.0660
for the replacement at year 60

And
$2,600,000

= $24,576
1.0680
Residual Value at 80 years for the new replacement bridge built at year 60
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The residual value of the bridge in year 100 for the new replacement bridge;
1−

100 − 60
× 3,900,000 = 1,300,000
60

$1,300,000
1.06100

= $3,831

On the other hand, the bridge’s overall service life could extend well beyond year 80,
in which case the condition at year 80 could be rated as acceptable; the rating at year 80
could be 4. In this case the accumulated wear and aging of the bridge will have
“consumed” approximately 83% of the original investment in structure, based on the
change in rating over the 80-year period, (9-4)/(9-3). The “remaining” 17% of the service
life implies a best-estimate Residual value of
$3,500,000 × 0.17 ≅ $600,000

at year 80; discounted to its present value,

this figure is $5,671.
Now, the same type of calculations can be repeated for year 100. If the new
replacement bridge is constructed at year 80, the replacement construction cost, incurred
in year 80, will be a quarter “used up” by year 100, (100-80)/80 = 1/4. Therefore, the
value of the bridge in year 100 is estimated three-quarter of the total to be $2,925,000;
discounting to present values gives
$ ,

,
.

= $8,620

Residual Value at 100 years for the new replacement bridge

built at year 80
Still there is a chance that bridge’s overall service life could extend even beyond
year 100, in which case the condition at year 100 could be rated as acceptable; it can be
estimated the rating at year 100 could be 4. Again, the accumulated wear and aging of
the bridge will have “consumed” approximately 83% of the original investment in
structure, based on the change in rating over the 80-year period, (9-4)/(9-3). The
“remaining” 17% of the service life implies a best-estimate Residual value of
$3,500,000 × 0.17 ≅ $600,000

at year 100; discounted to its present value, this figure is $1,768.
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Replacement, year
60
Residual value, year
80
Residual value, year
100
Probability

SL = 60 years

SL = 80 years

SL = 100 years

SL>100 years
(NBI rating)100 =
4

$118,226

0

0

0

$24,576

0

0

0

$3,831

$8,620

0

$1,768

0.40

0.50

0.09

0.01

We estimate the probabilities of the three outcomes, and then compute the expected
present value of the residual value, RV and the agency costs.
= 0.40 × $118,226 = $47,290
= (0.40 × $3,831) + (0.50 × $8,620) + (0.01 × $1,768) = $5,860

Total life-cycle cost
The expected present value of Total Life Cycle Cost (TLCC) of Alternative A,
“Conventional steel bridge design with joints at the end and no transition slab,” is then
estimated to be approximately
TLCCA = $4,399,144:
Total Life Cycle Cost =
Agency cost + User cost + Vulnerability Costs – Residual Value =
(Agency Cost for initial design and construction, overlay, inspection, painting, and
bearing and joints replacement/repair + Agency cost for Strengthening + Agency cost of
bridge replacement)
+ (User Cost for deck overlay + User Cost for strengthening + User Cost for Joint
Replacement/Repair + User Cost for Bearing Replacement) + Vulnerability Costs –
Residual Value
=

+

+

−

= ($3,499,774 + 147,500 + 47290) + (6,452 + 142,690 + 6,452 + 92,590)
+462,256 − 5,860 = 4,399,144
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6.7.2. Alternative B; Steel bridge with seamless deck and
roadway system
The bridge service life is increased significantly if this alternative is used although
the initial costs will increase up to 13%. The actual service life of the new system is
expected to be very long but for conservatism, it is assumed to be 100 years (for the
alternative A this value was 80 year).

This alternative will also get rid of some

maintenance costs over the life of the structure.

Agency costs
Studies and design prior to construction are estimated to be 10% higher than the first
alternative, to be $220,000 and relatively certain (10% higher than the alternative A). As
mentioned earlier, the recommended seamless system will increase the construction costs
by about 5 to 13%. It is assumed that this increase is closer to the higher end (very
conservatively) to be about 11%.

Therefore, the construction cost is estimated at

$3,900,000 total, including final design work; construction is scheduled to take two years
following a one-year final design period. A greater uncertainty than a conventional steel
design should be assumed for this case because of its novelty. However, the final cost of
bridge construction will be more likely lower than the estimated value. This is because
the estimated extra cost for the transition system was determined based on the
construction cost of the system in the structures lab of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. A bridge construction contractor will presumably be able to construct
the system at a significantly lower cost. Design and construction are estimated to take
three years with the construction cost distributed equally in years 2 and 3.
=

$1,950,000 $1,950,000
+
= $3,372,751
(1.06)
(1.06)

Again, because this is a new bridge, to be constructed under “greenfield” conditions
and with minimum need to work within existing roadways, user costs are neglected, e.g.,
for traffic delays, during construction. And due to competition among bidders, changes
in material prices, or other cost variances could influence the final construction cost;
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Contract/final
cost
PV of cost
Probability

10% below
estimate
$3,035,476
0.10

5% below
estimate
$3,204,113
0.40

At estimate
of $3,900,000
$3,372,751
0.30

5% above
estimate
$3,541,388
0.10

10% above
estimate
$3,710,026
0.10

The computation of present values and expected value of design and construction
costs is then exactly similar to the computations for Alternative A. The expected value of
final construction costs is,
= $3,035,476 × 0.10 + $3,204,113 × 0.40 + $3,372,751 × 0.30
+$3,541,388 × 0.10 + $3,710,026 × 0.10 = $3,322,159

Similar to Alternative A, it is assumed that the bridge is inspected every two years at
a cost of $1,000 per occurrence. This can be treated as a uniform annual payment of $500
per year for 100 years using the standard uniform-annual payment formula.
= $500 ×

1.06 − 1
0.06 × 1.06

= $8,309

However, the inspections will not start until year 6, two years following the
completion of construction. The present value of the first four payments is then deducted
(i.e., $500 are accrued in years 5 and 6 for the first inspection):
= $500 ×

1.06 − 1
0.06 × 1.06

= $1,733

The estimated present value of inspections then is $8,309 - $1,733 = $6,576; this
number is treated relatively certain.
For the periodic re-painting all calculations are the same as alternative A, except the
service life is assumed 100 years so the best estimate is that repainting will be required in
years 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 100. The best estimate of the expected present value of
repainting costs is then computed as
=

$153,000
$153,000 $153,000
+⋯+
+
= $108,977
1.06
1.06
1.06

For thee replacing the asphaltic deck overlay every 10 years, likewise alternative A,
the present value of overlay costs can be determined;
= $45120 × (1.06

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

+ 1.06

+
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1.06

+ 1.06

+1.06

+ 1.06

) = $50,509

This bridge does not have any joints so there is no cost for replacing/repairing the
bridge joints.
The demand on the bridge bearings is significantly smaller than the alternative A so
this cost item is not valid for alternative B either.
The table summarizes the agency costs estimated for Alternative A. The expected
present value of agency costs is approximately ACB = $3,708,221.
Alternative B
Cost item
Plans and studies
Design and
construction

Timing

Best estimate cost ($)

Expected PV ($)

Year 0

220,000

220,000

Years 1-2

3,900,000

3,322,159

1,000 per inspection

6,576

153,000 per project

108,977

45,120

50,509

Every 2nd year in
service
12 to 18 year in
service

Inspection
Painting
Deck overlay
replacement

10 year intervals

Total agency cost for
Alternative B

3,708,221

So the agency costs for alternative B are slightly higher than the alternative A.

User costs
Deck overlay
The deck-overlay replacement schedule is anticipated to be similar in cost and
uncertainty to that for Alternative A. The expected present value of user costs associated
with these overlays is then;
= (4,800 × 1.06
(7,503 × 1.06

) + (5,571 × 1.06

) + (8,707 × 1.06

(11,727 × 1.06

) + (8,465 × 1.06

) + (10,105 × 1.06

) + (13,603 × 1.06

)

)

) + (15,780 × 1.06

) = $6,641
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Strengthening
The issue of truck-diversion versus strengthening the bridge will apply to Alternative
B as well. The total cost of strengthening in this case is estimated to be $777,000 (11%
higher than the alternative A), incurred in year 11.
This amount is still well below the estimated user costs if the strengthening is not
done; the agency will probably choose to make the expenditure. The present value of this
expenditure is $409,314. In addition, as for Alternative A, there will be four months of
user-diversion cost, computed to be $677,173; the discounted present value is $356,726.
Using the agency’s legislative liaison estimate of a 40% probability that the load-limit
increase will be enacted and the cost of strengthening incurred, the expected present
value of vulnerability cost for Alternative B is
= (0.4 × $409,314) + (0.6 × 0) = $163,726
= (0.4 × $356,726) + (0.6 × 0) = $142,690

Vulnerability Costs
The bridge is in a moderate earthquake zone and will be damaged during a severe
earthquake. However, as mentioned before, this system is an ideal system for seismic
areas because of its greater redundancy. So costs are expected to be less than for a
conventional design. It is assumed that this vulnerability is constant throughout the life
of the structure and is defined as follows:
Intensity
Agency cost
User cost
Probability

0-3
0
0
0.738

4
0
0
0.20

5
0
$1,000
0.05

6
$50,000
$100,000
0.01

7
$100,000
$500,000
0.002

The annual expected value can be calculated by multiplying the costs by the
probabilities.
= 0.738(0) + 0.20(0) + 0.05(0) + 0.01(50,000)
+0.002(100,000) = $700
= 0.738(0) + 0.20(0) + 0.05(1,000) + 0.01(100,000)
+0.002(500,000) = $2,050
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= $700 + $2,050 = $2,750

and using the annual payment formula the present value of the annual vulnerability
cost of $2,750 is:
=

$2,750 1.06 − 1
×
= $45,400
0.06
1.06

For 100 years;
=

$2,750 1.06 − 1
×
= $45,698
0.06
1.06

Residual value
Alternative B is an extended-life design; it is anticipated the overall bridge will not
only remain safe and serviceable–subject to adequate completion of the inspection and
maintenance actions included in the management strategy it has been assumed–for the
entire 100-year analysis period, but also that the overall condition will be higher than a
just-acceptable level in year 100.
Deterioration models included in PONTIS and BRIDGIT are less helpful for unusual
designs. We rely instead on research studies and the designer’s judgment to estimate that
the bridge’s overall condition, as measured by the NBI rating, at year 100 be at least 4 or
possibly 5.

It can be assumed that the bridge will have 17% to 33% anticipated

“remaining” service life, a best-estimate residual value of approximately $663,000 to
$1,287,000 at year 100, (1-(9-4)/(9-3)=0.17 to 1-(9-5)/(9-3)=0.33). The probabilities of
these two outcomes are considered equally likely (50%) and compute the expected
present value of the residual value,
=

0.50 × $663,000 + 0.50 × 1,287,000
= $2,874
1.06

Total life-cycle cost
The expected present value of Total Life Cycle Cost (TLCC) of Alternative B,
“Conventional steel bridge design with joints at the end and no transition slab,” is then
estimated to be approximately
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TLCCB = $4,462,569:
Total Life Cycle Cost =
Agency cost + User cost + Vulnerability Costs – Residual Value =
(Agency Cost for initial design and construction, overlay, inspection, and painting +
Agency cost for Strengthening + Agency cost of replacement)
+ (User Cost for deck overlay + User Cost for strengthening) + Vulnerability Costs –
Residual Value
=

+

+

−

= ($3,708,221 + 163,726) + (6,641 + 142,690)
+45,698 − 2,874 = 4,064,102

6.7.3. Alternative C; Steel bridge with seamless transition slab
and no secondary slab
The bridge service life is also increased significantly if this alternative is used.
However, the construction costs for this alternative are very high. The actual service life
of the new system is expected to be very long but for conservatism, it is assumed to be
100 years (for the alternative A this value was 80 year). This alternative will also get rid
of some maintenance costs over the life of the structure.

Agency costs
Same as alternative B, studies and design prior to construction are estimated to be
10% higher than the first alternative, to be $220,000 and relatively certain (10% higher
than the alternative A). The construction cost is estimated to be $3,500,000 for the bridge
and 1,500,000 for the transition to be $5,000,000 including final design work;
construction is scheduled to take two years following a one-year final design period. A
greater uncertainty than a conventional steel design should be assumed for this case
because of its novelty. It should be noted that the transition slab is a segment of the
roadway (about one mile of the roadway is the transition two slabs) so it ought to be
constructed anyway.

The CRCP transition slab will increase the cost of roadway
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construction compared to JPCP. So to have a better estimate of the bridge construction
cost, it is assumed that CRCP reinforcement is the only cause of higher roadway cost
(compared to JPCP). That way the construction cost of the bridge can be assumed to be
about 4,200,000. Design and construction are estimated to take three years with the
construction cost distributed equally in years 2 and 3.
=

$2,100,000 $2,100,000
+
= $3,632,193
(1.06)
(1.06)

Again, the same as before;
Contract/final
cost
PV of cost
Probability

10% below
estimate
$3,268,974
0.10

5% below
estimate
$3,450,583
0.40

At estimate
of $3,900,000
$3,632,193
0.30

5% above
estimate
$3,813,803
0.10

10% above
estimate
$3,995,412
0.10

The expected value of final construction costs is,
= $3,577,710

The inspection cost is the same as alternative B. The estimated present value of
inspections then is $6,576; and this number is treated as relatively certain.
For the periodic re-painting all calculations are the same as alternative B.
= $50,509

This bridge does not have any joints so there is no cost for replacing/repairing the
bridge joints.
Same as alternative B, the demand on the bridge bearings is significantly smaller
than the alternative A and this cost item is not valid for alternative C either.
The table summarizes the agency costs estimated for Alternative A. The expected
present value of agency costs is approximately ACB = $3,963,772.
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Alternative B
Cost item
Plans and studies
Design and
construction
Inspection
Painting
Deck overlay
replacement

Timing

Best estimate cost ($)

Expected PV ($)

Year 0

220,000

220,000

Years 1-2

4,200,000

3,577,710

1,000 per inspection

6,576

153,000 per project

108,977

45,120

50,509

Every 2nd year in
service
12 to 18 year in
service
10 year intervals

Total agency cost for
Alternative B

3,963,772

So the agency costs for alternative C are slightly higher than both alternatives A and
B.

User costs
Deck overlay
The deck-overlay replacement schedule is anticipated to be similar in cost and
uncertainty to that for Alternative B. The expected present value of user costs associated
with these overlays is then;
= $6,641

Strengthening
The issue of truck-diversion versus strengthening the bridge will apply to Alternative
B as well. It is estimated the total cost of strengthening in this case will be the same as
alternative B ($777,000), incurred in year 11.
= (0.4 × $409,314) + (0.6 × 0) = $163,726
= (0.4 × $356,726) + (0.6 × 0) = $142,690

Vulnerability Costs
Since both alternatives B and C have the same type of structure, this system’s
vulnerability is also assumed the same as alternative B.
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=

$2,750 1.06 − 1
×
= $45,698
0.06
1.06

Residual value
Alternative C is also an extended-life design; the overall bridge is anticipated to not
only remain safe and serviceable–subject to adequate completion of the inspection and
maintenance actions included in the management strategy we have assumed–for the
entire 100-year analysis period, but also that the overall condition will be higher than a
just-acceptable level in year 100.
= $2,874

Total life-cycle cost
The expected present value of Total Life Cycle Cost (TLCC) of Alternative B,
“Conventional steel bridge design with joints at the end and no transition slab,” is then
estimated to be approximately
TLCCC = $4,319,653:
Total Life Cycle Cost =
Agency cost + User cost + Vulnerability Costs – Residual Value =
(Agency Cost for initial design and construction, overlay, inspection, and painting +
Agency cost for Strengthening + Agency cost of replacement)
+ (User Cost for deck overlay + User Cost for strengthening) + Vulnerability Costs –
Residual Value
=

+

+

−

= ($3,963,772 + $163,726) + ($6,641 + $142,690) + $45,698 − $2,874
= $4,319,653
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6.8. Reviewing the results
The table summarizes the expected total life-cycle costs of the three alternatives.
Expected PV of costs

Cost components
Agency cost (AC)
User cost (UC)
Vulnerability cost (VC)
Residual value (RV,
credit)
Expected TLCC, rounded

Alt. A
Conventional
system

Alt. B
Seamless system w/
Secondary Slab

Alt. C
Seamless system w/o
Secondary Slab

3,694,564
248,184
462,256

3,871,947
149,331
45,698

4,127,498
149,331
45,698

5,860

2,874

2,874

4,399,144

4,064,102

4,319,653

As mentioned before, the immediate agency costs, especially the construction costs
are the most important costs in the BLCCA. Because their present values is high. Both
alternatives B and C and especially alternative C have higher agency costs than
alternative A.
Alternative B, the “seamless bridge and roadway system” design, offers the lowest
total life-cycle cost. The assumptions are that (1) actual agency costs and construction
costs in particular, the largest component of TLCC, will be close to their expected values;
(2) maintenance activities are carried out as specified.
As mentioned earlier, the agency cost for alternative B has conservatively been taken
high (11% additional construction cost for the transition system with the secondary slab).
One of the advantages of the newly proposed system is the reduction of lateral demand
on the abutment and as the result elimination of need for deep piles at the abutment. That
is, the construction cost of the bridge will be significantly lower if piling is not required
because piling is one of the most expensive cost items in bridge construction.
It should also be noted that Alternatives B and C offer a better ride quality which
reduces the user costs (it is a user benefit that has not been taken into account in the
above-mentioned calculations).

Another superiority of Alternatives B and C to the

Alternative A is the lesser damage to the substructure due to elimination of leakage to the
sub-structure elements. This lesser damage can also reduce the need for periodical
repainting which results in lesser life-cycle costs. On the other hand, there is a possibility
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that no drainage system is required for the bridge as the result of using the alternatives B
or C which in essence reduces the construction costs.
Even with the very high initial cost for alternative C, this alternative’s life-cycle-cost
is still slightly below alternative A.
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Chapter 7.
Development
Seamless

of

Design

Provisions;

Bridge

System

with

CRC

Roadway Pavement
7.1. Scope
Analysis, design of a seamless bridge and approach slab system when used with
CRCP roadway is explained. The design of the bridge super-structure and transition slab
is, to the most part, very similar to any other bridge structure. There are some new
components and criteria for the system that are not typically encountered in other bridge
systems.

7.2. Introduction
The design procedure consists of determination of the length of the transition slab,
analysis of the structure and design of the structure’s components. The analysis and
design of the structure for tension is an iterative cracked section analysis for a concrete
member under tension.

The design checks specific to the seamless bridge are the

transition slab, the small piles, the secondary slab, and the geomaterial used to fill the
space between the small piles.
Service limit states are one of the most critical design criteria for the seamless
bridges (Bridge et al., 2005).
Relevant pavement design loadings are the longitudinal strains (thermal effects,
creep and shrinkage) and the out-of-plane effects (due to traffic wheel loads, settlement
of approach embankments and rotational effects transferred from the bridge deck).
Design Parameters include the pavement restraint, traffic loads, and settlement of the
embankment.
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7.2.1. Pa
avement Resistanc
R
ce
The
T coefficient of frictio
on between the base annd sub-base layers is typpically 0.5 tto
1.5 (b
based on thee application
n of two coatts of wax) (B
Bridge et al., 2005). It iss important tto
carry
y out in situ experiments
e
to determin
ne the frictionn coefficientt. The experriment can bbe
as sim
mple as con
nstruction off a 10×10×1 feet concrrete block oon the finishhed base annd
pushiing it with th
he use of a hydraulic
h
ram
m. No fricti onal restrainnt shall be asssumed undeer
the pavement within 30 feet of the bridg
ge to accounnt for the poossibility off embankmennt
settleement.

7.2.2. Em
mbankme
ent Settlem
ment
The
T
bridge approach embankmen
e
ts shall be designed to achieve a long-term
m
settleement of lesss than ¾” to minimize th
he impacts oon the motorrway pavemeent (Bridge eet
al., 20
005).
However,
H
to
o account fo
or the probaable geotechhnical and cconstruction variations, a
more conservativ
ve approach
h embankmeent settlemennt of 2 in sshall be assuumed for thhe
seam
mless pavemeent design.

7.2.3. Trraffic Loads
AASHTO
A
HL93
H
truck load
l
shall be assumed tto design thhe seamless slabs for thhe
traffic live loads.

7.2.4. Se
ection Stiffness
When
W
a CR
RCP slab is subjected to
t tension, ccracks form
m as the conncrete tensille
streng
gth is exceed
ded. Develo
opment of crracks will redduce the lonngitudinal tennsile stiffnesss
below
w that for the solid slab. The slab stiffness is reelated to thee crack widthh and spacinng
which
h, in turn, iss a function
n of the tensile strength of the conccrete, the diaameter of thhe
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reinforcing bars, the percentage reinforcement, the bond strength between the bars and
the concrete strains. Cracked section analysis shall be carried out in order to determine
the stiffness of the sections in tension.

7.3. Determination of the required transition length
In this section closed form equations will be developed to determine the required
length for the transition zone when an equal temperature increase is applied to the bridge,
approach slab and the transition zone. There are no joints between the bridge deck,
approach slab, the transition zone, and the CRCP roadway. The transition zone is defined
as the region between the approach slab and a section on the CRCP roadway that all
bridge movements are dissipated through the friction between the road slab and the base
soil. In other words, the end of the transition zone is a section on the road slab that will
not move due to the balance of forces from both sides. While longitudinal movements
can take place at any section within the approach slab and transition slab, there can be no
movement of the section at the interface between the end of the transition slab and the
CRCP roadway at the end of the transition zone. The movement along the length of the
transition zone is δ. The equations are developed for a generalized case of a straight and
symmetric bridge, approach slab, and transition slab. Figure 7-1 shows the simplified
free body diagram of the bridge system.
In this figure FB is the thermal horizontal in-plane force in the bridge (constant), FA
is the thermal horizontal in-plane force in the approach slab, and F0 is the force at the end
of the transition zone, exerted from the CRCP roadway. f is the friction force between
the pavement and the base per unit length of the transition zone. t is the thickness of the
pavement.
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Figure 7-1- Free body diagram of the bridge, approach slab, and the transition zone

If (EA)T is the axial stiffness of the transition zone (pavement), (EA)B is the axial
stiffness of the Bridge (considering the bridge deck and girders) , (EA)A is the axial
stiffness of the approach slab and the behavior of the system is assumed to be
linear-elastic region, then the required length for the transfer region, LT, can be calculated
as follows.
Note the width of the pavement section shown in the figure is unit.
The force in the transition zone is F0 + f.x
Since there is no friction between the approach slab and the base soil, the force in the
approach slab and the bridge can be assumed uniform and equal to F0 + f.LT
In which LT is the length of the transition zone.

ΔLEnd = δ = ΔLB + ΔLA + ΔLT

Eq. 7-1

Where ΔLB, ΔLB, and ΔLB are the deformations of half of the bridge length, the
approach slab length, and the transition zone length, respectively.
The terms in the above equation can be written as follows;
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ΔLB = α B L B ΔT -

FB L B
(EA)B

Eq. 7-2

ΔL A = α A L A ΔT -

FA L A
(EA) A

Eq. 7-3

ΔLT = α T L T ΔT -

F0 L T 1 fL2T
(EA)T 2 (EA)T

Eq. 7-4

The term f can be determined as follows;

f = μ.N = μ.(γ c × AT ) ⇒

μ.(γ c × AT )L2T μ.γ c L2T
fL2T
=
=
(EA)T
(EA)T
ET

Eq. 7-5

Therefore the Eq. 7-5 above can be written as;

F0 L T 1 μ.γ c L2T
ΔLT = α T L T ΔT (EA)T 2 E T

Eq. 7-6

The in-plane horizontal force in the bridge and approach slab can be written as;
=

=

+ .

Eq. 7-7

Plugging Eq. 7-2, Eq. 7-3, Eq. 7-5, Eq. 7-6 and Eq. 7-7 into Eq. 7-1, a quadratic
equation in terms of LT is developed. In other words, LT (length of the transition slab) is
the un-known of the quadratic equation and can be determined using the closed form
solution.

In order to find the location of the end of the transition zone,

ΔLEnd = δ = ΔLB + ΔLA + ΔLT = 0 .
+
=

+

=0

− ±√ −4
2
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Eq. 7-9
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Eq. 7-10

Eq. 7-11

Where
f = friction force between the pavement and the base per unit length of the

pavement
For a case with no force at the end of the transition zone, F0 is zero. Otherwise, the
value of F0 shall be assumed (to maintain the desired crack pattern or to satisfy other
design requirements) and the equation can be solved for LT.
It should be noted that abovementioned calculations are based on an increase in the
temperature which causes compression in the transition zone.

In the case of the

temperature reduction that would cause tension in the system, all of the abovementioned
equations are still valid as long as the slab does not crack. After cracking, the simplest
method for solving the problem will be reducing the slabs axial stiffness for a cracked
member. In other words, all of the (EA) terms that are related to the axial stiffness of the
slabs, will be substituted with the reduced effective axial stiffness of the sections (EA)eff.
The length of the transition zone shall be determined from the compression behavior in
which the higher stiffness of the system will affect a longer length of the transition zone.

7.4. Analysis
The seamless bridge has to be analyzed as a whole system with all other system
components. In other words, the bridge structure, the approach slab, and the transition
slab have to be incorporated in the analysis.
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7.4.1. Thermal loads
The determination of thermal loads has been explained in section 5.3 of this
dissertation.

7.4.2. Structural analysis
The structural analyses shall take into account the effects of longitudinal stiffness
reduction due to cracking the transition slab in tension (temperature reduction). The
iterative structural analysis of the seamless bridge and roadway system in conjunction
with cracked section analyses consist of the following steps.
7. Development of the structural analysis model of the entire system consisting of
the bridge super structure, bridge approach slab, and the transition slab
8. Application of the temperature increase and the friction forces to the bridge
system model, analyzing the structure for the forces and determining the
compressive in-plane forces in the bridge deck, approach and transition slabs
9. Carrying out cracked section analyses (cracked section analysis will be described
in the consequent sections) for the approach slab and various segments of the
transition slab assuming an in-plane tensile force in the sections equal to the
force obtained from the step 2 and determine the axial stiffness modification
factors
10. Modify the axial stiffness of the slab segments based on the cracked section
analyses (step 3) and analyze the structural model with the modified in-plane
stiffness obtained in step 3 and with the temperature reduction; determine the
in-plane axial forces in the system
11. Check the convergence of the axial forces in all segments of the slabs

7.4.3. Approach slab and bridge deck
The design of the approach slab and bridge deck shall be in accordance with the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications similar to any other bridge projects.
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Extra reinforcement may be also required in the approach slab for crack control
purposes under the tensile in-plane forces due to thermal expansion. The bridge deck
also has to be checked for cracking.
The approach slab shall be checked for the compressive stresses developed as the
result of thermal expansion to avoid concrete crush.
An approach embankment settlement of 2 in shall be assumed for the seamless
pavement design.
The approach slab and the bridge deck shall be checked for the combination traffic
loads and embankment settlement.

7.4.4. Transition slab
The main objectives of transition slab design are the following;
-

Avoid concrete crush in compression (due to thermal expansion)

-

Achieve a uniform cracking pattern with the crack width and spacing in a desired
range in tension (due to thermal contraction)

The required length of the transition slab has previously been identified based on the
required stiffness to effectively control the end movements.
Reinforcement of the transition slab shall be determined based on cracked section
analysis under tensile in-plane forces and the conventional design of the CRCP roadway.

7.5. Transition slab reinforcement
As mentioned earlier, it is desired that the pavement in the transition zone, develops
a uniform cracking pattern with a defined maximum crack width throughout its length
under the tensile stresses. Therefore, the amount of reinforcement will be reduced over
the length of the test structure.
Two factors contribute to the stresses in the transition zone of the seamless bridge;
truck wheel load, thermal loads (axial loads exerted to the transition zone from the
bridge).
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Truck wheel load causes flexural stresses in the pavement that result in cracking.
Due to the difference between the coefficients of thermal expansion of concrete and
reinforcing bars, temperature changes will cause cracking in the concrete pavement. The
bridge contraction will exert axial tensile forces to the transition zone as well. This
contraction will be accommodated via the opening of the transition zone cracks so the
transition zone reinforcement should be design to limit the crack opening to the desired
amount to avoid early pavement failures. The expansion of the bridge will exert axial
compression forces to the transition zone.
Two of the abovementioned factors have been addressed in the design procedure for
CRCP pavements; the truck wheel load, and the thermal effects.

7.5.1. Cracked section analysis
Cracked section analysis has been explained before in section 5.6, Cracked section
analysis.

7.5.2. Design of the CRCP for truck and thermal forces
The design of the longitudinal reinforcement in CRCP pavements is governed by the
following three criteria.
-

Crack Spacing

This criterion defines spalling for which the maximum crack spacing should not
exceed 8 ft and punchout for which the crack spacing should not be any smaller than 3.5
ft. Figure 7-2 shows the nomograph that can be used to satisfy this criterion (Huang
2004). The equation below can also be used to evaluate the needed amount of steel to
satisfy the crack spacing criterion.

=

1.062(1 +
( )

-

.

1000

)

1+

Crack width

.

1+
.

1000

∝
2∝

.

(1 + ∅)

(1 + 1000 )

.

.

−1

Eq. 7-12
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Spalling and water infiltration are governed by crack width. The allowable crack
width should not exceed 0.04 in. Figure 7-3 shows the nomograph that can be used to
satisfy this criterion (Huang 2004). The equation below can also be used to evaluate the
needed amount of steel to satisfy the crack width criterion.

=

0.358(1 + 1000)
(

-

)

.

.

1+

(1 + ∅)
.

.

−1

Eq. 7-13

1000

Steel stress

The tensile stress of the reinforcement should be limited to 75% of the ultimate
tensile strength of the reinforcing bars. Figure 7-4 shows the nomograph that can be used
to satisfy this criterion (Huang 2004). The equation below can also be used to evaluate
the needed amount of steel to satisfy the steel stress criterion.

=

50.834(1 + 100 )
( )

.

1+

1000

.
.

(1 + 1000)

.

(1 + 1000 )

−1
.

Eq. 7-14

In equations Eq. 7-12 to Eq. 7-14 P represents the amount of longitudinal steel
(percent), ft is the indirect concrete tensile strength (psi), αs and αc are the coefficients of
thermal expansion of steel and concrete respectively, Ø is the bar diameter (in.), X is the
crack spacing (ft), σ w is the tensile stress due to wheel load (psi) developed during the
initial loading of the constructed pavement by either construction equipment or truck
traffic, Z is the concrete shrinkage of 28 days (in./in.), CW is the crack width (in.), σ s is
the steel stress (psi), and DTD is the design temperature drop (°F).
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Figure 7-2- Percent steel to satissfy crack critterion (From AASHTO Gu
uide for Desiggn of Pavemen
nt
ures (Huang 2004)
2
Structu
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Figure 7-3- Minimu
um percent steeel to satisfy crack width crriterion (Huan
ng 2004)
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Figure 7-4- Minimu
um percent steeel to satisfy stteel stress critterion (Huangg 2004)

The
T abovementioned nom
mographs reequire the tennsile stress oof reinforcinng steel due tto
wheeel load in thee pavement. Figure 7-5
5 can be usedd to evaluatte the tensilee stress in thhe
pavem
ment due to
o the truck wheel
w
load. As mentiooned earlier,, one of thee contributinng
factorrs in the CR
RCP stressees is the theermal loads. As can bbe seen in fi
figures Figurre
7-2th
hrough Figurre, the effectts of thermal movementt will be takeen care of vvia the α s α c
ratio for a long CRCP
C
withou
ut the effectss from the brridge.
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Figure 7-5- Chart for
f estimating the tensile strress due to wh
heel load (Huaang 2004)

Following
F
iss a design prrocedure can
n be used to design the rreinforcemennt of a CRC
CP
(Huan
ng 2004).
“1.
“ Determin
ne the requiired amountt of steel reeinforcementt to satisfy each limitinng
criterrion, using Figures
F
Figu
ure 7-2 throu
ugh Figure 77-5 or the equations. T
The minimum
m
amou
unt of steel Pmin is selectted as the laargest amounnt the three criteria: cracck spacing oof
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8.0 ft, crack width, and steel stress; the maximum amount Pmax is based solely on a crack
spacing of 3.5 ft.
2. If Pmax is less than Pmin, the design is unsatisfactory, and some of the inputs must
be revised until Pmax is greater than Pmin.
3. Determine the range in the number of reinforcing bars or wires required by

N min = 0.01273P minWs D φ 2
N max = 0.01273P maxWs D φ 2

Eq. 7-15

In which Nmin and Nmax are the minimum and maximum number of reinforcing bars
or wires required, Pmin and Pmax are the minimum and maximum amount of steel in
percent, Ws is the total width of pavement section in inches, D is the thickness of the
concrete slab in inches, and φ is the reinforcing bar or wire diameter in inches, which
may be increased if loss of cross section due to corrosion is foreseen.
4. Determine the final steel design by selecting the total number of bars or wires N
such that N is a whole number between Nmin and Nmax. The appropriateness of the final
design may be checked by converting N to P and working backward through the design
charts or by using the equation at the top of each chart to estimate crack spacing, crack
width, and steel stress.”

7.6. Design example
This section provides the design steps for a seamless bridge system. It should be
noted that only design aspects specific to the seamless system is explained in this chapter
and for the other design aspects the contemporary design codes and methods shall be
used.

7.6.1. Introduction
The bridge structure was taken from “LRFD Design Example for Steel Girder
Superstructure Bridge”, FHWA/National Highway Institute (NHI), 2003.
Figure 7-6 shows the dimensions of the bridge structure. The bridge consists of five
steel girders with 8.5 in. thick slab deck. An approach slab with 16 ft length and 18 in
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ure then is coonnected to a transition zone with 112
in thiickness.
It
I is assumed
d the design temperaturee change for the life of thhis structure is 100 °F.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7-6- Steel bridge structurre (FHWA/Na
ational Highw
way Institute ((NHI), 2003) (a) Span arraangement
perstructure cross-section
c
(c)
( Plate girde r elevation
(b) Sup

7.6.2. Determinattion of the
e required
d transition
n slab len
ngth
The
T closed form
f
equatio
on developed
d is used to determine tthe required length of thhe
transiition slab forr the examplle bridge.
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The followings are the parameter assumptions for the example bridge.
Coefficient of Friction between the pavement and the base = μ =1.5
Temperature increase = ΔT = 100 °F
Bridge Length = LB = 120 ft
Approach Slab Length = LA =16 ft
Bridge Width = 46.875 ft
Bridge Deck Thickness = 8.5 in

Approach Slab Thickness = 18 in

Transition Zone Thickness = 12 in
Concrete Compressive Strength = 5000 psi
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion = α = 5.5 × 10-6
AASHTO LRFD equations can be used to determine the Modulus of Elasticity of the
concrete (Ec) to be 4074.281 ksi. Therefore, n = 7.
Since the bridge has 5 girders with the cross sectional area of each girder about 62
sq.in the cross-sectional area of the bridge is as follows.
AB = 5×62×7 + 46.875×8.5 = 2568.4375 sq.in.
Cross-sectional area of the approach slab AA = 46.875×18 = 843.75 sq.in.
Cross-sectional area of the transition slab AT = 46.875×12 = 562.5 sq.in.
= 19668
(

) = 214885

/

= 5728

The value of F0 (force at the end of the transition slab) should be assumed. This
value can be assumed based on the stresses that it will develop in the transition slab. For
F0 = 12847 kips, the compressive stress of 1900 psi will be developed that is in the
tolerable range for the compressive strength of the concrete.
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Plugging the above values in the equations (8) through (10), the following values can
be determined for the quadratic equation constants, A, B, and C.
= −1.8536 × 10
= 3.5707 × 10
= 0.01538

Therefore the required length of transition zone to have zero movement at the end of
the transition zone with 12847 kips force, is LT = 400 ft.
Figure 7-7 shows the MS Excel spreadsheet developed to determine the required
length of the transition zone to achieve zero movement at the end of the transition.
The abovementioned calculations were repeated for various value of F0 (force at the
end of the transition slab) and the required length of the transition zone to achieve zero
movement at the end of the transition slab was determined.
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COF, μ
Transition Length (ft)
Temperature Increase (°F)

Bridge Length (ft)
Approach Length (ft)

1.5

f'c (psi)

400

γc (pcf)

145

100

Ec (ksi)

4074.281

Es (ksi)

29000

Mass per
Unit Volume

4.503

n=

7

α (/°F)

5.5E-06

120
16

Bridge Width (ft)
Bridge Deck Thickness (in)
Approach Slab Thickness (in)
Transition Slab Thickness (in)

46.875
8.5
18
12

Bridge Girder Material
Area of each bridge girder (sq.in.)
No. of Bridge Girders

Steel
62.00
5

Equivalent Stiffness of Bridge (EA/L)B
Equivalent Stiffness of Approach (EA/L)A
Equivalent Stiffness of Transition (EA/L)T

19668
214855
5729

Force in Transition at the End = F0 (kips)
Force in Transition at Approach (kips)
Force in Bridge (kips)

12847
13187
13187

δ at the end of the transition slab (in)
f
A
B
C

5000

kips/in
kips/in
kips/in

0.20747
0.849609375 kips/ft
-1.8536E-07
3.56909E-05
0.015381231

Figure 7-7- MS Excel spreadsheet developed to determine the required length of the transition zone
to achieve zero movement at the end of the transition zone

7.6.3. Parametric study
Figure 7-8 shows the effect of the temperature change (ΔT) and the tolerable
movement at the end of transition zone (δ) on the needed transition zone length. As can
be seen in this figure, for every temperature change, if the tolerable movement at the end
of the transition zone becomes equal to the bridge end movement, no transition zone will
be needed. The effect of this tolerable movement and the temperature change on the
needed transition zone length is significant.
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Figure 7-8- Effect of
o the tempera
ature change (ΔT)
(
and the ttolerable movement at the eend of transitiion
zone (δ
δ) on the need
ded transition zone
z
length

The
T SAP200
00 finite elem
ment model of the bridgge was also developed tto carry out a
param
metric study and comparre the resultss to the oness from the cllosed form ssolution. Thhe
finitee element ressults were co
ompared to the closed fform solutionn on three sspots. As caan
be seen in Figuree, the results of the finitee element moodel and thee closed form
m solution arre
in a great
g
agreem
ment.

7.6.4. Design of the
t transittion slab a
as a CRCP
P
Following
F
is the input daata to design
n the transitioon slab as a C
CRCP.
Pavement
P
wiidth = 46.875 ft.
Pavement
P
thickness = 12
2 in.
Effective
E
mo
odulus of sub
b-grade reaction = 200 ppci
′
Concrete
C
ind
direct tensile strength ≅ f c = 50000 = 50 psii
10
10

Concrete
C
shrrinkage Z = 0.0004
0
in./in
n.
Steel
S
coefficient of therm
mal expansio
on = αs = 5 × 10-6 in./in./ºF
Concrete
C
coeefficient of th
hermal expaansion = αs = 3.8 × 10-6 in./in./ºF
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Bar diameter = 5/8 in.
Design temperature drop DTD = 100 ºF
Ratio of coefficient of thermal expansion =

5.0 × 10 −6
= 1.31
3.8 × 10 −6

Wheel load due to the construction equipment for a 12 in. thick pavement is assumed
to be quiet small (20000 pounds). From Figure 7-5 the wheel load tensile stress will be
170 psi.
A minimum crack spacing of 2 ft. is assumed as favorable crack spacing for CRCP.
This minimum spacing reflects the average crack spacing of twice the member thickness
stated by the ACI Committee 224 Report 2R-92 (1997). From equation (19), the P will
be determined as follows.
1.31 .
5
1+
(1 + )
2
8
.
170
(1 + 0.4) .
1+
1000

500
1.062(1 +
)
1000
=
(2)

.

.

.

− 1 = 0.732

And for a maximum crack spacing of 8 ft. it can be written;

=

1.062(1 +
(8)

500
)
1000

.

1+

170
1+
1000

.

.

1.31
2

.

5
(1 + )
8

(1 + 0.4)

.

− 1 = 0.282

.

AASHTO LRFD specifies 0.013 in crack width for class 2 exposure condition.
From equation (20), the amount of P will be determined as follows.

=

0.358 1 +
(0.013)

500
1000
.

.

1+

170
1+
1000

5
8
.

.

− 1 = 0.778

The tensile stress of the reinforcement should be limited to 75% of the ultimate
tensile strength of the reinforcing bars. This value is taken 60000 psi. From equation
(21), P will be determined as follows.
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=

100
50.834 1 +
100
(60000)

.

.

170
1+
1000

500
1+
1000

.

.

(1 + 0.4)

− 1 = 0.470
.

Pmin = Max(0.282,0.778,0.470) = 0.778%
PMax = 0.732 %
Now from equation (22) the number of bars can be determined as follows.

N min = 0.01273 × 0.778 × 562.5 ×12 0.625 2 = 171
N max = 0.01273 × 0.732 × 562.5 ×12 0.625 2 =162
Although Nmin is larger than the NMax but they are close so, 170 no. 5/8 reinforcing
bars will be used in the 47 ft width of the pavement.
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Chapter 8.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter summarizes the research carried out to develop and implement the idea
of the seamless bridge system for the U.S. practice. The conclusions derived from this
research are presented and suggestions have been made for future research.

8.1. Summary
The concept of the seamless bridge system was first developed in Australia to be
used with continuous pavement type (CRCP) mostly used in the region. There are
numerous benefits associated with the concept including very long service life by
eliminating the joints, very low maintenance costs, prevented leakage of moisture to
bridge elements below deck, improved ride quality/reduced noise, elimination of bridge
deck drainage, and elimination of the grade beam. Another advantage of the seamless
bridge system is reduced lateral loads on bridge abutments. Consequently, the bridge
abutment has to be designed for only the vertical loads from the bridge and the small
lateral soil pressure. This makes the system very beneficial in the case of skewed and/or
curved bridges. The seismic performance of the new system is also superior to the
current bridge systems due to more redundancy and better integrity of the structure.
Modifications had to be made to the proposed Australian system to extend it for the
United States practice in which CRC pavements are not common and most pavements are
either flexible or jointed rigid. In the newly developed system the segment of roadway
containing the bridge and the proposed seamless transition region is similar in nature to
continuously reinforced concrete paving.
A theoretical closed-form solution was developed for the seamless bridge system
used with continuous roadway type. The results obtained from the closed-form solution
for a prototype bridge was compared against the results from SAP2000 analysis. In this
section it was shown that very long transition slab lengths are required to dissipate all of
the bridge and transition slab movements and reach a state of zero force and small end
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joint movement only via friction. Therefore, a new transition zone detail was proposed to
dissipate the bridge movements in a reasonable transition length.
Next, finite element methods using SAP2000 program were employed for parametric
study of two prototype bridges to achieve a better understanding of the behavior of the
new proposed seamless bridge system adapted for the United States Practice. One of the
prototype bridges is a bridge with one 70 ft span and the other prototype bridge has two
120 feet spans.
The above-mentioned finite element analysis also advanced the base for the
experimental program. The experimental program was designed to simulate a segment of
the transition slab being subjected to multiple cycles of in-plane loading.

The

effectiveness of the system in transferring the in plane axial loads from the pavement to
the base soil was studied. The behavior of the connection of the concrete slab to the steel
piles was also investigated.

The experimental program also provided a good

understanding of the effect of the presence of the geomaterial used around the small piles.
The experimental program consisted of a full scale physical model of a segment from the
transition zone of a prototype bridge.
After the completion of the experimental program, finite element models of the
experiment was developed using ABAQUS and SAP2000 to compare the results of the
finite element models against the actual test results.

The as-built plans of the

experimental sample were used to establish the finite element models. Development of
the material constitutive models for steel and concrete were explained. The material
properties used for the ABAQUS finite element models were developed using the actual
material tests on the reinforcement, steel from small piles, and concrete samples from top
and bottom slabs.
Two chapters are also devoted to the recommended methods of analysis, design and
construction of a seamless bridge and approach slab system.
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Life cycle cost analysis for the proposed seamless bridge and roadway systems has
been carried out. First, an estimation is made for the construction costs for the three
alternatives are considered; Alternative A is the conventional prototype steel bridge, and
alternative B is the prototype bridge with the proposed seamless bridge and roadway
system with the secondary slab, and Alternative C is the prototype bridge with seamless
transition slab and no secondary slab as explained in Appendix A. Life cycle cost
analyses are carried out for both alternatives.
At the end, in Appendix A design of a seamless bridge system when no secondary
slab is used is explained.

8.2. Conclusions
The benefits of the seamless bridge system include;
-

Very long service life by eliminating the joints,
Very low maintenance costs,
Preventing leakage of moisture to bridge elements below deck,
Improved ride quality and noise reduction,
Elimination of bridge deck drainage,
Elimination of the grade beam,
Reduced lateral loads on bridge abutments,
Ideal for the case of skewed and/or curved bridges,
Enhanced seismic performance.

With the specially detailed reinforcement reduction over the length of the transition
zone, a controlled crack pattern can be achieved in case the bridge system is in tension
due to thermal contraction.
For a seamless bridge system with the transition zone being only a CRC slab laying
on the base soil, if it is desired to achieve a state of no movement and no force at the end
joint, it can be shown the required transition length will be long (i.e. the end movements
cannot be well controlled in a reasonably short length of transition zone by only relying
on the friction between the pavement and the base) Hence, the original Australian system
may not be economical for use with the U.S. practice.
The idea developed for the U.S. practice for a seamless bridge system is to use
transition slab is connected to a so called secondary slab via small piles. In this system
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the secondary slab is constructed in a couple of feet depth of the base soil and the small
piles’ ends will be connected to this slab.

In this way, even in the case the soil

surrounding the small piles getting compacted and not providing any resistance against
the pile movements, the secondary slab will still be providing the needed effect.
Cracked section analysis can be utilized to analyze and design system using the
routine design practice so that complicated analysis tools would not be necessary for
analyzing the bridge in thermal contraction.
This seamless bridge system is especially efficient for longer bridges in which the
horizontal stiffness of the bridge is smaller.
However, after a certain length, increasing the length of the transition slab with the
same number of small piles per unit length will not be effective in reduction of the bridge
system’s end joint movements. The reduction of the movement of end joint is initially
rapid but the reduction of movement of end joints will not be as significant after some
point.
The following conclusions can be made from the parametric study of various system
configurations;
-

The axial force in the system increases when the number of small piles in the
length of the transition zone is increased.

But this increase will not cause

un-acceptably large in-plane compressive stresses in the system components.
-

The axial force developed in the bridge and transition system is significantly
larger when the system is in compression compared to when the system is in
tension.

That is because of the system’s axial stiffness reduction due to

formation of tensile cracks.
A small pile-concrete slab connection detail is proposed that offers a very simple
construction for the transition detail with the secondary slab. In this detail, a baseplate
with studs is welded to both ends of the small piles. For construction, the two baseplates
with some length of the small pile’s ends will be embedded in the concrete slabs while
the concrete is being poured. The thickness of the top and bottom slabs has to be
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designed so that the small pile-concrete slab connection would fully mobilize the required
connection moment and shear resistance.
If the connection is designed correctly, it should be capable of resisting the moment
and shear exerted from the small piles until the small piles are fully yielded.
The experimental load-displacement curves for the first and last (5th) cycles of each
displacement range show the system was stiffer at the first cycle of each displacement
range than the last cycle of the same displacement range. On the other hand, the system
stiffness stabilizes and remains constant for the last cycles of the same displacement
range. In other words, the stiffness of the system drops initially as the system is cycled at
a constant displacement range but then the stiffness remains constant. This observation is
very important in designing the system in practice as the stabilized system stiffness shall
be used for design purposes.
The experimental results also showed that;
-

Up to the displacement range of 0.10 inch, the first and last cycles follow the
exact same curve and this shows that no damage has taken place in the specimen
up to this point.

-

Up to about 0.30 inch displacement, the first cycle and last cycle curves are still
very close to each other. Also during the experiment it was observed that except
the very first cycle of the displacement ranges, all of the curves from subsequent
cycles follow the exact same curve and no more damage takes place in the
system. The stiffness of the system stabilizes within the first cycle.

-

The envelope curve that represents the stabilized stiffness of the system (the last
cycles’ stiffness) should be used for design purposes. Also, the secant stiffness
from this curve is the desired value for the design stiffness of the system.

The system does not have any abrupt failure. Instead, the secant stiffness of the
system decreases gradually.
Although no cohesion is considered for granular soil material and it is generally
believed that granular soil will not compact around the small piles, voids develop around
small piles due to cyclic movements of the small piles.
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At large displacements (displacements above 1.2 inch in the experiment), the large
deformation in the system may dislocate the sand and gravel mix enough to lock the
small piles in the deformed location and cause permanent residual deformations in the
system.
For the recommended small pile-slab connection detail, the first micro-cracks occur
at the interface of the steel beam flanges and the concrete in tension. The second
formation of micro-cracks is the separation of the tension side of the base plates from the
concrete. These cracks will propagate around the tension areas of the baseplates. At the
same time, tension cracks start to develop around the studs connected to the baseplates.
Other micro-cracks also occur due to the bending moment in the top and bottom slabs.
These cracks are vertical and they are well controlled via the longitudinal bars so their
sizes are very small.
The behavior of the structure system with the proposed small pile-concrete slab
connection is almost linear under monotonic one directional loading until about 0.50
inches of displacement. This behavior is highly non-linear in the case of cyclic loading.
This is because of the crack propagation and damage accumulation in the concrete slabs
as the top slab is being pushed and pulled.
The design process for the seamless bridge system is an iterative process in which
the initial design of the system will be determined. With the system configuration
finalized and the demand in all components determined through the analysis, various
parts of the system will be designed. The new system components specific to the
seamless bridge are the transition slab, the small piles, the secondary slab, and the
geomaterial used to fill the space between the small piles.
For the example bridge, construction of two transition systems will increase the cost
of the bridge by about 5 to 13 percent. If the example bridge requires steel piling for the
abutments, the cost of the bridge will be closer to the higher end of this range and as the
result, the seamless system’s extra cost will be closer to the 5%. On the other hand, the
seamless bridge system will eliminate the need of the piling and joints for the bridge and
this cost reduction should also be taken into account in the cost analysis of the transition
system.
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It is very important to achieve the required compaction around the small piles so
excessive quality control is required during the process of soil compaction for this type of
the structure. It is highly recommended that granular material is used in this region
instead of cohesive soil because of the following reasons.
-

Compaction of granular soils is easier especially in the space between the small
piles and vibratory plate compactor can be used to achieve a desired compaction

-

The long term settlement of granular soils is smaller than the cohesive soils and
this reduces the need for future under-filling

-

The very small cohesion of granular material helps it to move easier around the
small piles and better fill the gaps around the piles caused by pile movements.
Although the experiment showed that this gap will develop at least in large
deformations, but the size of this gap would be significantly smaller than the size
of a gap that will develop around the small piles in the case of cohesive soil is
used.

- Granular material is more commonly used by the state DOTs for base and
sub-base construction
Although the immediate agency costs, especially the construction costs are higher for
seamless bridge alternatives, these alternatives offer a lower total life-cycle cost.

8.3. Suggestions for future research
Complementary future research on the seamless bridge and roadway system can be
categorized in three major areas; Study of the general system behavior, Study of the
system components, and Study of the conection

8.3.1. Study of the general system behavior
- Long term monitoring; One of the best methods for studying and verifying the
effectiveness of the newly developed system is to design, construct, and instrument a
bridge structure with seamless system.

This bridge structure’s behavior should be

monitored for multiple years. Specifically, the end joint movements and its variations
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with respect to temperature variations should be studied during the structure’s life. This
will verify the system remains effective during the life of the structure.
- Study of the system for seismic areas; as mentioned before, because of its added
redundancy this system is beneficial for seismic regions.

The seismic performance

behavior of the system should be investigated.
- Study of the system for skewed bridges;
- Study of the system for curved bridges
- One potentially great idea for enhancing the seamless bridge system’s life even
further, is the use of asphaltic overlay on the bridge deck and the transition system. This
asphaltic overlay will seal the developed cracks and increase the life of the system even
further.

8.3.2. Study of the system components
- Further finite element analysis, parametric study and experiments should be
carried out on variations of the recommended small pile concrete slab connection detail.
- New ideas for the connection of the small pile concrete slab can be developed. A
very important aspect to be considered is constructability of the connection both for the
top slab and for the bottom slab. Since the construction of the connection and small piles
is the major cost object in the construction of the system the new connections must be
cost efficient. Some suggestions for new and easy to construct connection details are
shown in the following figures. In these details, high performance concrete (HPC) or
Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) are used around the area of the small piles’
baseplates.

This block will be tied to the surrounding concrete either via the

reinforcement (longitudinal and transverse) or via a combination of mechanical concrete
lock and reinforcement. Another advantage of use of UHPC around the connection area
is elimination of stress concentration (singularity) around the connection area. As it was
mentioned in section 3.7.2, one of the main causes of the proposed connection failure is
stress concentration at the small pile-concrete interface. The UHPC is a very ductile
material with high strength. As the result, small deformations of the small pile at the
small pile-concrete interface will not cause cracking or crush at the interface.
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Figure 8-1- Small pile-Concrete Slab connection idea for use of high performance concrete (1)

Figure 8-2- Small pile Concrete Slab connection idea for use of high performance concrete (2)

Another method for eliminating the stress concentration at the small pile-concrete
interface is using neoprene at the interface. This idea is shown in Figure 8-4. Neoprene
material has high load bearing capacity and long life so it can be a great option to be used
in the area to reduce singularity.
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Figure 8-3- Small pile Concrete Slab connection idea for use of high performance concrete (3)

Figure 8-4- Small pile Concrete Slab connection idea-use of rubber or neoprene pads to eliminate the
stress concentration (singularity) around the small pile flanges

- Use of High Performance or Ultra-High Performance Concrete for other parts of
the transition system; for example high performance material can be used in the area of
end joints to accommodate the small end joint movements.
- Use of High Performance or Ultra-High Performance Concrete for other parts of
the transition system; for example high performance material can be used in the area of
end joints to accommodate the small end joint movements.

8.3.3. Theoretical and experimental study of the connection
A good experimental program for the proposed seamless bridge and roadway system
should consist of:
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(1) Development of best practices for the small pile-concrete slab connection via detailed
finite element study of various connection details. The connection detail should be
capable of fully mobilize the small pile’s plastic moment capacity, even under cyclic
loading, without a failure in the connection.
(2) Conducting experiments on the developed connection details and verification that the
connection will serve the required purpose. The superlative connection detail should be
picked for the next step.
(3) Construction of a segment of the seamless bridge’s transition region using the
selected connection and carrying out the experimental program explained in this
dissertation.
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Appendix A: Design example; Seamless Bridge
and Roadway System with Transition Slab and no
Secondary slab for the U.S. practice
A.1. Scope
The closed form equations developed in Chapter 2 are used to determine the required
length for the transition slab of a seamless bridge system when no secondary slab is
required. The design steps for this system are explained.

A.2. Development of closed-form equation
For a uniform temperature increase in the bridge, approach slab and the transition
zone, the following equations can be used to determine the required transition slab length
when only friction dissipates the thermal movements. The obtained length of transition
slab from this equation has been verified using SAP2000 in Chapter 2.
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The end joint movement is δ. The equations are developed for a generalized case of
a straight and symmetric bridge, approach slab, and transition slab.
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In this figurre FB is the thermal
t
horizontal in-plaane force in the bridge ((constant), FA
plane force in
n the approaach slab, andd F0 is the force at the ennd
is thee thermal horrizontal in-p
of thee transition zone, exerteed from the CRCP roaddway. f is thhe friction fforce betweeen
the pavement and
d the base peer unit lengtth of the trannsition zone. t is the thiickness of thhe
ment.
pavem
(EA)
(
e axial stiffn
ness of the transition zzone (pavem
ment), (EA)B is the axiaal
T is the
stiffn
ness of the Bridge
B
(con
nsidering thee bridge decck and girdders) , (EA)A is the axiaal
stiffn
ness of the approach
a
slaab. The req
quired lengthh for the traansfer regionn, LT, can bbe
calcu
ulated. Note that width of
o the pavem
ment section sshown in thee figure is unnit.
The
T force in the transitio
on zone at an
ny section caan be determ
mined from F0 + f.x

A.3. Prototypee Bridge
The
T prototyp
pe bridge strructure is sho
own in the ffigure below
w. An approoach slab witth
16 ft length and 18 in thickn
ness is also considered.
c
The structuure then is coonnected to a
transiition zone with
w 12 in thiickness. It iss assumed thhat design teemperature cchange for thhe
life of
o this structu
ure is 100 °F
F.

In
I order to achieve a sttate of no movement
m
aand no forcee at the endd joint, whicch
makees this system
m implemen
ntable to thee U.S. practiice, the devveloped exceel spreadsheeet
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shown in the figure below can be used. As can be seen in this figure, for COF of 1.5 and
100 °F temperature increase, the required length for the transition slab will be 2854 feet
(0.54 miles). This system now can be used with the U.S. most common road pavement
practice which is either flexible or jointed pavement. The length of the transition slab is
sufficient for friction forces to completely dissipate the thermally induced movements
throughout the length of the transition slab.
COF, μ
Transition Length (ft)
Temperature Increase (°F)

Bridge Length (ft)
Approach Length (ft)

1.5

f'c (psi)

2854

γc (pcf)

145

100

Ec (ksi)

4074.281

Es (ksi)

29000

Mass per
Unit Volume

4.503

n=

7

α (/°F)

5.5E-06

120
16

Bridge Width (ft)
Bridge Deck Thickness (in)
Approach Slab Thickness (in)
Transition Slab Thickness (in)

46.875
8.5
18
12

Bridge Girder Material
Area of each bridge girder (sq.in.)
No. of Bridge Girders

Steel
62.00
5

Equivalent Stiffness of Bridge (EA/L)B
Equivalent Stiffness of Approach (EA/L)A
Equivalent Stiffness of Transition (EA/L)T

19668
214855
803

Force in Transition at the End = F0 (kips)
Force in Transition at Approach (kips)
Force in Bridge (kips)

0
2425
2425

δ at the end of the transition slab (in)
f
A
B
C

5000

kips/in
kips/in
kips/in

1.48042
0.849609375 kips/ft
-1.8536E-07
0.000502847
0.0748

Solution of the required transition length equations MS Excel spreadsheet developed to determine
the required length of the transition zone to achieve zero movement at the end of the
transition zone

= .

.

= 1.5 ×

145
46.875 × 12
×
= 0.8496
1000
144

So the force at the transition slab-approach slab interface is
=

=

.

= 2854 × 0.8496 = 2424.8
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So
S the force in the transiition slab inccreases from
m zero at thee end joint (w
where there is
no movement) to 2424.8 kipss at the transsition-approaach interfacee. The transiition length is
2854 ft. This fo
orce will nott change thrrough the appproach slabb and the brridge becausse
there is no frictio
on.

A.4. Reinforceement design Crack
ked section
n analysis
The
T length of
o the transitiion slab is seelected 28000 ft. This lenngth will disssipate all ennd
joint movements to zero via friction
f
betw
ween the trannsition slab aand the base soil.
For
F a case with
w two layers of reinfo
orcement (fiigure below)) in which bboth layers oof
reinfo
orcement aree in equal ten
nsion;
=

× )=

(2

2 /

Therefore;
T
= 0.10 × 10
1

2 /

The
T crack width
w
of 0.013 in. will bee consideredd for the desiign pavemennt (Class 2 oof
expossure condition from AA
ASHTO LRF
FD Bridge D
Design Speccs). For dc = 2 and S=
=5
inchees it can be written;
w
0.013
3 = 0.10 × 10

×2×

2 × 5/2
2

Î

= 38.01

The
T amount of reinforccing steel caan be determ
mined from the tensile force on thhe
memb
ber. Since the
t tensile fo
orce will be reduced
r
withhin the lengtth of the slabb, the amounnt
of reiinforcement will also be reduced.
P = f s . As

⇒

As =

P
fs
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The length of the transition slabs is broken into seven segments of 400 ft for
reinforcement reduction. The sections that force is determined are shown in the figure
below.

The force in each segment is increased by f × (length of segment). The following
tensile forces are determined;
Section (distance from the bridge CL, feet)

Force (kips)

136

2379

536

2039

936

1699

1336

1359

1736

1020

2136

680

2536

340

As an example, the calculation for the first segment (136 feet) is explained.

As ,req. =

10279
= 62.6 sq.in.
38.01

Therefore, for 5 inches of spacing the reinforcement will be:
#5 bars @ 5.0 in. = 69.4 sq.in.

The above-mentioned calculations are repeated for the other segments of the
approach slab.
Final Design:
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Segment length (distance
Force (kips)
from the bridge CL, feet)

Steel Area
(sq.in)

Condition

Percent
Reinforcement
(relative to Max.)

136 - 536

2379

66 : #6@6”

Cracked

100 %

536 – 936

2039

57 : #5@6”

Cracked

86 %

936 – 1336

1699

50 : #6@7”

Cracked

76 %

1336 – 1736

1359

40 : #5@7”

Not-Cracked

61 %

1736 – 2136

1020

30 : #4@7”

Not-Cracked

45 %

2136 – 2536

680

20 : #4@8”

Not-Cracked

30 %

2536 - 2936

340

10 : #3@8”

Not-Cracked

15%

